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Abstract

The enterprise architecture (EA) and its management are topics receiving ongoing interest
from academia, practitioners, standardization bodies, and tool vendors. Over the last decade
and especially in the last five years, much has been said and written on these topics that
nevertheless have a much longer history dating back to the nineties of the last century. In
these days, John Zachman was one of the first to understand the ‘bigger whole’ in which IS
architecting and IS development is embedded. Ever since these days, the canonic knowledge
on this topic, which would later become known as “EA management”, has been furthered
by many contributors originating from different philosophical, educational, and theoretical
backgrounds, leading to numerous presentations and publications in this area. But while each
article, paper or book extends the body of knowledge, it also ‘raises the stakes’ for anyone
willing to enter this field of engagement. Especially, young researchers novel to this area
that is not covered that much in university education than it perhaps should, find themselves
confronted with a vast amount of ‘hits’, when they enter “EA management” as keyword in
their favorite (scientific) search engine.

This report aims at charting the landscape of EA management research and practice. Applying
a generic framework for structuring the body of knowledge in the field into the two core areas
of “method” and “language”, the work provides an overview on the state-of-the-art in the
field, delineates interesting questions for future research, and shows how different approaches
taken may be worthwhile subjects for researching how they may complement each other.
Notwithstanding, subsequent work does not claim to cover all what has ever been written
on the subject, but covers 22 different approaches from EA management communities from
academic and industry based on over 150 sources ranging from technical reports to journal
articles, from workshop papers to monographs. Dealing with each of the approaches not only
on an abstract level but classifying it with a generic framework of the field and giving a
summary of the approach’s key achievements, the work provides a viewpoint balancing depth
and breadth of the investigation.
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CHAPTER 1

Motivation

Once upon a time information systems (IS) development has been both a profession for prac-
titioners and a topic for academic research. John Zachman was yet to write what would
later turn out to be the first and perhaps most well-known publication [Za87] on this sub-
ject, describing among others that IS are constituted of an organization and an information
technology (IT) part. In his work Zachman emphasized a critical aspect of IS development,
namely the IS architecture, which goes beyond a sole software architecture but has also to
account for the organizational environment into which the information system is to be em-
bedded. Over the years the complexity of organizations as well as the regulatory, economic,
and technical environment that the organizations participate in, as well as the relevant IT
support has changed dramatically calling for mechanisms to document, plan, analyze, and
evolve – in short to manage – business and IT aspects in an integrated manner. At this time,
Henderson and Venkatraman [HV93] presented the “strategic alignment model” establishing
a linkage between strategic transformations of business and IT, but also relating the strategic
propositions to infrastructure level architectures on both business and IT side. Back in those
early days of IS development little was known that the Zachman Framework [Za87] and the
strategic alignment model were harbingers of a new management discipline, whose subject is
the enterprise as a whole. At nearly the same time as Henderson and Venkatraman, Spewak
and Hill coined in [SH93] the term “enterprise architecture” that would turn out to be the
name of choice for the embracing management subject of the dawning discipline, which is
nowadays known as “enterprise architecture (EA) management”.

Since these early days in the last millennium much more has been published on the topic of EA
management and a plurality of research institutes, consultancies, and standardization bodies
have made their stage appearances, not all of them being recurring actors in this environment.
Notwithstanding many of them have contributed to the development of a discipline, which has
ever since received increasing interest from manifold directions. In [LW04a], Langenberg and
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1. Motivation

Wegmann were the first to analyze the topic of EA management from a researcher’s perspec-
tive, outlining among others the topics that research was heading at in 2004. The top ranking
topic referred to in about 50% of the analyzed papers was “usage”. These papers describing
why EA management should and how EA management can be applied in organizational envi-
ronments spoke volumes of the practical importance of the developing management discipline.
Complementing this perspective Schönherr’s more recent analysis on EA management-related
literature [Sc08b] describes that despite the ongoing publication activities in this field, a com-
mon understanding of the research subject was in 2008 still yet to emerge. A similar position
is taken by Aier et al. in [ARW08b], where the authors give an overview on different promi-
nent EA management approaches further emphasizing on similarities and differences in their
perspective on the subject. A key result of this analysis is the quite stable understanding of
EA management being concerned with three types of states of the EA, namely a “current”,
several “planned”, and a “target” state. This emphasizes both the documentation and plan-
ning aspect of EA management. In the same year, Schelp and Winter conducted in [SW08] an
analysis on the scientific literature on the topic of EA management, diagnosing the formation
of seven research groups in this field. These groups are elicited from over 94 publications, from
which ‘one-hit-wonders’, i.e. sole publications from a single author, as well as approaches from
practioner communities were excluded, as they “cannot be related consistently to any other
publication” or are “considered weak regarding the definition of terminology, [... language]
and/or methodology”. Contrasting the findings of Schönherrs broader analysis, Schelp and
Winter further describe a situation of “terminological convergence” between the different re-
searchers in this field, going so far to foretell the advent of some kind of overarching “language
community” spanning the seven research groups. Complementing their terminology-related
analysis, another idea of their work is to classify the approaches in respect to the provision of
a) a procedure model and b) a description language, as well as in respect to their coverage of the
architectural levels 1) strategy, 2) organization, 3) integration, 4) software, and 5) infrastruc-
ture. This classification schema well serves as input for the analysis undertaken in this work,
in which we pick up the central method-language dichotomy, but go into more detail both
regarding method-related aspects like main activities of EA managementand configuration
aspects and language-related aspects like temporal aspects of EA management.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the method used to
collect the papers, articles, and books that serve as input for the subsequent analyses. In this
section, we further detail our understanding of “state-of-the-art” as reflected in the analysis
method taken. Further, we come back to the method-language dichotomy and devise an anal-
ysis and classification framework for EA management approaches based on an understanding
of EA management being a design process for the artifact EA. In this sense, generic design-
related literature is taken as input to frame relevant characteristics that an approach may take.
Section 3 revisits 22 EA management and EA management-related approaches as reflected in
a total number of over 150 publications on the topic. Each approach is discussed against the
background of the analysis framework and classified along the elicited characteristics. The
final Section 4 summarizes the core findings of the analysis and gives an outlook on future
research directions that can be derived thereof.
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CHAPTER 2

Analysis design

This chapter details on the analysis method used to investigate the current state-of-the-art
in EA management literature. Thereby, the literature review uses a systematic approach,
which is based on the method of hermeneutic text comprehension as proposed by Gadamer
in [Ga75] and follows the guidelines for literature reviews promoted by Webster and Watson
in [WW02] (see Section 2.1). In line with Webster and Watson in [WW02, page xiv] and
Bem in [Be95, page 174], we believe that “a coherent review emerges only from a coherent
conceptual structuring of the topic itself”. Therefore, relevant kernel theories (cf. Gregor
in [Gr06]) from related disciplines are discussed in Section 2.2. Based on these kernel theories
an analysis framework is developed, which spans the conceptual and cognitive background for
the review synthesis.

2.1 The analysis method

Taking into account the characteristics of the IS discipline, Webster and Watson propose
guidelines and hints for writing literature reviews in [WW02]. Among them are requests for

1. making the objectives of the review synthesis explicit (see Chapter 1),

2. discussing the scope and limits of the literature included in the article, and

3. providing a clear structure for the analysis (see Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2).

Because of the amount of literature published in the context of EA management, discussing
the scope and limits of the literature included in this report deserves special attention and is
discussed subsequently.

Due to the increasing importance of the topic of EA management in recent years, the amount of
literature published in this area proliferates (cf. study of Langenberg and Wegman in [LW04a]

5



2. Analysis design

and the state-of-the-art overview of Mykhashchuk et al. [My11]). At the same no common
understanding on the topic has evolved, leading to distinct research communities each forming
a so-called language community. As EA management is a new discipline, for which different
terms, e.g. strategic alignment (cf. Henderson and Venkatraman in [HV93]), IS architecture
(cf. Zachman in [Za87]), or business IT alignment (cf. Luftman in [Lu03]) have been used
in the past, before the term enterprise architecture was coined, the identification of relevant
literature accordingly can be regarded a complex task, as existing databases, e.g. the web of
science1, the ACM digital library2, or IEEE Explore3 cannot be searched using a dedicated
search string. In addition, research results concerning the topic of EA management are until
now typically published as books in case of practitioners’ experiences or presented on work-
shops (cf. Trends in Enterprise Architecture Management Research – TEAR, Practice-driven
Research on Enterprise Transformation – PRET, or Workshop on Enterprise Architecture
Challenges and Responses – WEACR) and therefore not included in scientific databases,
which typically focus on journal publications. Therefore, we identified literature relevant for
our synthesis by

∙ identifying research group via existing state-of-the-art analysis on EA management of
Aier et al. in [ARW08b] as well as Schelp and Winter in [SW09],

∙ searching the DBLP4 and the websites of the author for further publications,

∙ going backwards by reviewing the citations of the publications identified in the first two
steps, and

∙ removing research groups, which have been cited sporadic or are not available in English.

Utilizing the above introduced method, we identified 22 research groups and individual authors
with a publication record in the area of EA management, which provide input for our state-of-
the-art review in Section 3. While practitioner frameworks like The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF) [Th09a] or the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) [Wo10] are
thereby included in our analysis, frameworks developed by governmental agencies, e.g. the
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) in [De09a, De09b, De09c] and the
NATO Architecture Framework (NAF) in [NA07] are not included. As these frameworks typ-
ically focus on the public sector and the intended audience of our subsequent review synthesis
are practitioners and researchers in the are of EA management, we abstain from discussing
these frameworks in detail.

To ensure a complete overview and correct evaluation of the included approaches, we contacted
the main authors and asked them to provide feedback on the evaluation results. From the
overall number of 22 persons that have been contacted, we received feedback regarding 17
approaches (77%). The feedback resulted in the inclusion of further papers and thesis from
these groups and a second iteration regarding the review.

1See http://www.webofscience.com
2See http://portal.acm.org
3See http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
4See http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
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2. Analysis design

2.2 An analysis framework

In line with the understanding of EA management as a methodical and language-based means
to develop and evolve the overall architecture of an enterprise, we subsequently analyze differ-
ent EA management-related approaches as outlined in scientific literature. The analysis is of
a twofold nature reflecting the assumed method-language dichotomy, such that the first part
of each analysis is dedicated to analyzing methodical prescriptions and indications as found
in the description of the approach. The second part of each analysis in contrast is concerned
with prescriptions on the language to be used in order to model the EA. Drawing from prefab-
rics in the field of management method or (architecture) modeling languages, respectively, we
devise a framework guiding the in-depth analyses of the different approaches. The method-
centric part of the framework is described in Section 2.2.1, whereas the language-centric part
is detailed in Section 2.2.2. Summarizing Section 2.3 synthesizes the two perspectives and
outlines an embracing analysis framework for EA management, which is used to analyze the
state-of-the-art.

Beside the analysis of the method- as well as language-prescriptions made by the different
approaches, each approach is shortly summarized in a fact sheet. In this sheet general in-
formation on the approach is provided, such as name, issuing organization, dedicated tool
support, period of activity and the corresponding list of publications. Two more characteristics
are described in the fact sheet (for an example see Table 2.2), namely the inner organization
and the focus area of the approach. The embracing nature of the management subject as
well as the corresponding function further influences the way the approach is presented in.
Regarding each approach in itself as one (composite) artifact, the approaches may strongly
differ in respect to their inner organization. In detail, an approach may be presented

∙ as one comprehensive monolith without apparent inner structure

∙ with an explicit organization, in which the components establish explicit links to each
other, or

∙ with an implicit organization, where the components are grounded in a unified and
linking terminology.

While the design process of EA management in its nature exerts the aforementioned method-
language dichotomy, not every approach is likely to put similar emphasis on both aspects.
The focus area categorization reflects this fact.

EA management or EA management-related approach

Name of approach:
Issuing organization:
Focus area:
Tool support:
Period of activity:
Publications:
Inner organization:

Table 2.1: Exemplary fact sheet

7



2. Analysis design

2.2.1 A method-centric analysis framework for EA management

EA management represents itself as a typical management function, which according to Dem-
ing [De82a] and Shewhart [Sh86] is typically organized in a cycle (so-called PDCA cycle)
containing the following phases: Plan – do – check – act. Put in the context of EA man-
agement, the plan phase covers the development of architectural descriptions, i.e. current,
planned, and target states of the EA. The do phase is reflected in the context of EA man-
agement by means of communicating and enacting EA artifacts and plans. Various ways to
perform such an enacting exists, ranging from fairly non-interfering ways of informing and
communicating via enacting, e.g. rewarding, to enforcing, e.g. punishment. The check phase
of Deming and Shewhart is reflected by methods and means to analyze and evaluate parts
of the EA. Thereby, an analysis can be performed to evaluate one state of the EA, e.g. the
current state to identify potential for improvement as well as the achievement of objectives.
Similarly, planned states can be analyzed and evaluated regarding their strategic impact of the
transformation planned. Furthermore, analyses and evaluations can be performed in order to
compare two states of the EA, e.g. a delta analysis between the current state and an planned
state or between an planned state and the target state can be performed. Complementing the
management cycle of Deming in [De82a] and Shewhart [Sh86], an assessment and improve-
ment of the EA management function itself has to be performed in the act phase. Therefore,
the overall performance of the EA management function is assessed and the different methods
and means used are adapted to better suit the EA management goals and the organizational
context.

Besides the area of management in general as discussed above further related research topics
exist, from which analysis criteria for existing EA management approaches can be derived.
Cognition and comprehension of the subject are further evolved by discussing different per-
spectives on the design of an EA management function as proposed by different research
communities, which opt for approaching the topic of EA management from a

∙ knowledge management perspective, e.g.. Buckl et al. in [BMS09a] and Struck et al.
in [St10b],

∙ systemic perspective, e.g. Buckl et al. in [BMS09b], Wegmann in [We02], or Pulkinnen
in [Pu06], and

∙ situational engineering perspective, e.g. Harmsen et al. in [HPK09], Riege and Aier
in [RA09], or Leppännen in [LVP07].

Based on the perspectives on designing an organization-specific EA management function as
introduced above, analysis dimensions focusing on the method part of EA management are
motivated in the following. Furthermore, distinct characteristic types of EA management
approaches are introduced.

Analyzing integration

EA management does not exist as an isolated management function in an organization but is
embedded into the context of other enterprise-level management functions as project portfolio
or strategy management (cf. system two in the systemic perspective of Buckl et al. [BMS09b]).
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The successful management of the EA is in this sense inevitably connected with linking these
management functions. More precisely an EA management function in order to be effec-
tive must exchange management-relevant information with other enterprise-level management
functions on a common basis. From this perspective, we classify the existing approaches more
precisely their contained methods according to their level of integration in:

∙ approaches that do not provide mechanisms (no mechanisms) for integration. An EA
management function according to such an approach does not account for information
exchange with other management functions, neither concerning the content of informa-
tion exchanged nor concerning tasks or triggers for the exchange.

∙ approaches that provide unidirectional integration mechanisms. An EA management
function according to such an approach describes the exchanged information, i.e. the
content, as well as the corresponding information source (management function). Infor-
mation on triggers and tasks may optionally be supplied. Contrariwise, the EA man-
agement function is limited to one direction of exchange either being a receiver (sink)
for external information or a sender (source) of information.

∙ approaches that provide bidirectional integration mechanisms. An EA management
function according to such an approach describes the exchanged information as well
the originating or targeted management function, i.e. acts as receiver (sink) as well as
sender (source) each in at least one case. Information on triggers and tasks may also be
supplied.

Analyzing develop & describe

Central prerequisite to EA management are means useful for understanding the EA in an
abstract and problem-specific manner, i.e. making the complexity of the EA manageable
via models. Such means are EA descriptions and plans, i.e. EA models of various types.
The activity develop & describe, which corresponds to the plan phase of the PDCA-cycle,
comprises different tasks aiming to create EA models of different architectural states as well
as representations of the principles that guide future evolution of the EA by constraining
the solution space (cf. Simon in [Si96]). Finally, the activity targets the concretization and
documentation of questions as utility functions that apply on different architectural states.
Further detailed against the different objects of representation and modeling, we classify the
methods provided by the different approaches as follows:

∙ approaches describing the current state. An EA management function building on such
an approach describes tasks and steps for documenting the status quo of the EA and
optionally denotes the actors involved in such activities.

∙ approaches developing a planned state. An EA Management function committing to
such an approach describes tasks and steps to be taken for developing planned states
for an EA from projects, more precisely the architectural changes performed by these
projects. Optionally such EA management function may describe responsibilities in
these tasks by denoting actors involved therein.

9
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∙ approaches developing a target state. An EA management function based on such an
approach describes tasks and steps for developing target states of an EA, i.e. to formulate
architecture visions. Optionally these steps may describe how the target state can be
derived from the strategies of the enterprise, namely the business and the IT strategy.
Further, the approach may describe responsibilities for these task.

∙ approaches developing EA principles. Approaches of that kind describe tasks and steps
that can be taken to devise organization-specific development guidelines and to document
these guidelines, e.g. via standards. Optionally these steps delineate how the principles
may be derived from strategic input, as e.g. the business or IT strategy.

∙ approaches developing EA-relevant questions. An EA management function building on
such an approach describes tasks and steps to commit a set of EA-relevant questions,
i.e. methods for agreeing on an understanding of ‘better’ and ‘worse’ in respect to EAs.
These questions may be formulated on a fairly abstract level.

Analyzing communicate & enact

The importance of communication as activity in EA management is frequently discussed in
literature (cf. Lankhorst in [La05, 67–82] or Schekkerman in [Sc06d, page 88]), leading to
the conclusion that an approach for EA management must cover the topic of communicate
& enact, especially as the communicate & enact activity in the context of EA management
can be mapped to the do phase of the PDCA cycle. In this sense we analyze, whether the
approach describes steps to be taken and tasks to be performed in order to communicate EA
related information to the corresponding stakeholders. Complementing the communicative
nature of EA management, we further analyze, if the approach delineates tasks that may be
applied to govern projects as the implementors of organizational change and enterprise-level
management functions according to EA plans, visions, and principles. Detailed onto the level
of the different classification this means:

∙ approaches communicating the current state. Approaches of that kind describe steps
and tasks for communicating the status quo of the EA, or resort to the provision of
visualizations together with a statement on the corresponding stakeholders.

∙ approaches communicating and enacting planned states. An EA management function
building on such an approach describes tasks and steps for communicating planned
states, or delineates visualizations and their corresponding stakeholders. Further, tasks
and steps for enforcing architecture plans in related management processes may be given.

∙ approaches communicating a target state. An EA management function committing to
such an approach describes tasks and steps for communicating target states of the EA,
or describes visualizations for doing so as well as the corresponding stakeholders.

∙ approaches communicating and enacting EA principles. For the communication of prin-
ciples an approach should describe steps and tasks or provide structured templates for
communicating principles together with information on the intended audience thereof.
Enactment mechanisms for principles, i.e. via dedicated steps in planning functions like
quality gates are further described.
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∙ approaches communicating EA-relevant questions. Approaches of that kind describe uni-
form templates for communicating questions and link these to the relevant stakeholders.
Instead of doing so the approaches may delineate steps and tasks for communicating
putting special emphasis on the informed stakeholders.

Analyzing analyze & evaluate

In the course of creating future, i.e. planned and target, states of the EA different alternatives
for implementation may be developed and have to be analyzed in order to make an informed
decision. Mapping the check phase of the PDCA cycle to the EA management context, a
comprehensive approach must in this respect cover methods and responsibilities concerned
with analyzing architecture states and plans as well as for comparing different states of the
EA. Regarding the corresponding state, we classify the approaches to:

∙ approaches analyzing the current state. An EA management function building on such
approach describes steps and tasks to be taken in order to (collaboratively) analyze
the status quo of the EA in respect to given goals and principles. In this context
the stakeholders of the corresponding analyses may be denoted and responsibilities for
performing the analyses may be specified.

∙ approaches analyzing planned states. An EA management function building on such an
approach describes which steps and tasks are necessary for analyzing planned states and
may optionally specify the addressees of the analyses as well as the responsible actors.
Goal- as well as principle-based analyses are expected mechanisms here.

∙ approaches analyzing a target state. For analyzing a target state especially expert-based
analysis techniques are to be described. Such techniques, more precisely the steps and
tasks preformed therein, are necessary to evaluate a target state in respect to principles
and goals.

∙ approaches performing comparative analyses (delta analysis) targeting two states. Ap-
proaches of that kind provide steps and tasks for comparing different EA states high-
lighting the corresponding differences and similarities. Comparisons between current
and target states, planned and target states, as well as between different planned states
are of interest here.

Analyzing configure

An EA management function is an organization-specific artifact, i.e. has to be configured
to fit into the organizational context as well as the intended scope and reach, i.e. the goals
pursued. As proposed by the situational engineering perspective, each method should be
“tailored and tuned to a particular situation” [Ha97, page 25]. Speaking more precisely, not
any kind of implementing a management activity is suited in every context and for every
intension, such that an EA management approach supporting its configuration must supply
mechanisms to specifically design an EA management function in respect to the goals pursued
and the organizational context, which embeds the management function. With the distinction
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between context on the one hand and scope and reach, i.e. goals pursued, on the other hand,
we classify each approach as follows:

∙ approaches providing no mechanisms for configuration. Approaches of that kind do not
regard EA management as organization-specific or make prescriptions on an abstract
level abstaining from organizational implementation.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to configure the EA management function to the
organizational context. Configurable approaches of this type delineate organizational
contexts, e.g. management structures, that are beneficial or detrimental for some of the
provided management methods. Put in other words, these approaches describe common
organizational contexts and link them to tasks, steps, and responsibilities.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to configure to scope and reach. Approaches that are
configurable to an organization-specific scope and reach, i.e. the goals pursued by the EA
management endeavor link tasks, steps, and responsibilities to the specific management
goals that are considered helpful for pursuing.

Analyzing adapt

Complementing the PDCA-cycle, the act phase has to be mapped to the EA management
context. With the ongoing change of the organization itself as well as its environment, the
EA management function may need to be adapted as well. Further, the need for adaptation
may arise from the successful implementation of such function in the enterprise, which calls
for an increased reach of the function. In the latter sense the adaptation reflects an increased
level of maturity in EA management5. According to the provided mechanisms, we classify EA
management approaches as follows:

∙ approaches providing no mechanisms for adaptation. Approaches of that kind make
no or only abstract level prescriptions on how to react to changes in the organizational
context or on how to adapt to a changed scope an reach. Especially these approaches
do not describe how to transform an already implemented EA management function to
an adapted one.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to adapt to the organizational context. Adaptable
approaches of this type delineate organizational context changes and describe transfor-
mations for implemented management tasks, steps, or responsibilities.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to adapt to scope and reach. Approaches of that kind
describe transformations for increasing and reducing the reach of the EA management
function, e.g. by delineating how certain tasks and steps can be extended to relate
to other enterprise-level management functions. Concerning the scope, such approaches
describe mechanisms to perform the one-time change of the scope, i.e. detail transforma-
tion methods encompassing documentation, communication, and analysis ‘one-timers’.

5See Szyszka in [Sz09] for in depth discussion on maturity models in the context of EA management.
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2.2.2 A language-centric analysis framework for EA management

The management of the EA is an activity intended to evolve the architecture as well as to
control the evolution thereof. In this sense EA management can be understood as a design
activity (cf. van der Raadt and van Vliet in [RV08]) targeting the enterprise in a comprehensive
manner. Therefore, a common language to describe the EA, i.e. the management subject, has
to be developed. Enterprise architects (designers), with a planned state (end) in mind, search
for the means by which the EA will achieve these ends. As part of this search the architects
develop different plan scenarios of the EA, i.e. architectural descriptions, and evaluate these
with respect to the achievement of the desired end. The design activity may thereby be
understood as a purely ‘mental’ one operating on a mental model of the organization also
incorporating the according means-end -relationships [Bu10b]. In [Si96] Simon calls for a
more formal understanding of design involving an imperative style of logic. In particular he
proposes to operationalize the means-end-relationships behind any design problem into logical
statements relating

∙ command variables describing objects (architecture elements) that may be changed by
design activities,

∙ fixed parameters describing architectural properties as well as environmental aspects
that cannot be changed by design activities,

∙ constraints limiting the space of changes that can be made by a design activity, and

∙ a utility function evaluating a designed architecture in respect to the (experienced) utility
for its stakeholders.

In above terms the search for the planned state to pursue may be reformulated as ‘find values
for the command variables fulfilling the given constraints in the context of the fixed parameters
that they best satisfy the utility function’. In line with the above argumentation on the benefits
of different perspectives on methodological aspects of EA management, we propose a multi-
perspective approach to analyze existing approaches in respect to the proposed languages.
Besides the engineering perspective as introduced above, we propose to take an

∙ model perspective (cf. Stachowiak in [St73]),

∙ ontological perspective (cf. Dietz in [Di06]),

∙ managed evolution perspective (cf. Murer et al. in [MWF08]),

∙ quality (goal – question – metric) perspective (cf. Basili et al. in [BCR94]), and

∙ situational engineering perspective (cf. Harmsen et al. in [HPK09], Riege and Aier
in [RA09], or Leppännen in [LVP07]).

Subsequently, we motivate an analysis framework focusing on language-aspects consisting of
different dimensions for classifying existing EA management approaches. Thereby, the above
identified perspectives on designing an organization-specific EA management function are used
to derive the dimensions and motivate the distinct characteristic types.
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Analyzing blackbox coverage

The organization in itself is designed to support the corporate objective, i.e. to deliver relevant
business capabilities to its customers. In order to manage the organization’s structure, i.e.
the EA, a model, more precisely an architectural description has to be developed. During the
conceptualization, i.e. model creation, the coverage of elements is limited to those relevant
in respect to the objective of the EA management initiative (cf. reduction characteristic
of Stachowiak in [St73]). The notion of purposefulness recurs on the different level of the
enterprise and its corresponding architecture (cf. Winter and Fischer in [WF06]). From a
blackbox perspective each of these architectural levels is seen as entity providing dedicated
capabilities and services for use by other architectural levels or customers. In this sense, the
blackbox perspective may be regarded as “functional” decomposition of the enterprise (cf.
Dietz in [Di06]) reflected on three layers as follows:

∙ business & organization layer. An approach targeting this layer from a blackbox per-
spective defines concepts for a functional view on the business, most notably business
capabilities but also business contracts and elements to specify the corporate objective.

∙ application & information layer. The blackbox perspective on this layer encompasses
concepts as business services describing the support functions provided by the informa-
tion systems as well as corresponding operating-level agreements. These concepts may
be identified with concepts of a service oriented architecture (SOA).

∙ infrastructure & data layer. An approach covering a blackbox perspective on this layer
describes technical service provision as storage and network transmission, and corre-
sponding operating-level agreements. The corresponding concepts may partially be
identified with those prevalent in a virtualization perspective on hardware devices.

Analyzing whitebox coverage

The provision of support for the corporate objective is achieved in the complex and delicate
interplay of multiple components that together with their interconnections shape the overall
structure of the EA. This structure forms the focal point of the whitebox perspective, which
can be applied on different architectural levels. The whitebox perspective may be regarded
as “structural” decomposition of the enterprise (cf. Dietz in [Di06]) in mirrored on three EA
layers as follows:

∙ business & organization layer. An approach targeting this layer from a whitebox perspec-
tive covers concepts for describing the structure of the business via business processes
and business functions, but also via organizational units.

∙ application & information layer. The whitebox perspective on this layer encompasses
concepts as business applications and interfaces but may also detail to application com-
ponents.

∙ infrastructure & data layer. An approach covering a whitebox perspective on this layer
describes technical devices that make up the IT infrastructure of a using organization,
as hardware and network devices.
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Analyzing projects coverage

Strategies describe a coarse evolution path for the organization targeting architectural elements
on all different layers. According to the idea of managed evolution (cf. Murer in [MWF08]),
this path is subsequently concretized via projects, i.e. the means in terms of Simon [Si96]
that act as implementors of organizational change. This reflects a broad understanding of the
term “project” not bound to activities with a short-term project nature but also to ongoing
maintenance activities. In this sense, the project coverage reflects a change perspective on the
enterprise covering both transformation and evolution aspects on three EA layers as follows:

∙ business & organization layer. An approach targeting projects on business and organi-
zation layer supplies means to describe e.g. organizational restructuring and business
process reengineering.

∙ application & information layer. Projects to be accounted for on this architectural layer
typically are software development projects but also standard software introduction and
customization projects.

∙ infrastructure & data layer. An approach covering projects on infrastructure layer en-
compasses concepts that describe infrastructure transformations, e.g. hardware replace-
ments, virtualization projects, or data migrations.

Analyzing goals coverage

Complementing the projects as “means” of organizational change, a comprehensive language
for modeling EAs must also account for describing EA-relevant goals, i.e. desired “ends” (cf.
Simon in [Si96] that should be achieved. Following the GQM approach of Basili et al. [BCR94],
the language must supply concepts to specify an intended state of architectural elements on
any layer of the architecture:

∙ business & organization layer. An approach targeting goals on business and organization
layer allows to describe business goals, stating intended qualities, e.g. throughput, of the
business processes and capabilities, as well as organizational goals making prescriptions
on organizational qualities, e.g. number of employees.

∙ application & information layer. Goals to be accounted for on this architectural layer
may target the complexity of the structures as well as availability, latency or throughput
of the provided services.

∙ infrastructure & data layer. An approach covering goals on infrastructure layer allows
to make prescriptions on infrastructural complexity, network latency, hardware or in-
frastructure service availability.
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Analyzing principles coverage

Principles delineate design constraints that are imposed on the projects and limit the admis-
sible development paths for the EA or parts thereof (cf. constraints as proposed by Simon
in [Si96]). In order to reflect this in EA models a comprehensive EA description language
must allow to specify restrictions and impose standards on all different architectural layers:

∙ business & organization layer. An approach covering principles on business layer allows
to prescribe standard business processes and capabilities that the organization seeks to
provide.

∙ application & information layer. Principles to be accounted for on this layer make
prescriptions on application architectures and interface standards that should be used.

∙ infrastructure & data layer. An approach targeting principles on infrastructure and data
layer allows to specify e.g. which infrastructure technologies should be used in realizing
the organization’s EA infrastructure.

Analyzing questions coverage

EA management as a design function targeting the enterprise in an embracing manner has
to supply techniques for measuring success and goal achievement, i.e. supporting a utility
function in terms of Simon in [Si96]. With the description language for the EA providing the
basis for any kind of comprehensive description, the language is required to cover measurement
techniques (questions cf. [BCR94]) as well and allow them to be linked to the corresponding
measurement objects, i.e. the architectural elements, on all different architectural layers:

∙ business & organization layer. Questions on this architectural layer may target through-
put, availability, and latency of business processes and provided capabilities.

∙ application & information layer. Questions to be accounted for on this architectural
layer may target the complexity of the structures as well as availability, latency, or
throughput of the provided services.

∙ infrastructure & data layer. Relevant questions on infrastructure layer target infrastruc-
tural complexity, hardware, or infrastructure service availability.

Analyzing configure & adapt

The EA description language has to mirror the organization-specificity of the EA management
function, i.e. has to be configured and adapted to fit the intended scope and reach (cf. appro-
priateness for a specific situation in situational engineering). This specifically means that a
using organization must be allowed to select the concepts appropriate for the specific utiliza-
tion context. Further, mechanisms for adapting the description language with changing scope
and reach of the EA management function should be supplied. Against that background, we
classify the approaches as follows:
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∙ approaches providing no mechanisms for configuration. Approaches of that kind do not
regard EA management as organization-specific or make prescriptions on an abstract
level abstaining from language details.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to configure the language. Approaches that may con-
figure their scope and reach link language concepts to the specific management goals
that they may be helpful for pursuing.

∙ approaches providing mechanisms to evolve the language. Approaches that may adapt
their scope and reach describe mechanisms to develop an existing language into the
direction of a changed scope.

2.3 Integrating method and language perspective

At first sight it may seem that method and language classification frameworks are largely
unconnected, but having a closer look on the categories and characteristics this turns out to be
a misconception. In the following, we shall explore the linkages between the two perspectives
showing that and how they are tightly interconnected. A central connex between the two
frameworks grounds in the understanding of EA management as design activity. In detail this
means that EA management is concerned with planning the transformation from a current
state EA via projects and associated planned states towards the long-term target state EA.

possible future states

Current

state C

Planned 

state S1

Planned 

state S2

Planned 

state S3

Planned 

state S2.1

Planned 

state S2.2

Target 

state T

P1,3 P4,5

states constrained by principles & standards

timetoday t1 t2 ∞

Figure 2.1: Developing the EA over different states according to Buckl et al. [Bu09e]

Figure 2.1 illustrates this fact displaying the relationships between the three types of archi-
tecture states (current, planned and target), the projects that implement the architecture
changes, the principles and standards guiding the change and constraining the admissible
states, and finally the questions that reflect organization-specific utility functions for evaluat-
ing EA states (via the traffic lights). In the sense of the method framework (cf. Section 2.2.1)
each of the three types of states has to be documented (current) or developed (planned and
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target), respectively. The same holds for the principles that guide the architectural change,
constraining the admissible future states, and the questions used to evaluate the “utility”
of an intended EA. Thereby, a broad understanding of “utility” is applied, where an EA is
considered ‘util’, when it satisfies the requirements of its stakeholders. Having documented
and developed these concepts, the method framework further discusses how the architecture
states, the principles and questions can be communicated or enacted (planned state, princi-
ples). Complementing this, the states are further analyzed and difference between the states
(delta analysis) are elicited.

Switching to the terminology of the language framework (cf. Section 2.2.2), current states
and target states become white-box, black-box and goal category descriptions. Thereby, the
distinction between black-box and white-box allows to specify architectural states on different
levels of detail, whereas goals are used to define intended target states on both black-box and
white-box perspective. The planned states, being closely linked to their implementing projects,
are reflected by the project characteristic, whereas the constraining principles have their own
language framework characteristic. Finally, the utility function of design is reified via questions
that may affect arbitrary architectural layers ranging from business to infrastructure. In this
sense, the different types of artifacts to be developed, communicated and analyzed according to
the prescriptions of the method framework are reflected in language framework artifacts, which
themselves may span the EA in differing depth. Figure 2.2 illustrates the linkage between the
two frameworks as established by the common artifacts.

Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Develop & describe current planned target principle question

Communicate & enact current planned target principle question

White- & Black-box Projects Goals Principles Questions

business & organization business & organization business & organization business & organization business & organization

application & 

information

application & 

information

application & 

information

application & 

information

application & 

information

infrastructure & data infrastructure & data infrastructure & data infrastructure & data infrastructure & data

Figure 2.2: Linkage between the method and language framework

2.4 Classifying the state-of-the-art analysis

In 2006, Fettke conducted a state-of-the-art analysis of the state-of-the-art in the German-
speaking IS community (cf. Fettke in [Fe06]). Thereby, he identified a characterization frame-
work for literature reviews [Fe06, page 259]. This framework is used in the following to
summarize the scientific methodology the review results are based on. According to Fettke,
two different types of reviews can be distinguished – natural language and statistical reviews.
Our research synthesis emphasizes on the natural language characteristic. While each review
has a distinct focal points, e.g. results, research method, theory, and experience, we focus on
the theories presented by the different approaches. In line with Fettke in [Fe06, page 265], we
opt for making the objective of the review explicit.
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Type natural language mathematic-statistical

Focus research results research method theory experience

Formulation not explicit explicit
Target

Content integration criticism central topics

Perspective neutral position

Selection not explicit explicit
Literature

Extensiveness foundations representative selective complete

Structure historical thematically methodical

Target group common public practitioners common specialized

researcher researcher

Future research not explicit explicit

Table 2.2: Characterization of the review synthesis presented in this chapter according to
Fettke in [Fe06, page 259]

The aim of the state-of-the-art analysis is detailed in the motivating Chapter 1 and can be in-
terpreted as a combination of integrating existing approaches via the framework derived from
the kernel theories and at the same time providing a critical reflection of the thereby made
contributions. In order to do so, a neutral perspective is chosen. In line with the guidelines of
Webster and Watson in [WW02, page xv] and the argumentation of Fettke in [Fe06, page 265],
we made the boundaries of our work explicit and made the criteria how the literature was
selected transparent. In this vein, we provide a comprehensive overview of existing EA man-
agement approaches, although proof for complete coverage is unfeasible to give. According
to Fettke, a review can be structured historically, thematically, or methodically. In our re-
view we used the historic structuring, resulting as a side effect in an overview how long the
different research groups have been active in this area. Although we focus on the scientific
community as prospective readers, we believe that the topic has a strong relation to industry,
therefore, the results address researchers in general as well as practitioners. Table 2.2 sum-
marizes the classification of this review synthesis according to the framework developed by
Fettke in [Fe06].
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CHAPTER 3

Revisiting the state of the art

3.1 The Zachman Framework

EA management approach

Name of approach: Zachman Framework
Issuing organization: Zachman Institute
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 1987
Publications: [Za87], [SZ92]
Inner organization: monolith

Zachman developed what was initially (cf. [Za87]) called a “framework for information sys-
tems architecture” and has ever since broadened its scope to the perhaps most well-known
framework for EA – the Zachman Framework. In its most recent version1 the framework
presents five modeling layers and six dimensions mirrored by corresponding interrogative pro-
nouns. The modeling layers are “scope”, “business”, “logical systems”, “technical systems”,
and “detailed representations”, whereas the latter are according to Zachman not in the con-
text of EA management. On these different layers, the central questions of “what”, “how”,
“where”, “who”, “when”, and “why” apply. Figure 3.12 outlines the structure of the Zachman
Framework. Putting the interrogative pronouns together, the core question that the Zachman
framework associates with the EA is:

Who does what in which way (how), when and where? Why does he do it?

1An overview on the framework is available online at http://www.zifa.com/framework.pdf. The recent
version was accessed on February, 16th, 2010.

2See http://zachmanframeworkassociates.com/index.php/
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This core question is answered on each of the layers with increasing level of detail, i.e. the
conceptualizations used in answering the questions become increasingly fine-grained. Illus-
trating this fact along the question of “who”, major business divisions (on the scope level) are
decomposed and operationalized to organizational units (on the business level), to roles (on
the logical system level), and finally to users (on the technical system level).

Figure 3.1: Two dimensional schema behind the Zachman Framework

From a methodic point of view the Zachman framework does not make detailed descriptions,
i.e. no management activities or tasks are described. This aligns with the understanding of
Zachman as an EA framework and not as EA management framework. Consequently, only
some minor method-related information is put forward by the framework, outlining that the
framework may both be applied in describing the state of the EA as well as in describing
requirements for a future EA, i.e. in developing a target state [Za87]. Additionally, the
framework gives several remarks on the importance of transformation activities in order to
get from the current to a future state, thus highlighting the importance of planning processes,
although more detailed information on how to plan EAs are not directly given. With respect to
the communication of information corresponding to the framework’s prescriptions, Zachman
delineates in [Za87, pages 282–284] the variety of purposes that such architecture descriptions
may serve as well as the plurality of addressed stakeholders, e.g. business owners or information
system designers. All this aligns with the basic notion of the framework understanding itself as
structuring principle to be used in information system architecture development activities in
order to get an embracing perspective, whereas no methodical integration points are discussed
but a flexible utilization of the framework is advocated for. In line with the requirements put
forward in Section 2.2.1, we classify the Zachman Framework as shown in Table 3.1.
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Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.1: Method classification for the Zachman Framework

Central conceptualization of the Zachman framework with respect to the language used for
describing architectures is the “thing-relationship-thing” paradigm. This conceptualization
is adapted to the specific perspective taken in respect to the selected dimension to “input-
output-input” in the “how”-perspective, “entity-relationship-entity” in the “what”-perspective,
and “node-line-node” in the “where”-perspective (cf. Zachman [Za87, page 283]). In the initial
work, the application of the paradigm on the remaining dimensions is only briefly sketched
in an appendix providing concretizations as “organization-reporting-organization” for the
“who”-perspective, “event-cycle-event” for the “when”-perspective, and “objective-precedent-
objective” for the “why”-perspective (see [Za87, page 292]). Zachman further emphasizes that
each of these perspectives is unique, i.e. that the corresponding descriptions are different
even though they “may pertain to the same object and therefore are inextricably related to
one another”. Another type of relationship between different perspectives exists regarding the
modeling layer (scope) of the description. These relationships are further detailed by Sowa
and Zachman in [SZ92, pages 592,603–605], explaining that a higher-layer model should not
be derivable from the information contained in the according lower-layer models. Sowa and
Zachman further discuss the recursive application of the framework in an enterprise context,
delineating that beyond an enterprise-wide level, the framework also applies for the level of
individual “products” (information systems). These abstract prescriptions are complemented
with a critical distinction refraining the design nature of the Zachman framework as reflected
by two “versions” that a framework user should create, namely an “as-is” and a “to-be” version
of the architecture. Complementing the abstract paradigm “thing-relationship-thing”, Sowa
and Zachman introduce a graphical notation in [SZ92, page 607], the so-called “conceptual
graph” that in conjunction with quantors from predicate calculus is used to describe concrete
situations from the paradigm’s perspective. In this vein, the conceptual graphs complement
the “detailed cell metamodel” given in the same work [SZ92, pages 594–595], which concretizes
the paradigm on business, information systems and technology layer taking the how, what and
where perspective simultaneously. For each layer this leads to an integrated white-box meta-
model introducing concepts as “business entity”, “business process”, and “business location”
as well as their corresponding counterparts on the other layers. In line with the uniqueness
requirement regarding the models on the different layers, the integrated meta-models as rep-
resented in their types and relationships are structurally equivalent, whereas no one-to-one
mapping between the corresponding instantiations can be expected to exist. According to
the explanations complementing the meta-model, all concepts contained therein may be sub-
ject to transformations during architecture development, although concrete language facilities
supporting the description of transformational activities are not supplied with the framework.
This leads to a limited coverage of the requirements (cf. Section 2.2.2) by the Zachman Frame-
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work as shown in Table 3.2, whereas many of the not fulfilled requirements are discussed there
in some detail but not complemented with language elements.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.2: Language classification for the Zachman Framework
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3.2 Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
Issuing organization: University of Saarbrücken, IDS Scheer AG
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: ARIS Toolset
Period of activity: since 1992
Publications: [KNS92], [Ki99], [Sc01], [Sc02]
Inner organization: monolith

The ARIS approach is a framework for holistic modeling of business information sys-
tems, targeting the development of such systems from a process-based perspective (cf.
Scheer [Sc01, Sc02]). This in particular is mirrored by the overall method of the ARIS ap-
proach being very close to a ‘classic’ software development consisting of the sequence “require-
ments elicitation”, “design specification” and “implementation description”. The waterfall-like
method is nevertheless not executed once, but applied on the different views3 that pertain to
a business information system.

Implementation
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Implementation
Description

Implementation
Description

Organization View

Data View Control View Function View

Output View

Requirements
Elicitation

Design
Specification

Requirements
Elicitation

Design
Specification

Requirements
Elicitation

Design
Specification

Requirements
Elicitation

Design
Specification

Implementation
Description

Requirements
Elicitation

Design
Specification

Implementation
Description

Figure 3.2: ARIS house

3In line with the terminology used in this report, the “views” would correctly be alluded to as “viewpoints”.
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The so-called “ARIS house” (see Figure 3.2) introduces these views as follows:

∙ organization view describing the structure of the organization together with the lines of
authority and the communication channels in the organization,

∙ data view describing the business data objects created, manipulated, and exchanged
between the business functions

∙ function view describing the business functions that are to be executed by the organi-
zation as part of its value proposition b

∙ output view describing the values, goods, and services delivered by the organization in
executing its business functions

∙ control view interlinking the other views from a process-oriented point-of-view describing
the business processes that are executed by organizations, work on business data objects,
support the business functions, and are involved in delivering the goods and services

Beyond the waterfall-like software development method the ARIS approach does not directly
provide methodical guidance for working with the modeling language. Extending the basic
ARIS approach, Kirsch [Ki99] develops a method for “process-oriented management of client-
server-systems”. Central to this approach is a iterative development method consisting of
the phases “plan”, “realize”, and “apply and control”. During the different phases of the
method, process-oriented analysis models are created and refined towards implementation
models, which are fed to implementation. Kirsch further emphasizes related processes, as e.g.
the one of release management that are to be supplied with information from the ARIS models.
Nevertheless, the method-related guidelines of the ARIS approach are strongly focused on
developing models, such that the overall approach may be classified as shown in Table 3.3.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.3: Method classification for ARIS approach

With the ARIS approach being centered around the question of modeling business information
system especially from a process-oriented point-of-view, the meta-language of ARIS introduces
manifold process-related concepts. From a strategic perspective, business processes are further
distinguished into support processes and core processes, for which the model further supplies
techniques to link to corresponding reference process models. The business functions of the
organization are linked to the organization’s goals and are distinguished with respect to the
level of IT support provided. In a similar sense, business data objects are refined with respect
to their IT involvement and the services provided by the organization are distinguished along
their information-relatedness. Linking together these different perspectives on the organiza-
tion, the concepts in a control view decompose the business processes into function and events,
of which the former are executed by organizational units and create business relevant output.
Figure 3.3 gives an overview on the meta-model of the ARIS approach against the background
of the viewpoints provided by the ARIS house.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the meta-model of the ARIS approach

The event-function dichotomy of a control view is reflected in a corresponding modeling
method, namely the one of the “event-driven process chain” introduced by Keller et al.
in [KNS92]. An event-driven process chain details the structure of events and functions with
additional “operators” that may be used to denote splits, joins, and decisions in the process
execution. For each concept introduced in the ARIS meta-model, the ARIS approach further
supplies a unique symbolic representation, making up the well-known and colorful appearance
of the event-driven process chains and their extended versions. In the light of the aforemen-
tioned modeling capabilities, we classify the language aspects of the ARIS approach as shown
in Table 3.4.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.4: Language classification for ARIS approach
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3.3 The Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Integrated Architecture Framework
Issuing organization: Capgemini
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 1993
Publications: [Wo10]
Inner organization: monolith

The integrated architecture framework (IAF) has a long history with its early days dating
back to a program named “Snowball” (cf. [Wo10]). This program was initiated by the con-
sultancy Capgemini in response to the need for new IS delivery methods that should replace
the outdated waterfall model. Over several iterations, the new method eventually become the
core of what was then named the IAF centering around an architecture development method4.
Ever since that time the focus of the architecture framework was broadened to account for
distributed IS and secure IS as well as their underlying technology infrastructure. In 1997
another aspect, namely development governance was added to the framework, which has been
further detailed with a content framework in 2000. This content framework specifies the archi-
tectural concepts and deliverables that are to be accounted for in architecture development.
Finally, in the year 2008 IAF has qualified as framework for The Open Group’s architect
certification program (ITAC)5.

IAF sees itself as part of a larger context of EA-related activities that form an iterative process
as shown in Figure 3.4. Receiving input from both business and IT strategy management,
IAF is concerned with “translating” this input to a target architecture. According to van’t
Wout et al. [Wo10] this translation is “the architect’s profession”. In line with this argumen-
tation IAF does not concern itself with migration planning, whose task would be to derive
a roadmap for implementing the target architecture. Moreover, as van’t Wout et al. put it
in [Wo10, page 9]. IAF “tries to avoid overlap with other professions like business analysis”.
This ‘narrow and pragmatic focus’ of the framework can be regarded as attempt to keep re-
sponsibilities clear, while techniques subsumed under “using IAF outcomes by non-architects”
(cf. [Wo10, pages 218–223]) give clear indications how IAF deliverables are handed over to
related management functions. In particular, IAF sketches that architecture assessments may
be used to make business cases in program management, or delineates that both functional
and non-functional requirements crucial for IS development are related to a contextualizing
architecture understanding. Nevertheless, in-depth recommendations and guidelines on how
to establish and maintain these links to related management functions are not provided.

For the architecture management process, called “architecting”, in terms of van’t Wout et
al. [Wo10], IAF does not provide actual prescriptions or best-practices as the process is ex-
pected to be different in every “engagement”, i.e. project and organization. Nevertheless, the

4This method is not to be mixed up with the method of the same name provided by The Open Group
Architecture Framework. IAF’s method is focused in developing IS architectures.

5For additional information on the program see http://www.opengroup.org/itac/.
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Figure 3.4: Context of the IAF architecture function according to van’t Wout et al. [Wo10]

framework defines a large number of contextual factors that influence the process of architect-
ing. Aside from strategic factors, i.e. input from upstream strategy development functions,
knowledge about the organization’s competitors, its operating model and its culture as well
as of the key stakeholders and key objectives of architecting is deemed indispensable in or-
der to devise the most appropriate architecture management process. Complementing former
list, van’t Wout et al. [Wo10, pages 41–50] further name the “architecture scope” as crucial
factor determining how to architect, although the remarks on how to account for a specific
contextual setting are fairly general and abstract. Concerning the documentation of the archi-
tecture on the three layers “business”, “information system” and “technology”, IAF provides
strongly artifact-centric guidelines and methods. For example, van’t Wout et al. give in [Wo10,
pages 55–59] some indications on how the business layer may be documented starting with
any of the relevant concepts, as business object, business role, business goal, business event,
or business process. Similar indications may also be found for the two more architectural
layers, although the methods remain highly abstract. This nevertheless well aligns with the
self-image of the framework, as being an “artifact framework”, i.e. an EA framework oriented
towards architecture modeling. According to van’t Wout et al. [Wo10, pages 152–169] IAF
may well be complemented with other EA management frameworks, most notably ones delin-
eating governance and architecting methods. Complementing the abstract understanding of
architecting activities, IAF elaborates on the crucial topic of the “design authority”, i.e. of the
organizational responsibility to align developments with the strategy. With the linking role of
architecting, different formats of authority may be handed to the enterprise architects. For ex-
ample, architects may be have the opportunity to give advice to project teams, may participate
in a formal project review process in decision making, or may be empowered to veto projects
(cf. [Wo10, pages 207–209]). In this sense, different models of communicating and enacting
architectures via differing design authorities are discussed in the framework, contributing to
an overall evaluation of its method-related prescriptions as shown in Table 3.5.

Van’t Wout et al. describe in [Wo10, pages 19–21] the general structure of what they call the
“IAF content”. The content is structured along three dimensions, of which the first is con-
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Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.5: Method classification for the Integrated Architecture Framework

cerned with the level of abstraction ranging from “why” over “what” and “how” to “with what”.
The second dimension partitions the architecture along different “aspect areas”: “business”,
“information”, “information systems” and “technology infrastructure”. Finally, a third dimen-
sion complements the aforementioned structural EA aspects with two relevant cross-cutting
topics “security” and “governance”. Figure 3.5 depicts the three dimensions outlining the IAF
content.

Governance

Security

‘What’

‘How’

‘With what’

Business Information Information
systems

Technology
infrastructure

‘Why’

Figure 3.5: Three dimensions of the IAF content according to van’t Wout et al. [Wo10]

Going into the details of the IAF content, van’t Wout et al. describe the relevant concepts for
each of the aspect areas. For example, the concepts “business goal”, “business role”, “business
activity”, “business event”, “business object”, “business object contract”, “business service” and
“business domain”. Each of these concepts is introduced an complemented with a textual def-
inition of its semantics and indications on the relevant properties as well as relationships. In
addition to the definition of concepts, exemplary viewpoints (named “views” in the context
of IAF) are described and possible utilization scenarios therefore are outlined. Having elab-
orated on the different architectural aspects of relevance, a cross-cutting topic concludes the
exposition of the IAF content. Van’t Wout et al. discuss in [Wo10, pages 138–150] different
perspectives on the quality of an architecture. In particular, they propose quality charac-
teristics that may be applied on different elements of the overall architecture, differing the
implementation of measurement procedures for these characteristics to the using organiza-
tion. With its strong account for the organization-specific substance of architecting, the IAF
introduces the idea of the “IAF roadmap” describing possible ways for evolving the IAF con-
tent in an organization. Put in other words, any such roadmap describes a specific way of
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introducing IAF into an organization. For each of these roadmaps a rationale as well as the
needed organizational context is delineated, and expected benefits as well as possible liabilities
are described. Exemplifying the idea of roadmaps, we subsequently summarize the “infras-
tructure focused roadmap” as described by van’t Wout et al. in [Wo10, pages 215–216]. After
starting with documenting the “why” layer, both business and information system aspects are
only described from a blackbox point of view (“what”), delving into the very details of the
technology aspect. According to IAF such roadmap is especially appropriate, when technical
topics as virtualization or cloud computing should be incorporated into a stable business en-
vironment. A possible liability of the roadmap on the other hand is that both business and
information systems are only briefly considered, leaving room and risks for errors. While these
roadmaps are intensionally designed to support the configuration of the content, i.e. descrip-
tion language, for architecting, they may nevertheless also be used to evolve an existing EA
management function. Summarizing, due to the scope of IAF centering around the defining
architectures, its language-related prescriptions may be classified as shown in Table 3.6.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.6: Language classification for the Integrated Architecture Framework
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3.4 Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP)
Issuing organization: -
Focus area: method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 1993
Publications: [SH93]
Inner organization: monolith

In the book Enterprise Architecture Planning – Developing a Blueprint for Data, Application,
and Technology [SH93], Spewak and Hill present a pragmatic approach to EA management
focusing on the top two layers of the Zachman Framework (see Section 3.1) [SH93, page 13].
According to Spewak and Hill in [SH93, page 1] Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP) is
“the process of defining architectures for the use of information in support of the business
and the plan for implementing those architectures”. In this sense, Spewak and Hill propose
a method for EAP emphasizing on planning aspects. The main objective of EAP according
to Spewak and Hill is to “provide quality data to those who need it” [SH93, page 15]. Based
on the 14 points for quality of Deming in [De82b] they derive the 14 points of data quality,
e.g. management commitment, manage data as asset, develop measures, which represent
the foundation that should be agreed upon prior to each EAP-related endeavor (cf [SH93,
pages 5–6]).

Planning 

Initiation

Current 

Systems & 

Technology

Level 1 – getting 

started

Level 2 – where 

we are today

Level 3 – the vision of 

where we want to be

Level 4 – how we 

plan to get there

Business 

Modeling

Application 

Architecture

Data 

Architecture

Technology 

Architecture

Implementation / Migration Plans

Figure 3.6: Phases and levels of EAP according to Spewak and Hill in [SH93, page 16]

The EAP method consists of seven phases, which are organized in four layers with each layer
representing a different focus or question – where we start, where we are today, where we want
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to be in the future, and how we get there – of task as illustrated in Figure 3.6 (cf. Spewak
and Hill in [SH93, pages 14–15]). For each phase, Spewak and Hill detail on the steps to
be performed, deliverables to be created, utilized procedures, and supporting guidelines as
subsequently sketched.

∙ Planning initiation: In this first phase, the question ‘where we start’ is answered. There-
fore, the scope and reach as well as the goals of the EAP initiative are defined [SH93,
pages 38–39]. Further, the organizational setting is investigated in respect to favor-
able and unfavorable organizational characteristics and the corporate culture [SH93,
pages 39–44]. A vision, which has to be confirmed by the management. Finally, the set
up of the EA program has to be performed, e.g. defining and adapting the method to
be used, setting up the EAP team, and defining the workplan and deliverables to be
created.

∙ Business modeling: In this phase, the structure of the organization is documented, the
main business functions are identified and the business model is documented as well.
The conduction of an enterprise survey is proposed to validate the developed business
model. Therefore, steps, tasks, and guidelines are detailed facilitating the conduction.
The aspect of communicating the achieved results is referred to by identifying potential
addressees and means for distributing and discussing the achieved results.

∙ Current systems & technology: Based on the developed vision and workplan, the in-
formation to be gathered on the constituents of the EA, e.g. applications, technology
components, or business functions is determined in this phase. Methods and guidelines
how to perform data collection, maintenance, and presentation are discussed.

∙ Data architecture: In this phase, the candidate data entities are listed and related to
the business functions. Therefore, the attributes and relationships to other architecture
elements has to be defined. Complementingly, methods and means, i.e. deliverables,
how to distribute the architecture description are presented.

∙ Application architecture: Derived from the data architecture, this phase is concerned
with listing candidate applications, analyzing the impact to the current application
portfolio, and distributing the plans developed. Therefore, the relevant attributes and
relations for applications have to be define prior to the collection process.

∙ Technology architecture: The purpose of this phase is to identify the underlying prin-
ciples for technology platforms and potential future platforms. Thus, in a first step,
the technology principles and platforms are identified and their future distribution and
relations to applications and business functions are specified. Again, the aspect of com-
municating the achieved results is emphasized by providing methods and meant how to
accomplish this task.

∙ Implementation/migration plans: The architectures developed in the above phases have
to be implemented in an integrated fashion. This phase is concerned with preparing
the respective plan. Thus, in a first step a prioritization of the application to be imple-
mented is defined, the efforts and resources are estimated and used to prepare a plan.
Subsequently, the plan is evaluated in respect of costs and benefits and success factors
and recommendations have to be determined.
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Each of the above described phases is subdivided in steps and accompanied by tasks and
guidelines enabling the implementation. While these tasks and guidelines present in some
cases detailed method descriptions, e.g. for data gathering (cf. [SH93, pages 152–155]), in other
phases, e.g. impact analysis (cf. [SH93, pages 217–221]), the method descriptions stay on a
rather abstract level, leaving implementation detail to the reader. The above introduced phases
are further detailed by Spewak and Hill by describing the steps to be performed, deliverables to
be created, utilized procedures, and supporting guidelines. If necessary, the relation between
the EAP process and related management functions are sketched and differentiated from a
theoretic perspective (cf. strategic business planning in [SH93, pages 86–89]).

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.7: Method classification for EAP

To enable organizations in successfully conducting EAP endeavors, Spewak and Hill discuss ob-
stacles that need to be overcome, e.g. awareness/recognition/acceptance by top management,
inexperience with EAP/lack of training, or (cf. [SH93, pages 20–32]). Thereby, the description
of an obstacle is complemented by a description of symptoms and possible solutions. These
obstacles mainly regard communication and enactment issues of EA management-related as-
pects. Some of the thereby announced obstacles can be related to organizational settings of
the enterprise, e.g. unfavorable corporate culture, fear of loss of data control, or inaccessible
or uncooperative users. In this sense, the proposed solutions can be regarded as proposed
methods for context specific settings in terms of our analysis framework. In line with the
understanding of EA management as a project-related initiative, the aspect of adaptation is
neglected, thus contributing to an overall evaluation of its method-related prescriptions as
shown in Table 3.7.

While abstaining from presenting an overall model for the EA, Spewak and Hill discuss the
relevant elements that make up an EA based on the layers as presented by the Zachman
framework (see Section 3.1). In line with the there presented structuring, the elements are
distinguished according to their affiliation to business model, the data, application, and tech-
nology architecture [SH93, pages 12–13]. The identification of relevant elements, attributes,
and relationships is left to the reader as part of the EAP process (see above). Recommenda-
tions on elements are however provided by the examples given, e.g. in [SH93, pages 146–148],
and in the appendix [SH93, pages 323–330]. Although the EAP method focuses on planning
aspects of EA management, cross-cutting aspects like projects, strategies, or principles are
not linked to the elements constituting the EA. The importance of balancing time resources
and the level of detail to ensure the right scope and reac of the EA management initiative is
discussed in [SH93, pages 38–39], leading to an evaluation of EAP in respect to our language
framework as shown in Table 3.8.
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Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.8: Language classification for EAP
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3.5 The Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and
Methodology (GERAM)

EA management approach

Name of approach: The Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodol-
ogy (GERAM)

Issuing organization: IFIP-IFAC Task Force on Architectures for Enterprise Integration
Focus area: -
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 1994
Publications: [BN94], [BN96], [IF99], [In99], [BNS03], [IF03], [No03], [In06]
Inner organization: monolith

In the 1970s and the 1980s several EA-related frameworks have been developed (cf. CIMOSA
in [CI04], the Zachman framework as discussed in Section 3.1, DoDAF in [De09a, De09b], or
ARIS in 3.2). In response to the emerging number of frameworks in this area, the International
Federation of Information Processing (IFIP) and the International Federation of Automatic
Control (IFAC) established the International Task Force on Enterprise Integration aiming at
the development of a reference framework that supports comparison and evaluation of existing
approaches (cf. Bernus and Nemes in [BNS03, page 13]). As a result of the investigation,
the Task Force developed the Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology
(GERAM), which in 2000 became part of the international standard ISO 15740:2000 [In99].
The intention of GERAM is to provide a framework to compare, evaluate, and combine existing
methodologies and modeling techniques. Furthermore, GERAM can be utilized to identify
missing elements in existing approaches for EA management but can also be used as an EA
framework itself. Therefore, mappings of established approaches to GERAM exist (cf. Noran
in [No03]). According to [IF03, pages 23–24] a central aspect of GERAM is the recognition
and identification of feedback loops reflecting changes and impacts in the internal and external
environment.

GERAM consists of the subsequently described nine components as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Thereby, the components do not impose particular methods or models but define the criteria,
which must be satisfied by an EA management approach (cf. [IF03, page 25]):

∙ Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture (GERA): GERA describes the basic con-
cepts to be used in enterprise engineering and integration projects. According to
GERAM these concepts can be categorized as human oriented concepts, e.g. capa-
bilities, skills, know-how, and roles of humans in the enterprise organization (responsi-
bilities, authorities, etc.) and operation (the qualities of humans as resource elements),
process-oriented concepts, e.g. functionality, behavior, entity life-cycles, and activities,
and technology oriented concepts describing the supporting technology involved in en-
terprise transformation and operation.

∙ Enterprise Engineering Methodology (EEM): EEMs provide process models or structured
procedures with detailed instructions for enterprise engineering and integration.
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∙ Enterperise Modeling Languages (EMLs): EMLs define the generic modeling constructs
for enterprise modeling. In particular, the EMLs provide constructs to describe and
model human roles, operational processes, supporting information, and technologies.

∙ Generic Enterprise Modeling Concepts (GEMCs): GEMCs define and formalize the
generic concepts of enterprise modeling. The following ways of formalization exists (in
increasing order of formality): natural language explanations (glossaries), meta mod-
els describing the elements and their relationships (information models), and theories
defining the meaning, i.e. semantics of enterprise modeling languages (ontologies).

∙ Partial Enterprise Models (PEMs): PEMs represent reusable, paradigmatic models cap-
turing characteristics of enterprises. They capitalize on previous knowledge by support-
ing the development of model libraries in a ‘plug-and-play’ manner rather than develop-
ing models from scratch. PEMs may cover the whole or a part of the organization under
consideration and typically concern a variety of enterprise entities such as products,
projects, or companies.

∙ Enterprise Engineering Tools (EETs): EETs provide implementation support for the
methodology and modeling language used for enterprise transformation, e.g. a shared
repository that enables creation and maintenance of PEMs.

∙ (Particular) Enterprise Models (EMs): EMs capture concepts common to many enter-
prises and are expressed using a certain enterprise modeling language. They are used
for analysis or represent executable models to support the operation of the enterprise.
EMs may consist of several models, which describe certain aspects, i.e. views, on the
enterprise.

∙ Enterprise Modules (EMOs): are components that can be utilized in implementing the
organization. Exemplary EMs are human resources with given skill profiles, common
business procedures (e.g. banking and tax rules), or IT infrastructure. The EMOs can
be used to model portability and interoperability facilitating homogenization of hetero-
geneous environments as well as provide decision support and operation monitoring and
control via real-time access to the enterprise environment.

∙ Enterprise Operational Systems (EOS): EOS represents the operation of a particular en-
terprise, which is typically guided by a particular enterprise model. This model provides
the specification of the system and defines the EMOs used in the implementation of the
particular enterprise, i.e. the EOS consists of all hardware, software, and socio-technical
elements needed to fulfill the enterprise objectives and goals.

Reflecting the method-language-dichotomy as introduced by our analysis framework, GERAM
distinguishes between these methodologies for enterprise engineering (EEMs) and the modeling
languages (EMLSs) used by the methodologies. These two components and the GERA, which
defines the foundations, are discussed subsequently alongside the analysis frameworks provided
in Section 2.2.
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Figure 3.7: The components of the GERAM framework [IF99, page 5]

GERA provides three dimensions for defining the scope and content of enterprise modeling as
shown in Figure 3.8 (cf. [IF03, pages 42–44]6), namely

∙ life-cycle dimension providing means for modeling entities according to the life-cycle
activities,

∙ genericity dimension supporting the controlled particularization, i.e. instantiation, from
generic and partial to particular, and

∙ view dimension enabling visualization of specific views of the enterprise entities.

Besides these dimensions, GERA opts to define the pragmatic purpose for each view and
therefore concepts to be considered by the EA endeavor. Possible pragmatic purposes, e.g.
support of design choices, simulation of processes to identify characteristics as cost or duration
are given in [IF03, page 45].

6TheGERA Modelling Framework represents the basis for the International Standard ISO 19439:2006. Frame-
work for Enterprise Modelling [In06].
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Figure 3.8: The components of the GERA modeling framework [IF99, page 18]

GERA defines a life-cycle for each constituting concept of the enterprise, which consists
of the phases identification, concept, requirements, (preliminary and detailed) design, im-
plementation, operation, and decommission. While most of the aforementioned phases are
self-explanatory, the concept phase deserves a more in depth analysis with respect to our
analysis framework. The phase is concerned with the definition of the entity’s mission, vi-
sion, strategies, objectives, etc. [IF03, pages 32–34]. Thus, linking the cross-cutting aspects of
strategies, projects, visions, and goals to any concept considered during enterprise transfor-
mation. In line with the objective of GERAM to define requirements for EA (management)
frameworks, no description how this relation should be conceptualized is given. Similarly, the
concept of life history is discussed as main aspect of EA management approaches by GERA
and the link to different kind of projects, e.g. engineering, redesign, or improvement projects,
is discussed and related to the phases of the EA concepts.

Following a systemic perspective, GERA proposes a recursive enterprise entity type concept,
which consists of five different types (cf. [IF03, page 39]).

∙ Entity type 1 (strategic management entity) defines the necessity and the starting of any
EA-related effort.
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∙ Entity type 2 (engineering implementation entity) provides the means to carry out the
EA-related effort, i.e. uses a methodology (entity type 5) to define, design, implement,
and build the operation of the enterprise entity (entity type 3).

∙ Entity type 3 (enterprise entity) uses the methodology (entity type 5) and the operational
system provided by entity type 2 to define, design, implement, and build the products
of the enterprise (entity type 4).

∙ Entity type 4 (product entity) represents all products (or services) of the enterprise.

∙ Entity type 5 (methodology entity) represents the used methodology in the course of
operation, which in general leads to the creation of another entity type.

In line with the objective of GERAM to represent an evaluation framework for EA (man-
agement) approaches as well as an EA management framework itself, the life-cycle concept
introduced above does not only apply for the constituting concepts of the enterprise but ap-
plies to the enterprise itself, thus representing a methodology for EA management. Besides
this basic description, the EEMs define further requirements for an EA management function.
According to [IF03, pages 49–50], the methodologies should be described in terms of process
models or descriptions with detailed instructions for each activity, the information used and
produced, resources needed, and relevant responsibilities assigned to the tasks. Again, special
emphasis is put on the ‘human aspect’ as the EEMs opt for an explicit modeling of humans
and their relations to tasks, responsibilities, and influences. The role of humans as supporter
or opponent of an EA management initiative and therefore the human role as success factor
is alluded to by the EEMs (cf. [IF03, pages 50–52]). Dedicated methods and means how to
overcome this challenge are however not provided. The aspect of human knowledge and tacit
knowledge in particular is accentuated and specialized models are proposed to address this
challenge. In addition, the methodologies may employ the relevant EMLs. Emphasizing on
the requirements defined by GERAM and the EEMs in particular, the overall evaluation of
the method-related prescriptions of GERAM is shown in Table 3.9.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.9: Method classification for GERAM

In addition, to the generalized propositions for a language for EA descriptions as discussed
above, the EMLs define two requirements to enable integration of special purpose modeling
languages (cf. [IF03, page 54]). First, every area as represented in the modeling framework
must be covered for every enterprise entity type, and second, any model developed must be
able to be integrated with models of other subject areas, if the information content of the
model requires integration. The need to integrate different languages results from the distinct
‘expressive powers’ related to the intended purpose, e.g. description vs. analysis, of the
languages. Thereby, a link between the methodologies used and the supporting languages can
be established.
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Keeping in mind the aim of generalization and therefore abstaining from presenting an explicit
language for EA description, the requirements elicited by GERAM result in the evaluation
given in Table 3.10.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.10: Language classification for GERAM
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3.6 Semantic Object Model Approach (SOM)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Semantic Object Model (SOM) Approach
Issuing organization: University of Bamberg
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: SOM Modeling Environment (in development – see http://www.

openmodels.at/web/som, last-cited 09-09-10)
Period of activity: since 1994
Publications: [Fe94], [FS95], [FS97]
Inner organization: monolith

In [FS95] Ferstl and Sinz diagnose a fundamental change in the way business information
systems are understood via models. Whereas up to this point information systems modeling
centered around structural aspects of the systems, more recent approaches in those days
started to identify IS with the set of interlinked business processes that the systems support.
Especially with this perspective, the focus of IS modeling is broadened to not only incorporate
the single system but also its enterprise environment, called the “context of the EA” by Ferstl
and Sinz in [FS95]. Reflecting this understanding of the enterprise, the Semantic Object
Model (SOM) approach introduces two key abstractions: the “business transactions” reflecting
the exchange of services between “business objects” that conversely provide or consume such
services (cf [Fe94]). Key principle of the approach is the “decomposition” of both objects and
transactions into smaller parts thereof, getting from an abstract perspective on an enterprise
to more concrete descriptions. This is further mirrored in the approach’s framework for the
EA as shown in Figure 3.9. The three layers of the EA cover the strategic goals as well as
the value proposition of the enterprise, the supporting business processes, and the necessary
organizational, technical and physical implementation thereof.

Enter-
prise plan

Business objects & 
processes

Organizational, technical and 
physical structure

Figure 3.9: Enterprise architecture framework of the SOM approach [FS95, page 8]

As Ferstl and Sinz describe in [FS95] each layer of the EA has both a structural and a
behavioral aspect, which have in turn to be covered by an appropriate description method.
Centrally, this method is described via the so called “V-model” of the SOM approach as shown
in Figure 3.10. On the top-most level the method calls for informal (textual) descriptions of
the enterprise plan both from a structural and a behavioral perspective. The latter perspective
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covers the enterprise’s value proposition and strategic goals, whereas the former perspective is
used to distinguish between the enterprise systems and its environment. In a subsequent step
the structural plan of the enterprise is refined into an “interaction model” (cf. [FS97]) describing
the interacting internal and external business objects, as e.g. organizational units or clients.
Building on the interaction model’s description of the participants, the “value model” of the
enterprise is described by connecting the participants via transactions. In subsequent steps
the preceding models are further detailed, finally concluding in the “conceptual object design”
which in turn forms the basis for implementing business information systems (cf. [FS97]).

Object system

Interaction
model

Strategic goal and 
value system

Value model

Action-object
model

Conceptual object schema

Figure 3.10: V-Model (method model) of the SOM approach [FS95, page 9]

For the different modeling levels below the enterprise plan, Ferstl and Sinz [FS95, page 16]
call for formal modeling techniques and languages based on the principle of decomposition.
Using a BNF-like syntax, they describe decomposition rules which are to be applied in the
V-model method. An exemplary rule reads as follows

𝑂 ::= {𝑂1, 𝑂2, [𝑇 (𝑂1, 𝑂2)]}

and describes that a modeler may decompose an object into a set of two sub-objects that are
optionally linked with a transaction. Similar rules for decomposing transactions also exist.
While not explicitly stated the aforementioned method can be applied to engineer both a
target state for an organization as well as to re-engineer the current state available. Reflecting
these characteristics, we classify the method-related prescriptions of the SOM approach as
shown in Table 3.11.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.11: Method classification for the SOM appproach

Central to the SOM approach is the dichotomy of the object system (structure) and the process
system (behavior) that reverberates over all layers of the EA framework shown in Figure 3.9.
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Ferstl and Sinz reify this core distinction in the integrated meta-model of the approach as
described in [FS95, page 16].

Task

Business object Business
transaction

Value

External event Internal event

External BO Internal BO Hierarchical
coordinating BT

Lateral
coordinating BT

Control BT

Feedback BT

Initiating BT

Contracting BT

Enforcing BT

2 1..*
 connects

1..* 1..*
delivers

2

      1..*

executes

   1

1..*
 assigned to

*

      1..*

triggers

   2

*

links

Object system

Process system

Figure 3.11: Meta-model of the SOM approach [FS95, page 16]

This model (cf. Figure 3.11) concretizes the two systems via corresponding concepts. Processes
are decomposed into tasks, which in turn may be triggered by external events or form a
sequence of tasks linked via internal events. For the object system, Ferstl and Sinz introduce
a distinction between external and internal participating business objects. Concerning the
kinds of transactions in which such objects are involved, two principles outlined in [Fe94] are
incorporated into the model:

∙ Negotiation principle This principle describes that every transaction may be seen as
composed of initiating transactions (request), contracting transactions (acknowledge)
and enforcing transactions (deliver). These kinds of transactions are used to describe in-
teractions between actors that have no hierarchic control relationship inbetween (“lateral
coordination”).

∙ Hierarchic coordination principle This principle describes that hierarchic relationships
can form the basis for coordination in a sense that one participating partner (super)
controls the other partner (sub), which in turn provides feedback on the transaction.
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Building on the principles, the meta-model and a set of transformation rules, as exemplified
above, the SOM approach has a strong focus on the business perspective on both the enterprise
as well as its information systems. Not directly reflected in the meta-model is the linkage
between the tasks and the strategic goals as well as the value proposition of the enterprise. On
the downturn, the conceptual object model that may well be identified with a ‘classic’ object-
oriented model for IS is not directly linked to the meta-model but discussions on potential
linkages are undertaken by Ferstl and Sinz in [FS95, FS97]. In terms of the analysis framework
for the language aspect as described in Section 2.2, the SOM approach classifies as depicted
in Table 3.12.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.12: Language classification for the SOM approach
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3.7 Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling (MEMO)
Issuing organization: University of Duisturg-Essen
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 1994
Publications: [Fr94], [Fr98a], [Fr98b], [Fr99], [Ju07], [Fr08], [He08], [Ki08], [Fr09]
Inner organization: explicit organization

In [Fr94] Frank motivates the need for models “of the whole enterprise or of parts of it” as
means to address IS-related challenges as well as to leverage IS-enabled innovation, such as
business process re-engineering. These models are required to span the different levels of
the organization, ranging from a strategic perspective over an organization perspective to an
IS perspective. The different perspectives should not be treated independently in order to
reduce the risk of friction. Reflecting this requirement, Frank devises the notion of the “multi-
purpose enterprise modeling” bringing together different viewpoints and foci on the enterprise
(cf. Figure 3.12).
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Success Factors External System
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level of 
aggregation
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Figure 3.12: Viewpoints and foci of MEMO

In subsequent publications the approach was refined and renamed to “multi-perspective en-
terprise modeling”, MEMO for short. Initially MEMO consists, as Frank describes in [Fr99]
of three distinct modeling languages, namely the “strategy modeling language”, the “organi-
zation modeling language” and the “object modeling language”. Latter language is thereby
specifically designed to support object-oriented development of information systems. Subse-
quent work introduced additional languages, namely the “resource modeling language” [Ju07]
and the “IT modeling language” [Ki08]. Another language specifically targeting the develop-
ment of indicator systems for IT controlling, the so-called “score modeling language” is yet in
development (cf. Frank et al. in [Fr08]).

The MEMO approach presents itself a strongly focus on languages and modeling, i.e. on the
creation of models using the corresponding languages. To optimally support language users
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in model creation, the languages are specifically designed for the corresponding application
domain. Complementing the language only little methodical guidance is provided. A notable
exception among the early languages is the object modeling language (OML). In [Fr98b] Frank
not only describes the language features but relates them to the different steps of object-
oriented development, such as “information analysis”, “object design” and “system design”.
Using many examples, the prospective user of the language is guided on how to develop an
object model in a stepwise fashion. With the specific focus on modeling the complex subject
of the enterprise IT landscape, the IT modeling language of Kirchner [Ki08] identifies the
different steps of enterprise IT modeling as follows:

1. planning and design,

2. implementation,

3. operation, and

4. evaluation.

For each of these steps potentially involved actor roles, such as “architect” or “SLA manager”,
are denoted and their specific competencies as well as responsibilities are described. For each
step a list of tasks is given, providing more in-detail information on the execution. Each single
task is thereby also linked to the relevant language elements, which are affected. Comple-
menting prescriptions on how to perform modeling and planning-related activities, Kirchner
further outlines how typical IT-relevant questions, as “which processes are supported by the
IT landscape?” may be answered based on the specific models. For each of these questions,
a short description of a possible analysis technique is provided and useful visualizations are
exemplarily described. With respect to the design of a “business indicator system” based on
enterprise models, Frank et al. outline in [Fr08] a method consisting of three phases “design”,
“use” and “refinement”, of which the design phase is further detailled into three steps. The
first of these steps sketches how business indicators may be derived top-down from relevant
strategies and goals or may be elicited bottom-up from “measurable aspects”. In the second
step, the identified indicators are interlinked in an indicator system, but also connected to
the “reference objects”, i.e. enterprise elements that they apply upon. The third and final
step centers around applying the indicator system, i.e. around evaluating the indicator values.
Summarizingly, we can state that method-related guidelines are not in the focus of the MEMO
approach, leading to a classification as shown in Table 3.13.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.13: Method classification for MEMO

By design MEMO is able to mirror the plurality of perspectives on the enterprise by supply-
ing different languages. Each language brings along its unique set of concepts together with
a dedicated notation (cf. Frank [Fr99]). The object modeling language, for example, [Fr98b]
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supplies typical object-oriented concepts, as classes, associations and attributes, which may
in turn be used to describe the object model underlying an information system. The resource
modeling language of Jung [Ju07] supplies concepts for describing physical resources, as “com-
puting devices”, intangible resources, as “patents” and “software”, as well as human resources
together with their hard and soft skills. Each of these concepts is further detailed via corre-
sponding attributes covering certain characteristics, such as “performance”. Switching from
the resource perspective on hardware devices, the IT modeling language of Kirchner [Ki08] pro-
vides concepts that detail the resources and allow describing IT-specific relationships among
them. In particular, specific hardware devices are concretized, i.e. “scanners” or “printers” are
distinguished via specialized classes bearing specific attributes. In a similar sense, the gen-
eral concept software is further detailed via concepts e.g. to model “layered IT architectures”
as well as “communication formats” for interfaces. The score modeling language of Frank et
al. [Fr08] and Heise et al. [He08] reflects a cross-cutting perspective on the enterprise, dedicated
to modeling arbitrary indicators that may be assigned to reference objects in the enterprise
model. The mechanism of the reference object thereby concretizes a recurring principle of the
MEMO approach. Different languages committed to a specific perspective on the enterprise
are grounded in a single meta-language and are interlinked via shared concepts. Figure 3.13
displays the basic make-up of the language stack of MEMO.The MEMO Language Architecture 
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Figure 3.13: Make-up of MEMO’s language stack [Fr09]

The MEMOmeta-language (MML) has evolved over time since its initial publication in [Fr98a],
but has retained its object-oriented nature to its most recent version, presented by Frank
in [Fr09]. In all versions the meta-language supplies specific mechanisms to indicate that
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a language concept is a “border object”, i.e. is located at the intersection of two language
perspectives. Summarizing above findings about the MEMO approach, we classify it according
to our framework as shown in Table 3.14.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.14: Language classification for MEMO
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3.8 The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF)

EA management approach

Name of approach: TOGAF
Issuing organization: The Open Group
Focus area: Method
Tool support: TOGAF 9 Method Plugin for the Eclipse Process Framework Com-

poser tool7

Period of activity: since 1995 (TOGAF version 1.0)
Publications: [Th09a], [Jo09], [Th09b]
Inner organization: explicit organization

The Open Group is a vendor and technology-neutral consortium with the objective to foster
information flow via open standards for enterprises8. In 1995, The Open Group published
the first version of the The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) which was based
on the Technical Architecture Framework for Information Management (TAFIM) published
by the Department of Defense. The current version 9.0 of TOGAF has been released in
October 2009 [Th09a]. TOGAF is based on the terminology introduced in the ISO Standard
42010 [In07] and provides a method and supporting models and techniques for developing an
EA management function. As a widely-used and known framework, the major players in the
market of EA management tools have incorporated TOGAF in their tools (cf. the analysis of
sebis in [se05] and Matthes et al. in [Ma08]). In addition, a method plugin for the open source
eclipse process framework composer exists9. TOGAF 9 consists of six main parts, namely

∙ the architecture development method (ADM) describes an iterative process consisting of
eight interconnected phases of EA development and a complementary preliminary phase
(see Figure 3.14),

∙ the ADM guidelines and techniques cover aspects of adaptability and configuration of
the ADM to different process styles or specific architectures, i.e. security

∙ the content framework provides a conceptual metamodel for describing architectural
artifacts,

∙ the enterprise continuum and tools represents a view on the architecture repository
providing methods to structure and classify architecture and solution artifacts to enable
communication and reuse of EA-related descriptions, and

∙ the TOGAF reference models are divided into the TOGAF foundation architecture and
the integrated information infrastructure reference model (III-RM). The foundation ar-
chitecture is embodied in the technical reference model (TRM), which is universally
applicable and and can be used to build any system architecture. The III-RM helps
to address the need to design an integrated information infrastructure with reference
designs.

8See http://www.opengroup.org/overview, last accessed 2010-09-03
9See http://www.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf/epf_intro.html
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In line with other EA management approaches, TOGAF proposes to structure the EA in
different architecture domains representing subsets of the overall EA [Th09a, page 10]. Thus,
TOGAF distinguishes between

∙ business architecture is concerned with strategic, governmental, organizational, and
process-related aspects,

∙ data architecture describing the structure of an organization’s data assets and data
management resources,

∙ application architecture considers the application systems, their interactions, and their
relationships to the business processes, and

∙ technology architecture describing the logical software and hardware capabilities required
to support the deployment of business, data, and application services.

Focusing on methodical aspects, the most-known part of TOGAF is the ADM, which describes
an iterative process consisting of eight phases, which are complemented by a preliminary
preparation phase and the central activity of requirements management (see Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.14: The architecture development method of TOGAF [Th09a, page 54]
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The TOGAF ADM cycle starts with the preliminary phase, which prepares and initializes
the EA management project. Typical tasks executed in this phase include the definition and
establishment of the EA team, the selection and implementation of supporting tools, as well
as the definition of architecture guidelines and principles. After the preparation and initial-
ization activities are performed, the scope of the EA management endeavor is defined within
the architecture vision phase (A). A core objective of this phase is to identify the relevant
stakeholders and their concerns. Based on the identified stakeholders and concerns a high-
level architecture vision of the enterprise is derived in this phase. Preceding phase A, the
business, information systems, and technology architecture are developed in the phases busi-
ness architecture (B), information systems architectures (C ), and technology architecture (D)
phase respectively. The fundamental make up of these three phases is very similar: Initially,
the baseline architecture (current state of the EA) is described. Based on this architecture, a
target architecture is developed taking the architecture vision into account. This vision was
formulated as part of the preceding phase A. A delta analysis is performed to evaluate the
differences between the current and the target architecture and roadmap components enabling
the transition form baseline architecture to target architectures. The phase opportunities and
solutions (E ) is concerned with linking the separated business, information system, and tech-
nology architecture and deriving projects and programs, which describe the transformation
from the current to the target architecture via intermediate transition architectures (planned
states). The major steps to be performed in this phase are the consolidation of the delta analy-
ses from phases B to D, the identification, refinement, and validation of dependencies between
the different architectural layers, and the establishment on an integrated project and program
portfolio. The transition architectures form the input of the migration planning phase (F ),
which is concerned with the formulation of an implementation and migration plan that sched-
ules and realizes some or all of the planned architectures. The major steps within this phase
are the assignment of a business value to each project, the prioritization of projects, and the
generation of a roadmap and migration plan. In the phase implementation governance (G)
the projects selected for realization in the preceding phase are executed. Major tasks of this
phase are the identification of deployment resources and skills, monitoring of the execution,
and the conduction of reviews, e.g. regarding architecture compliance. The final phase (H )
architecture change management concludes an ADM cycle and prepares the initiation of the
next iteration. As part of the phase, the changes of the architecture are assessed. Key tasks
of this phase are the deployment of monitoring techniques for the architecture process, the
development of change requirements to meet performance targets, and the management of the
governance process.

The ADM of TOGAF thereby focuses on EA management-projects instead of a continuous EA
management function. While this approach ensures that a sponsor for the EA management
endeavor is available (see preliminary phase), it entails the disadvantage that each project
has to start with information gathering as no up-to-date information and description of the
EA is available. Complementing the high-level description of the phases, TOGAF provides
exemplary guidelines and techniques for adapting or complementing the ADM (cf. The Open
Group in [Th09a, pages 213–358]):

∙ Capability-based planning: A method for capability-based planning is presented by TO-
GAF, which enables a black-box view on the business level, i.e. the business capabilities
of TOGAF include people, process, and material dimensions (cf. [Th09a, pages 353–
358]).
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∙ Organizational contexts: TOGAF for instance proposes to use hierarchies of ADM pro-
cesses if the EA management-related project is too complex. As organizations typically
differ strongly regarding the situation in which EA management is intended to be estab-
lished, TOGAF discusses different situations in which an adaptation of the ADM might
be required (cf. The Open Group in [Th09a, pages 56–57]). The ordering of the single
phases, for instance, may be subject to adaptation (cf. discussion in [Th09a, page 217]).

∙ Architectural principles: Different best practices how to develop, document, and apply
principles are alluded to in TOGAF (cf. [Th09a, pages 167–280]). While exemplary
principles are presented, methods to communicate and enact them are not discussed.

∙ Delta analysis: A matrix-based approach to perform delta analysis is presented
in [Th09a, pages 321–323].

To configure the management body of the ADM, TOGAF proposes three different dimensions
for segmentation (cf. The Open Group in [Th09a, pages 58–63]). First, the EA can be
segmented in respect to the scope, i.e. which specific business sectors, functions, organizations,
geographical areas are to be included. Second, a segmentation in respect to architecture depth,
i.e. are all types of architecture covered or only a subset thereof, e.g. the data and application
architecture. Third, the management body of the ADM can be tailored in respect to time, i.e.
only the baseline architecture (current state) is included. While the importance of tailoring the
management body is alluded to by TOGAF, no mechanisms how to perform this configuration
are given. Table 3.15 summarizes the key characteristics of TOGAF and especially the ADM
classified against the background of the method framework from Section 2.2.1.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.15: Method classification for TOGAF

Answering the question which elements should be considered in an EA management endeavor,
TOGAF presents the core content metamodel, which is illustrated in Figure 3.15. Therein,
the core entities and relationships that make up an EA are described (cf. The Open Group
in [Th09a, pages 376–409]). The core content metamodel provides entities for all architectural
layers from business architecture, e.g. organizational unit or process, via data and applica-
tion architecture, e.g. application component or data entity, to technology architecture, e.g.
technology component or platform service. Besides the entities, which can be grouped to one
of the architectural layers, TOGAF also introduces crosscutting entities associated with all
objects among others principle, requirement, work package. Thereby, the kind of relationship,
e.g. affects, introduces, retires is not discussed. TOGAF further provides six metamodel
extensions (cf. The Open Group in [Th09a, pages 380–392]), namely

∙ governance extension to support operational governance by introducing concepts as goal,
objective, measure, and contract,
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∙ services extension to enable description and management of IS services in addition to
business services,

∙ process modeling extension to allow detailed modeling of process flows by adding product,
event, and controls,

∙ data extension to enable more sophisticated modeling and management of data by in-
troducing entities like physical or logical data component,

∙ infrastructure consolidation extension to support consolidation endeavors by introducing
physical and logical application components as well as the location entity, and

∙ motivation extension to enable measurement of business performance by introducing
concepts as driver, goal, and objective.

For each of the above extensions, TOGAF describes the situation in which the respective ex-
tension should be used and the benefits it bears. Table 3.16 summarizes the key characteristics
of TOGAF and the content meta model in special classified against the background of the
language framework from Section 2.2.2.

Figure 3.15: The core content metamodel of TOGAF [Th09a, page 376]
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Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.16: Language classification for TOGAF
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3.9 Extended Enterprise Architecture (E2A)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Extended Enterprise Architecture (E2A)
Issuing organization: Institute For Enterprise Architecture Developments (IFEAD)
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2001 (foundation of the IFEAD)
Publications: [SK04], [Sc06d], [Sc06c], [Sc06a], [Sc06b], [Sc08a], [Sc10]
Inner organization: explicit organization

In 2001, Jaap Schekkerman who has more than 25 years of experience in managing complex
and large enterprise architecture programs in the governmental area, healthcare, and high tech
industry, founded the Institute For Enterprise Architecture Developments (IFEAD). IFEAD is
a non-profit research and information organization aiming at fostering the EA-related knowl-
edge exchange. In 2002, the IFEAD published the first version of the Extended Enterprise
Architecture (E2A) framework. The E2A framework is influenced by the Zachman framework
(see Section 3.1) and by the IAF (see Section 3.3). Approaching the topic of EA management
from a holistic perspective, the aspect of linking the EA management function with other
closely related functions and processes, e.g. human capital management, information security
management, and budgeting, is alluded to in [Sc08a, pages 36–37].

EA 
Program 

Cycle

Determine Enterprise 
Architecture Maturity

Initiate Enterprise 
Architecture Program

Define an Architecture 
Process and Approach

Develop Current 
Enterprise Architecture

Develop Future
Enterprise Architecture

Develop the Transition 
Plan

Use the Enterprise 
Architecture

Maintain the Enterprise 
Architecture

Figure 3.16: The enterprise architecture program cycle according to Schekkerman in [Sc08a,
page 38]
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A core contribution of the E2A is the so-called Enterprise Architecture Program (EAP), which
details on implementation steps for establishing an EA management function (see Figure 3.16).
The EAP consists of eight steps, which are described subsequently.

∙ Determine enterprise architecture maturity: Preparing the establishment of an EA man-
agement function the current maturity level needs to be determined, therefore the E2A
proposes the utilization of either existing maturity models or provides an own maturity
model called Extended Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model (E2AMM) [Sc06c].

∙ Initiate enterprise architecture program: The set up of the EA management function is
provided in this step. This includes linking the relevant management functions, e.g. IT
portfolio management, and the establishment of a management structure and control,
e.g. the EA steering committee, the chief enterprise architect, and the EA core team. For
each role, E2A presents the associated responsibilities assigned to the team members,
e.g. the information architect is responsible for documenting and analyzing business
information and associated relationships (cf. Schekkerman in [Sc08a, pages 213–215]).
Furthermore, the activities and results of the EA program are defined.

∙ Define an architecture process and approach: In this step, the intended use (goals), scope,
and depth of the EA management endeavor are defined to ensure an EA management
function sufficient for its purpose. The definition of scope thereby includes decisions on,
e.g. geographical areas to be considered or the relevance of timeframes ([Sc08a, page 59]).
The utilization of existing EA frameworks is proposed in order to answer the questions
on goals, scope, and depth (a description of different EA frameworks is given in [SK04]).
The final activity of this step is the definition of the EA process. Supporting this step
the utilization of existing frameworks like TOGAF (see Section 3.8) or the Enterprise
architecture process model introduced below is proposed as well as the selection of an
appropriate tool is discussed.

∙ Develop current enterprise architecture: Phases of this step are a) discovery and data col-
lection, b) design and preliminary results generation, c) review and revision, and d) pub-
lication and delivery of the EA results to an appropriate repository [Sc08a, pages 93–97].
For each of the aforementioned phases, methods and techniques how they could be per-
formed, e.g. via interviews, ‘quick looks’, or documentation review, are discussed and
basic questions to be answered are presented.

∙ Develop future enterprise architecture: In the same vein as the current state of the EA is
documented in the preceding phase, the target state of the EA is documented. Essentials
in creating the future state of the EA are thereby discussed, as e.g. the alignment with
the strategic plan or the focus on business areas with the greatest potential payoff.

∙ Develop the transition plan: Based on the descriptions of the current and future state
of the EA, a transformation plan is derived via a gap analysis. Additional dependency
analyses between projects and the transition plans respectively are performed to provide
input to project portfolio management [Sc08a, pages 99–104].

∙ Use the enterprise architecture: Enacting the transition plan as developed in the preced-
ing step, this step provides good practices how the EA management function interacts
with other enterprise-level management functions as e.g. project portfolio management.
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To ensure architectural compliance of projects on the one hand, trainings, reviews, con-
sequences, etc. for deviations are proposed (cf. Schekkerman in [Sc08a, pages 107–118])
on the other hand, the importance of reflecting the performed changes in the ‘new’
current EA description is referred to in the next step.

∙ Maintain the enterprise architecture: As organizations represent highly dynamic sys-
tems, which evolve over time, this step is concerned with maintaining the EA artifacts,
e.g. current and future state, and with the continuous control and oversee of the over-
all EA management function. The latter should be performed as a continuous process,
which takes quick and decisive actions to correct problems. Examples of that actions
are redefinition of purpose and scope of the EA management function, introduction of
or strengthening of existing control mechanisms to ensure continuous improvement of
the overall function (cf. Schekkerman in [Sc08a, page 126]). In [Sc04], Schekkerman
proposes an Enterprise Architecture Score CardTM for assessing the performance of the
EA management function.

Besides the above introduced program and its steps, the E2A proposes an enterprise architec-
ture process model consisting of the steps a) enterprise architecture visioning, b) EA scope &
context, c) EA goals / objectives & requirements, d) opportunities & solutions, e) organiza-
tional impact, f) benefits / business case, g) transformation planning, and h) implementation
governance structure. A spiral model, which iterates through the aforementioned steps is
proposed in order to adapt the idea of “think big but start small” [Sc08a, pages 81–84].

Addressing the communication challenge E2A proposes techniques to identify and clas-
sify stakeholders utilizing a power-interest matrix and proposes different sets of viewpoint
types [Sc06a]. Furthermore, aspects of how to establish the EA governance, i.e. centralized,
decentralized, or federated are alluded to in [Sc08a, pages 132–136]. Further, aspects as roles
and responsibilities are discussed.

E2A introduced three different types of principles (cf. Schekkerman in [Sc08a, page 236]:
enterprise principles providing support for decision making on an enterprise level by informing
how an organization seeks to fulfill its mission; EA principles reflect the spirit and thinking
of the EA states and govern the EA management function as well as the implementation of
its plans; information technology principles guide the use and deployment of all IT resources
and assets. A general method how these principles can be developed as well as the responsible
roles are provided by the E2A. Complementing best practice principles are presented [Sc08a,
pages 238–255].

Recently, the IFEAD published a new and agile approach to EA management called STREAM
– Speedy, Traceable, Result-driven Enterprise Architecture Management [Sc10]. The charac-
teristics of STREAM are traceability of choices and decisions from the business side (trace-
able), focus on elements that directly contribute to the objectives (pragmatic), deliver results
within a short time frame (rapid), deliver predefined type of results (productive), and always
start at the business side and deliver significant value (relevant). The STREAM approach
consists of five steps of which two address the current situation of Business and IT (step 1 &
2), two the future situation (step 3 & 4) and the final step the transformation plan. The steps
are carried out in an agile way with iterations within and over the different phases.

The overall evaluation of the method-related prescriptions of the E2A are shown in Ta-
ble 3.17.
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Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.17: Method classification for E2A

Considering the management body of the EA management function, the E2F emphasizes on
the evolution aspect, i.e. that goals change over time and that the EA management func-
tion needs to be adapted in order to meet the new requirements (cf. Schekkerman in [Sc08a,
page 58]. The EA according to the Extended Enterprise Architecture Framework (E2AF) is
structured in four layers, the business, information, information-system, and technology infras-
tructure architecture. Thereby, managing the interactions between the elements that make
up the different architectures provides valuable means in enterprise transformation [Sc08a,
page 158]. Inspired by the Zachman framework, the E2AF proposes six questions providing
different perspectives, which the EA should answer: why, with who, what, how, whith what,
and when. In addition three aspects influencing the overall architecture are added security,
governance, and privacy (see Figure 3.17).
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Figure 3.17: The extended enterprise architecture framework according to Schekkerman
in [Sc06b]
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While the role of projects and their relationships to the different elements that make up
the EA is not directly alluded to, principles are mentioned on all architectural layers in the
dimension why. In line with this structuring, the aspect of measurement can be approached
answering the questions why to measure – on the business architecture – what to measure –
on the information architecture – how to measure – on the information-system architecture
– and with what to measure as well as when to measure – on the technology infrastructure
architecture (cf [Sc08a, pages 159–170]). Thus, the E2A proposes the utilization of a goal-
question-metric approach. In this sense, questions can be regarded as affecting elements on
different architectural layers, contributing to an overall evaluation of the E2A and its language-
related prescriptions as shown in Table 3.18.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.18: Language classification for E2A
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3.10 The EA management approach of MIT

EA management approach

Name of approach: (Approach of MIT)
Issuing organization: MIT Sloan Center for Information Systems Research (CISR)
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [Ro03], [WR04], [RB06], [RWR06]
Inner organization: monolith

In 1995, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) started their work in
the area of EA management. Their work focuses on the governance aspect of EA management
(cf. Weill and Ross in [WR04]) and is mostly based on empirical surveys and case studies
from industry. According to Ross et al. in [RWR06, pages 8–10], to execute the enterprises
strategy a foundation consisting of an operating model, an enterprise architecture, and an IT
engagement model has to be build. The operating model reflects the (envisioned) situation of
the enterprise in respect to the two dimensions business process integration as well as stan-
dardization and therefore involves a commitment to the way the organization will operate.
The EA provides a holistic view on the organization’s business processes, systems, and tech-
nologies. The IT engagement model describes the governance mechanisms utilized to ensure
the achievement of objectives, by coordinating decisions from business and IT and linking the
enterprise-level management functions. Figure 3.18 illustrates how the three disciplines work
together to create a foundation for execution.
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Strategic 

initiatives
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initiatives
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Figure 3.18: The foundation for execution according to Ross et al. [RWR06, page 10]
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The four different types of operating models as introduced by Ross et al. in [RWR06, pages 28–
33] can be interpreted as different types of organizational context and goal descriptions, which
define requirements how the EA management function has to be configured. These require-
ments and influences on the design of an EA management function are exemplified by the
authors via the description of case studies. Nevertheless, no general procedure how to config-
ure the EA management function to the specific needs of a specific organization are detailed.

Ross et al. propose in [RWR06, page 195] a six step iterative approach to design and revise
an EA management function, which read as follows: 1) Analyze your existing foundation for
execution10, 2) define your operating model, 3) design your EA, 4) set priorities, 5) design
and implement an IT engagement model, and 6) exploit your foundation for execution for
growth.

In order to define an operation model, one of the four different types has to be chosen, thereby,
different operation models may apply for distinct parts of the organization. In the second step,
Ross et al. propose to develop an “envisioned state” of the EA based on a so-called core model.
A core model describes the relevant elements of the organization, which typically contain four
common elements: business processes, data, technologies, and customers. For each operating
model, Ross et al. propose a ‘best practice’ core diagram, which can be used as starting point
for the development. Figure 3.19 shows the core diagram for the operating model unification.
Each core diagram requires organization-specific adaptation and specification, i.e. the relevant
elements have to be defined in an iterative collaboration process by the respective managers,
e.g. senior managers or IT leaders [RWR06, pages 65–67].
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Linked and 
standard 

(core) 
processes

Shared data
Linking and 
automating 

technologies

Data

Customer 

types

Business 

process

Technology

Required

Optional

Figure 3.19: The unification core diagram according to Ross et al. [RWR06, page 54]

While the approach presented by Ross et al. in [RWR06] discusses general aspects of EA
management, no detailed method description on how to perform the documentation, com-
munication, or analysis tasks are presented. Nevertheless, the presented case studies from
10This step is the starting point in the first iteration, during initialization the method starts with the second

step.
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industry sketched such methods as e.g. during the Toyota case study, for instance, the con-
cept of architectural principles is introduced and different methods, e.g. incentives, funding,
or enforcement, to enact the principles are discussed [RWR06, pages 130–135]. For the com-
municate & enact activity, Ross et al. have derived key principles of successful engagement
based on case studies from eighteen organizations, which can be seen as hints for the design
of an organization-specific communication method [RWR06, pages 135–136].

In line with the idea of an organization as a vivid system, Ross et al. propose four stages of
EA management maturity [RWR06, pages 71–79], which provide a path for the development
of the EA management function. Considering the scope and reach of the EA management
function, the maturity stages are defined as:

∙ business silos architecture, i.e. focusing the IT investments on individual business units
needs,

∙ standardized technology architecture, i.e. shift from local optimization to global opti-
mization via centralization of technology management and establishment of standards,

∙ optimized core architecture, i.e. shift from local applications and share data to enterprise
systems through organization-wide data and process standardization, and

∙ business modularity architecture, which enables strategic agility through reusability
of loosely coupled IT-enabled business processes based on global standards [RWR06,
pages 71–79].

Ross et al. discuss implications which emerge while moving from one step to the next and
further present different architectural elements, tasks, and responsibilities that have to change
during the maturity process [RWR06, pages 79–86]. Furthermore, Ross presents case studies
utilizing the maturity stages to evolve their EA management function in [Ro03] discusses
lessons learned. Ross et al. further discuss the utilization of the operating models and maturity
stages in different application contexts, e.g. merger and acquisitions [RWR06, pages 176–182]
or outsourcing [RB06].

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.19: Method classification for the approach of MIT

As the research findings of Ross et al. in [RWR06] focus on governance and methodological
aspects of EA management, the complementing language aspect is only casually referred to.
Projects, for instance, are introduced by Ross et al. as means to implement change and to
advance architecture maturity [RWR06, page 112] but their impact on dedicated elements of
the EA is not discussed. Similarly, goals of an EA management initiative, e.g. increased IT
responsiveness, improved risk management, or increased management satisfaction are listed
in [RWR06, pages 91–101] but not linked to the elements that make up the EA.
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Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.20: Language classification for the approach of MIT
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3.11 The EA management approach of TU Lisbon

EA management approach

Name of approach: (Approach of TU Lisbon)
Issuing organization: TU Lisbon
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [Va01], [VST03], [Va04], [VST05], [Ca07], [MaZT07], [VST07],

[AMT08], [VST08], [AST10a], [AST10b], [Av10], [CST10], [MZT10],
[Za10]

Inner organization: implicit organization

The research group of José Tribolet at TU Lisbon has a long history in what they call in
their publications “information system architecture” (ISA) (cf. [VST03, pages 78–79]). In
the recurring definition information system architecture is regarded as architecture on an
intermediary level between enterprise architecture and software architecture laying a focus on
“the representation of the IS components structure, its relationships, principles, and directives,
with the main purpose of supporting business”. With this broad definition and in the light
of more recent publications of Vasconcelos et al. [VST07] and of Aveiro et al. [AST10b], it is
sensible to reconcile the group’s research as contribution to the field of EA management. In
these publications further more emphasis is laid on method aspects related to EA, whereas the
focus of the work initially was on modeling ISAs. For supporting concise modeling, Vasconcelos
et al. propose in [VST03, page 79] the so called “CEO framework” that introduces a high-level
meta-model for describing ISAs, subsequently refined in [CST09] to an embracing framework
targeting EAs in five views11: an organizational view, a business view, an information view, a
system’s application view, and a system’s technological view.

The approach of TU Lisbon presents itself in close relation to established disciplines as business
process modeling and management, goal modeling, as well as information system modeling
and development. Motivated by the missing links between these disciplines (called “match-
ing problem” in [Va01, page 71]) the approach outlines a triple of “ISA modeling”, “ISA
evaluation”, and “IS/Business alignment assessment” (cf. [Va04]) as key activities necessary
for solving the problem. The early work with its strong emphasis on modeling-related as-
pects abstains from detailing actual steps and tasks for performing these activities, but gives
some abstract indications, e.g. on how to adapt analysis methods from related disciplines
like the architecture trade-off analysis method (ATAM) (cf. [VST05]). This idea picked up
in [VST07, pages 95–111], where more concrete analysis prescriptions are given as specific met-
rics, which are described via a uniform template called “ISA metric template”. In later work,
namely [MaZT07, pages 62–63] the authors discuss on the importance of ISAs and EAs as
means of communication and elaborate on the stakeholder-specificity of communication meth-
ods reflecting “well-articulated preferences [of users]”. Pointing in a similar direction, they
provide a statement on the “different perspectives and viewpoint from which the company is
considered” in [VST07, page 92]. In [MaZT07, pages 66–67] also the necessity to “co-evolve”
the describe organization and the descriptive methods is briefly discussed along the “boundary”

11According to the terminology adopted in our work, the term viewpoint would be more appropriate here.
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nature of the EA inviting “reflexivity about the organization”. While these statements may
be regarded as indications towards the need to configure and adapt EA management methods
as well as EA description languages, more detailed descriptions are not provided as part of
the approach. In [AMT08] Aveiro et al. discuss on the topic of communicating architecture
states via semantic wikis, delineating the need to distinguish between current, planned, and
target states therein. The recent publication of Aveiro et al. [AST10b] furthers these discus-
sions and develops the abstract indications on management methods towards more detailed
prescriptions on activities in “operational engineering”, namely “(Re)generation, Operation
and Deletion of the enterprise”. Central to these considerations is a “viability” perspective
on the enterprise, regarding the associated management processes as means to ensure via-
bility of the organization by resolving dysfunctional interplay, i.e. to keep the organization
working as intended in a corresponding to-be model. Where the work [AST10b, page 157]
stays to abstract descriptions of the contained feedback loops “in tune with the well known
Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle”, more concrete prescriptions can be found in [AST10a,
pages 231–233]. A generic “exception handling cycle” presented there and complemented with
an organization-specific “monitoring, diagnosis, exception and recovery table” adds some de-
tail on how viability of the enterprise system may be ensured taking a holistic, i.e. EA,
perspective. The focus of the approach is nevertheless on modeling the feedback loops in such
systems by providing a meta-model capable for describing actions taken as well as actors and
resources involved (cf. Aveiro [AST10a, page 238]). With the intention to generically cover
organizational feedback and control processes, no actual prescriptions are made in respect to
the tasks and responsibilities involved in activities for ensuring viability. Aveiro nevertheless
builds on these prefabrics in [Av10] and establishes methods for deriving planned states and
for establishing EA principles. Regarding the question of the interplay between EA manage-
ment and related management functions, Caetano et al. introduce in [Ca07] the concept of
the competency. Competencies are therein understood as classifications of human actors ac-
cording to their ability of performing certain tasks. Based on these classifications, the actor’s
involvement in management activities comprised of several tasks can be discussed. Furthering
this understanding, Marques et al. explain in [MZT10] the complex net of interlinked com-
petencies necessary to manage on an enterprise level, thus giving strong indications on how
to understand and establish integration between management processes. In the light of the
strict requirements set in Section 2.2.1, we classify the approach of TU Lisbon as shown in
Table 3.21.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.21: Method classification for the approach of TU Lisbon

The CEO framework introduced by Vasconcelos et al. in [VST03, page 79] is mirrored in a
meta-model profile for the UML [Ob10b] covering three “sub architectures” (cf. Vasconcelos et
al. [Va01]), namely the “informational architecture” containing business relevant data types,
the “application architecture” describing supportive applications, and the “technological ar-
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chitecture” representing the technologies used for application implementation. This triple of
IS subarchitectures is embedded into the context of the EA (cf. Figure 3.20) by establishing
links to business goals, business processes and resources in an orthogonal manner. The corre-
sponding basic meta-model (cf. Figure 3.21) establishes the abstract notion of the Block to
represent ISA concepts of any sub architecture. Further concretizing this abstract represen-
tation of ISA concepts, Vasconcelos et al. denote in [VST03, pages 79–81] different IS and IT
concepts as “applications” or “platforms” but also subtype blocks to concepts providing a more
functional perspective on the IS sub architecture as e.g. “business service” or “IS service”.

 Page 2  
  

research step confirmed the need for tools capable of supporting the architect while building the ISA 
and quickly accessing his or her design choices. 

More recently, considering that the evaluation topic is a quite mature issue on the software 
engineering domain, the authors classify several software evaluation approaches in order to consider 
its applicability for ISA evaluation and adapted some software metrics to the information system 
context (Vasconcelos et al. 2005). 

In this paper the authors present theirs recently developments on ISA evaluation by proposing and 
explaining the foundation of a set of metrics for ISA evaluation. 

The ISA modelling framework that supports the evaluation metrics is introduced in section 2. In 
section 3 the authors proposed a coherent set of ISA evaluation metrics, relating ISA qualities and 
ISA components. In section 4 the metrics proposed are applied to an e-government ISA project. The 
conclusions and future work are presented in section 5. 

2. CEO Framework for ISA modelling 
The CEO Framework (Figure 1) aims at providing a formal way of describing business goals, 
processes, resources and information systems and the dependencies between them. It is composed 
of three separate levels, each of which provides adequate forms of representing the notions about the 
layer being described (Vasconcelos et al. 2001). 

 
Figure 1. Goal / Process / System framework 

In the first level, the aim is at describing the current set of goals that drive business. These goals must 
be achieved through one or more business process. The business processes are described at the 
second level and must exist in order to satisfy one or more goals. Besides serving goals, business 
processes interact with resources in order to do work and may be supported by information systems. 
The information systems layer aims at modelling the components of the system that support business.  

The modelling language used to implement the CEO Framework was UML (Unified Modelling 
Language). As UML was initially designed to describe aspects of a software system, it had to be 
extended to more clearly identify and visualize the important concepts of business, namely by use of 
stereotypes – for further detail on UML extension mechanisms see OMG (2004). Due to size 
restrictions, we will not do a full presentation on the CEO Framework (for further reading, refer to 
Vasconcelos et al. (2001)). Figure 2 presents the UML metamodel defined for the CEO Framework. 

Figure 3.20: Goal/process/system frame-
work according to Vasconce-
los et al. [Va01, page 72]

implementing the software. SWA is a quite stable and mature field 
[4].  
Enterprise Architecture is a group of models defined for getting a 
coherent and comprehensible picture of the enterprise [5]. The 
models define different “perspectives or viewpoints from which the 
company is considered, focusing on some aspects and ignoring 
others in order to reduce complexity” [6]. Thus, a model of the 
company can contain several activity, processes, organization, 
information and behavior diagrams of the company.    
Finally, Information System Architecture (ISA) addresses the 
representation of the IS components structure, its relationships, 
principles and directives [7], with the main purpose of supporting 
business [8].    
In the 80’s, software architecture (SWA) and ISA where considered 
synonymous. Only in last decade the need for manipulation of 
concepts that overwhelm the description of how a system is 
internally built emerged. Zachman framework [2], is defined has the 
first important sign that ASW has not enough. 
Quoting IEEE [9], ISA level should be high. Thus, ISA is 
distinguished from software representation and analysis methods (as 
E-R diagrams, DFD), presenting an abstraction of internal system 
details and supporting organization business processes [10]. 
Sassoon, discusses the concept of “IS urbanization”, emphasizing, 
like in city planning, the need for models that guide the evolution 
and growth of IS robust and independent of technological trends 
[11]. 
ISA usually distinguish three aspects, defining three “sub 
architectures” [12]: 

• Informational Architecture, or Data Architecture. This level 
represents main data types that support business. 

• Application Architecture. Application architecture defines 
applications needed for data management and business support. 

• Technological Architecture. This architecture represents the 
main technologies used in application implementation and the 
infrastructures that provide an environment for IS deployment. 

Organizational Engineering Center (Centro de Engenharia 
Organizacional (CEO), in Portuguese), supported on other authors’ 
research ([13], [14], [15]), in [16], proposes a framework for 
enterprise modeling. The CEO framework provides a restricted set 
of business objects, defined in an UML profile [15], used for 
Enterprise modeling. Though CEO framework presents some 
extensions in order to represent business/system dependences, it 
does not allow defining ISA.   
The business objects defined in the framework are: goals, for 
strategy modeling; processes, for business process modeling; 
resources, for business resource modeling; and blocks, for IS 
modeling. 
CEO, supporting its framework in an Object Oriented approach, 
namely UML, ensures consistence, easy of use and provides 
mechanisms for maintain modeling integrity, reducing the gap 
between business and IT architectures. 
Figure 1 presents the UML profile for enterprise modeling defined 
by CEO framework. 
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*

**
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Figure 1. CEO framework meta-model profile 

CEO framework provides the means for jointly IS and business 
modeling through formal mechanisms (supported in UML), 
however it presents several insufficiencies, namely at ISA level, like 
the proposed taxonomy used to represent the concepts at IS level is 
not sufficient, it does not identifies stakeholders, perspectives or 
views, it does not defines objects or attributes for application or 
technological architecture, it also does not define a methodology for 
ISA definition or evaluation, among others.   
As discussed previously in this section, the ISA definition has a 
vital role in development of IS that actively contribute for business 
and IT aligning, defining an adequate IT strategy, ensuring IS 
robustness, IT independence, IS flexibility and IS adaptability to 
business needs.  
Formerly, the software development process was focused on coding 
– minimizing the internal application architecture. Similarly, 
nowadays, the vast majority of organizations, in order to respond to 
business demands, opt to acquire or implement applications that 
answer instantly to its needs, without firstly define a global solution 
for the IS. 
This ISA overview confirms that, nowadays, it is not possible to 
represent an ISA, at informational, application and technological 
levels, and its dependences with business level, in a standard, 
normalized and simple way – in order to develop subsequent 
inspection and/or simulation of different business and technological 
scenarios.  

3. INFORMATION SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 
The related work discussion presented in previous section 
emphasized the inexistence of any praxis, mechanism or language 
for ISA modeling. 
In this article, the authors argue that it is crucial to have formal, 
comprehensible and useful mechanisms that assist the ISA 
representation, namely at information, application and technology 
levels, as well as in its relationship with the business model.   
The authors argue that the ISA representation, at information, 
application and technology levels, is vital for subsequent IS 
research.   
The next subsections present a collection of operations and 
founding and root concepts, as well as graphical representations 
that allow the semantic ISA manipulation. The definition of such 
founding concepts provides the conceptual tools for addressing 
subsequent research issues in ISA area.   
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Figure 3.21: Meta-model of CEO framework ac-
cording to Vasconcelos et al. [VST03,
page 79]

The CEO framework does not impose restrictions on the subtypes to be used, although the
different techniques and metrics described in related publications target only a subset of the
provided types (cf. [Va04], [VST05] and [VST07]). In this sense, one might argue that the
approach of the CEO framework is retains a notion of configurability but does not make pre-
scriptions on when to use which of the subtypes. Building on the concept of the Block and
its subtypes an exemplary case in [VST03, pages 81–83] outlines how current states of the
architecture as well as target states thereof can be represented. The embracing perspective
on structural aspects of the EA ranging from business to IT as well on functional aspects
of the intermediary aspects of the IS is reverberates through the more recent publications
of Zacarias et al. [Za10] as well as Caetano et al. [CST10]. In [Za10] the goal and resource
perspective on business processes (cf. Figure 3.21) is furthered with a concrete understanding
of input and output factors as well as associated agents taking a particular role in the execu-
tion. Based on such functional view on business processes, Caetano et al. [CST10] describe
mechanisms for decomposing processes into sub-processes that are independently embedded
into their organizational, motivational, and operational contexts. In [Va04, VST05] Vascon-
celos et al. discuss the concept of architecture analysis. The analyses target different aspects
of the ISA with [Va04] putting emphasis on metrics for evaluating “IS/business alignment”,
whereas [VST05] discusses the applicability of ‘classical’ software architecture metrics, as “lack
of cohesion” on ISA level. In [VST07] Vasconcelos et al. raise a multitude of relevant quality
attributes, reified in corresponding questions linking to a subset of the 16 concrete metrics
presented therein. For each metrics actual computation rules based on an according EA
description language are provided. A comprehensive overview on the relationship between dif-
ferent metrics and according “ISA qualities” (questions) is further provided by Vasconcelos et
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al. in [VST08], emphasizing that these metrics and questions cover all sub architectures, with
functional analyses of the business perspective being discussed by Zacarias et al. in [Za10].
Further, the questions target generic quality attributes of an architecture and are hence not
linked to architecture-related goals as modeled according to the CEO framework’s meta-model
(cf. [VST03, page 79]). In the recent publication [AST10b] Aveiro et al. delineate two informa-
tion models, namely the “viability model space” targeting the management function concerned
with EAs and the “GOD model space”. Latter information model targets the “Generation,
Operationalization, and Discontinuation of objects”, i.e. of architectural elements. While
the viability perspective is specifically concerned with adaptations to the management meth-
ods, the GOD perspective is capable of describing arbitrary Engineer Transactions that
change the architecture or parts thereof. In this sense, the notion of the project is introduced
into the canon of the description language in a cross-cutting manner targeting architectural
elements from business to infrastructure level. In [AST10a, page 235] the notion is further de-
veloped and extended towards a lifecycle modeling for arbitrary architectural elements as well
as for modeling the actors responsible for performing “Engineering Processes”, i.e. changes to
the architectural elements. A minor drawback nevertheless exists with this mechanism. In
describing the GOD model space Aveiro et al. [AST10b, page 155] do not provide indications
on how this information model is to be linked to the meta-model of the CEO framework. This
may be ascribed to the focus of the work but leaves a willing user of the approach puzzled in a
twofold way, not only as a description of the linkage is missing, but also as different underlying
meta-languages (UML [Ob10b] and ORM [Ha05]) are used. Table 3.22 shows the classification
of the approach of TU Lisbon according to the requirements delineated in Section 2.2.2.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.22: Language classification for the approach of TU Lisbon
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3.12 The Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology
(SEAM)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology (SEAM)
Issuing organization: École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: SeamCAD [LW06]
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [We03], [RBW03], [LW04b], [LW05], [LW06], [BW06], [RW06],

[RW07], [We07a], [We07b], [We08], [Re09]
Inner organization: explicit organization

The systemic enterprise architecture methodology (SEAM) roots in the work [We03] of
Wegmann, where he elaborates on the multi-disciplinary nature (see also Rychkova et
al. [RBW03], Lê andWegmann [LW04b], etc.) of EA projects and the resulting need to support
these projects with methods and models. Here thereby outlines the central method-model-
dichotomy, also alluded to as “method-notation”-dichotomy by Rychkova et al. in [RBW03],
of SEAM. Diagnosing a lack of support in respect to the method part of EA project support,
SEAM seeks to complement existing approaches with additional methodical guidance. An
example for such complementation is given by Wegmann et al. in [We08], where the Zachman
Framework (cf. Section 3.1 and [Za87, SZ92]) is augmented with a “systemic conceptual-
ization” based on SEAM. The systemic nature of SEAM-based conceptualizations makes up
another predominant characteristics of the approach reverberating through the different pub-
lications. Wegmann formulates in [We03, pages 486–488] the underlying “systemic paradigm”
based on the SEAM ontology, which itself builds on the prefabrics of RM-ODP [In96], and
a dedicated epistemology, namely constructivism. In line with the constructivism princi-
ple, SEAM assumes that knowledge about a system is relative to the observer, meaning
that no observer-independent descriptions of reality exist. By this fact Wegmann motivates
in [We03, page 487] a hierarchical understanding of any system considering different “levels
of reality” owned by dedicated stakeholders. This understanding reverberates through the
work on SEAM, especially through the foundational language descriptions by Lê and Weg-
mann [LW04b, LW05], and is further mirrored in the methodology’s tool support (SeamCAD)
presented by Lê and Wegmann in [LW06].

Central to SEAM is the notion of the “EA project” as discussed by Wegmann in [We03,
page 485]. Such project is initiated by an organization “to react to or to anticipate change”
and starts with creating an “as-is model” reflecting the project-relevant entities. Comple-
menting this model, a “to-be model” outlining the expected reaction to the change is created.
Rychkova et al. describe in [RBW03, pages 11–12] a stepwise method for creating both the
as-is and the to-be model. This method is recursive in its nature spanning different levels of
abstraction in the system hierarchy, such that lowest level models provide “all necessary details
for [subsystem] implementation”. As part of the method gap analyses are to be conducted on
each abstraction level, identifying one gap on each level such that a multi-level set of gaps has
to be accounted for in finding the optimal design (cf. [We03, page 485]). Figure 3.22 taken
from [We08] summarizes the cyclic design process as incorporated in SEAM.
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• cells in data column – the data or 
information relevant to the perspective (e.g. 
from the organization information in the 
planner row down to the database table in the 
sub-contractor row).  

• cells in process column – the processes 
relevant to the perspective (e.g. from the 
business processes down to the internal 
processing of the IT systems).  

• cells in network column – the networks 
relevant to the perspective (e.g. from the list 
of organizations down to nodes on the 
communication network).  

• cells in people column – the people relevant 
to the perspective (e.g. from the customers 
down to the employees).  

• cells in time column – time information 
relevant to the perspective.  

• cells in motivation column – the 
motivational aspects relevant to the 
perspective.  

Although ISA does not include a process, it does 
specify seven rules that designers should conform to 
when filling the cells [19]. 

1. "The columns have no order." If the columns 
were to have an order, it would imply that one 
dimension is more important than the other, 
when inherently they are all equally 
important.  

2. "Each column has a simple, basic model."  In 
the case of the data dimension, this is an 
entity-relation model; in the case of the 
function dimension, this is a process. The 
designer can choose different modeling 
techniques.  

3. "The basic model of each column must be 
unique." Without this uniqueness, the ISA 
would not be as rigorous. Uncertainty over 
what belongs to which cell would arise. 

4. "Each row represents a distinct, unique 
perspective." A distinct perspective is not a 
change in the level of details; it is instead the 
nature of what is represented that changes. 

5. “Each cell is unique." This rule is a 
consequence of the rules 2 and 3. It 
contributes to making the ISA a useful 
classification scheme. 

6. “The composite or integration of all cell 
models in one row constitutes a complete 
model from the perspective of that row." All 
cells in a row must be logically consistent 
with all the other cells in the same row. 

7. "The logic is recursive." The designer can 
apply the Framework within each row. This 
means that the designer can analyze each row 

from the planner’s, owner’s, builder’s, etc. 
sub-perspectives.  

 
In addition to the ISA matrix, Zachman defines 
additional matrices that we call intra-row matrices. 
They document the relations between different cells in 
a row (e.g. data-to-function, function-to-network, and 
data-to-network – all within a same row) [28]. These 
matrices are important for the design process. For 
example, if the designers want to check which 
functions are dependent on a specific data, they create 
the data to function matrix.  The dependencies between 
data and function are then visible. Zachman does not 
propose matrices to relate the cells between rows (e.g. 
owner row’s data cell–to- data cell in designer row – 
all within a same column). Not having such matrices is 
problematic to the designers, as they cannot check the 
relations between the different rows of the ISA matrix.  
 

Conceptualization

Reality
behavior

system

Entities

Universe of 

discourse

1. Analysis

3. Implementation

2. Design

ISA

as-is

ISA

to-be

Observer

(stakeholder,

e.g. designer)

Model

 
Figure 2: Description of the design process. 

We can consider that an ISA-based development 
process has three broad phases (Figure 2). First, the 
designers analyze and represent the organization across 
the cells of the different rows and columns of the ISA 
matrix; they also define the intra-row matrices that 
relate the elements of the different cells within the 
rows of the ISA matrix. This model describes the as-is 
situation. Second, the designers analyze the existing 
situation and understand the problem to address. At 
this point, they design different possible solutions; 
each one described in a set of ISA and intra-row 
matrices. The designers compare these solutions and 
select one. The corresponding ISA and intra-row 
matrices describe the situation to-be, i.e. what the 
designers need to implement. Last, the designers 
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Figure 3.22: Basic design process of SEAM according to Wegmann et al. [We08]

Due to the fact that SEAM is applied in an EA project, the to-be models created in the design
process actually reflect planned states for the EA or parts thereof. The project nature of the
SEAM context is reflected upon by Wegmann et al. in [We07a, pages 397–398], where also a
linkage to change and requirements management is briefly alluded to. Such linkage is mediated
via graphical models of as-is and to-be, which are discussed in different works by Rychkova
and Wegmann [RW07] as well as by Wegmann et al. [We07a]. The importance of stakeholder-
specific models is further emphasized by Wegmann et al. in [We07b, pages 118–119], where
they – refraining the systemic paradigm from [We03] – delineate that different designers uti-
lize different “views” representing relevant parts of the overall system. These discussions are
complemented with some remarks on the ways for developing and designing SEAM models
namely via workshops or using collaborative tools. In an earlier publication [BW06] Balabko
and Wegmann reflected on the topic of methods for designing architecture models. As part
of this reflection they analyzed various methods from different disciplines in respect to their
suitability for designing as-is and to-be models on various hierarchy levels. Based on the anal-
ysis’ results an EA project can select a method well-suited for the specific design purpose,
although Balabko and Wegmann abstain from giving details on how to integrate different
methods. Further concretizing the analysis of SEAM’s basic design process (cf. Figure 3.22)
Rychkova et al. propose in [RBW03] a conceptual groundwork for analyses. Thereby, they
complement the SEAM notation with an operational semantics describe in terms of abstract
state machines (ASMs). More precisely, they outline transformations for translating a SEAM
model into a model of an ASM. The underlying idea is concretized and furthered by Rychkova
and Wegmann in [RW06], where the transformation is rewritten based on the ASM description
language of AsmL12 via an “AsmL interpretation of SEAM graphical models”. Based on the
executable ASM description as well as the notion of “behavioral substitutabiliy”, Rychkova
and Wegmann devise a method for verifying the alignment of a system design and the ac-
cording behavioral requirements. Complementing these behavioral verification, Wegmann et

12For a description of AsmL see http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/asml/.
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al. exemplify in [We07b, pages 113–118] three methods for analyzing the planned design with
from a customer and an organizational perspective, critically relying on belief vocated by
the system’s stakeholders. This analysis perspective is revisited by Regev et al. in [Re09],
where further a classification of stakeholders in “favored”, “disfavored”, and “ignored” ones is
introduced. The classification establishes a conceptual basis for defining key qualities of any
system such as “utility” or “risk” via the existence or absence of a perception for different
stakeholder groups. Table 3.23 summarizes the key characteristics of SEAM classified against
the background of the method framework from Section 2.2.1.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.23: Method classification for the Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology

A key characteristics of ‘the’ modeling language associated with SEAM is outlined by Weg-
mann in [We03, page 488] as part of the ethics of the systemic paradigm. He states that
each concrete EA project needs to develop an actual enterprise model. In this sense the
language prescriptions of SEAM are formulated on an abstract level allowing the project
team to reify them and thereby to configure the language as needed. Central aspect of con-
figurability in respect to the language is the intrinsically hierarchic understanding of the
enterprise system reverberating through the method, see e.g. Rychkova et al. [RBW03] or
Lê and Wegmann [LW04b]. In the latter article, foundational theories for the language are
outlined, namely the “Living System Theory” of Miller [Mi95] and the conceptualization of
RM-ODP [In96]. Based on these theories a set of three basic concepts Computational
Objects, Information Objects and Actions of EAs is devised. In subsequent work
of Lê and Wegmann [LW05] these concepts are complemented with a textual description of
their semantics as well as a formalization based on the Alloy 2.013 language. At this point
in time a different formalization perspective on the SEAM language had already been out-
lined by Rychkova et al. in [RBW03], being concretized in the subsequent work [RW06] of
Rychkova and Wegmann. This work describes an executable ASM interpretation of the lan-
guage concepts. The complete information model underlying the SEAM language (cf. [LW05,
page 185]) puts special emphasis on the hierarchical nature of the according descriptions by
annotating the layer-spanning relationships via specific UML stereotypes. This reflects the
aforementioned dimension of configuration, in which a using EA project team has to find
an appropriate level on its own. While only implicitly alluded to in the information model
specification, the same language is used to describe as-is and to-be states of the underlying
system building on two different kinds of abstractions (cf. Wegmann et al. [We05, WRL05]):
an “organizational” and a “functional” one. Where the functional abstraction is used to specify
what the system under consideration does or is intended to do, the organizational perspective
details how this functionality is provided internally. The linkage between these perspectives
further allows to conduct gap analysis between actual and intended function abstracting from

13For additional information about Alloy see http://alloy.mit.edu/.
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implementation specific details. The ASM-based technique for performing such analyses,
as described by Rychkova and Wegmann in [RW06], introduces further language concepts,
namely relationships between Actions and Properties, of which the latter reflect specific
qualities of Computational Objects. The three types of relationships are concretized by
Rychkova and Wegmann in [RW07] making use of the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) [Ob10a] to model action-action-relationships as well as of a pre- and post-condition
based technique for action-property-relationships. In this context, post-conditions are used to
describe property changes mediated by the according action. Finally, two types of property-
property-relationships are introduced: “part-of” and “used”, reflecting hierarchical (inter-layer)
and lateral (intra-layer) dependencies between properties, respectively. In the most recent
publication [Re09] of Regev et al. SEAM models are revisited against the background of
four generic questions “utility”, “warranty”, “value” and “risk”. Each of these questions is
stated on an abstract and general level, for which a using project must find a specific op-
erationalization into concrete metrics. Table 3.24 summarizes the key characteristics of the
description language employed by SEAM classified against the background of the framework
from Section 2.2.2.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.24: Language classification for the Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology
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3.13 Archimate

EA management approach

Name of approach: ArchiMate
Issuing organization: Telematica Institute / Novay
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: ArchiMate Workbench [La05, La09]
Period of activity: since 2003
Publications: [Jo03], [Jo04b], [La04], [La05], [Jo06], [Ar07], [La09], [Jo10], [QEJ10]

and http://www.opengroup.org/archimate/doc/ts_archimate/

Inner organization: monolith

The ArchiMate modeling language for EAs has a long development history starting with the
early work [Jo03] of Jonkers et al., who therein outline the key requirements and principles
of what would later become a “language for coherent enterprise architecture descriptions”. In
particular, they introduce a notion of flexibility in respect to the model, plurality in respect
to visualizations as well as viewpoints, and integrability with respect to existing modeling
documentations. Building on this basic understanding, Jonkers et al. describe the three
core aspects of an enterprise that any suitable modeling language should account for, namely
“structure”, “information”, and “behavior”. For each of these aspects as well as for the three
relevant layer, namely “business”, “application”, and “technology”, the ArchiMate modeling
language provides appropriate concepts and conceptualizations. Figure 3.23 summarizes the
“architecture framework” behind the ArchiMate language as defined by the aforementioned
aspects and layers.
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Figure 5. Architectural framework 

We develop our description language step by step. For 
each next step we validate concepts and add new concepts 
or relations. In this, we follow a ‘middle-out’ approach: 
the focus of this paper is on the business and application 
layers. In a later stage, among other things the product 
domain and the technology layer will be added. 

4.2 Relations  
As observed in the introduction, this paper focuses on the 
business and application layers. Moreover, we focus on 
the concepts that are required to model the “operational” 
issues in an enterprise; i.e. the issues that directly contrib-
ute to the primary processes and business goals. Our aim 
is to describe the relations between existing concepts or 
define specific relationship concepts in order to arrive at 
the desired coherence. Therefore, we draw inspiration 
from existing architecture languages or approaches such 
as UML, Testbed [5] and the RM-ODP Enterprise Lan-
guage [11].  

In addition to the concepts that are required to describe 
the various architectural domains, inter-domain meta-
models are necessary to define the relation concepts be-
tween two or more domains. In this way, a hierarchy of 
domain and inter-domain metamodels can be constructed 
(see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Domain and inter-domain concepts 

The order in which the aspects are presented is arbitrary: 
any two aspects may be related to each other. In contrast, 
the layers in the framework constitute a functional or sys-
tem hierarchy. We do not model all inter-layer relations 
explicitely. Following a common layered approach (e.g., 

OSI-model) layers are directly related only to layers di-
rectly above or below them.  

In order to preserve the readability and clarity of mod-
els, we do not model the ‘diagonal’ relations between 
cells explicitly. In our view these relations are not re-
quired for modelling the main coherency. These relations 
can be derived if necessary. 

4.3 Concepts and metamodel 
It is our assumption that, in principle, the same generic 
concepts can be used to describe the structure, behaviour 
and information aspect of systems in all three layers of 
the framework in Section 4.1. In spite of the general ap-
plicability of these generic concepts, it is still very useful 
to also define the concepts specific to each layer. These 
specific concepts are more easily recognised by the rele-
vant stakeholders. Moreover, they are needed to make the 
relations between the layers explicit, which is an impor-
tant goal of our approach. In most cases, the layer-specific 
concepts are straightforward specialisations of the generic 
concepts. 

In Table 1 we first summarise the most important ge-
neric concepts that we have identified, after wich we dis-
cuss their main relationships.  

 

Figure 3.23: The ArchiMate architecture framework according to Jonkers et al. [Jo03]

Ever since the early days ArchiMate has become more than the modeling language, it was
initially meant to be. Already the first edition of Lankhorst’s book “Enterprise Architecture at
Work” [La05] embeds the modeling language into the context of a comprehensive set of related
methods and guidelines. The work further describes tool support for ArchiMate EA modeling
using a tool called “ArchiMate Workbench”. In its most recent edition [La09] the book presents
an even more mature ArchiMate EA management approach, which has in April 2009 also been
adopted as ArchiMate 1.0 specification by The Open Group14. Both most recent publications
– the ArchiMate 1.0 specification and the book of Lankhorst [La09] – cover most of what can
14The ArchiMate 1.0 specification is online available at http://www.opengroup.org/archimate/doc/ts_

archimate/.
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be called the ‘ArchiMate approach’. Where appropriate, we nevertheless add references to not
so recent works of the group, especially when additional or more in-depth information on a
topic is available therein.

In [Ar07] Arbab et al. describe the “architecture life cycle” that should be supported by ap-
propriate architecture models. Similar versions of this life cycle can also be found in [La05,
pages 46–47] and in [La09, pages 49–50]. This life cycle consists of the phases a) design,
b) communication, c) realization, and d) feedback. Especially with respect to the communi-
cation of architectures, the importance to represent architecture aspects relevant to particular
stakeholders is repeatedly discussed e.g. in [Jo03, Jo04b] and especially emphasized upon
by Jonkers et al. in [Jo06]. This central communication challenge is further mirrored by
Lankhorst et al. in [La04], where he deems EA modeling to be an “issue of integration”
that has to bring together information from many different sources, and as Lankhorst later
puts in [La09, pages 12–22] related governance instruments. Adding more detail to answer
the question how EAs can be communicated in an appropriate and stakeholder-specific way,
Lankhorst introduces in [La09, pages 80–84] the notion of the “architectural conversation”.
Such conversations are employed to proliferate architectural knowledge respecting the scope
and perspective of the intended audience. Further, conversations relate to specific knowledge
goals as “introduce”, “agree” or “commit”, of which each demands for a specific conversation
technique. Making the relationship between knowledge goal and conversation technique more
explicit, Lankhorst presents a “suitability matrix” in [La09, page 83]. In a similar sense,
Lankhorst adds an in-depth discussion on how to select and adapt viewpoints for creating
stakeholder-specific visualizations. Special attention is thereby paid to stakeholder “commit-
ment”, i.e. stakeholder awareness and agreement on the possible social implications of a certain
viewpoint (cf. [La09, page 171]). Central to this discussion is the understanding that every
viewpoint creates transparency with respect to a certain part of the organization, meaning that
stakeholders responsible for this part might be ‘overseen’ by ones having access to according
visualizations. In line with this argumentation, Lankhorst discusses on the topic of “scoping”
viewpoints to convey the information needed to perform certain activities but not necessarily
more. Exemplary viewpoints related to dedicated EA stakeholders and possible activities are
delineate in [La09, pages 176–194]. First outlined by Jonkers et al. in [Jo03], techniques for
analyzing EAs represented in corresponding models are detailed both in [La05] and [La09].
In the former publication Lankhorst discusses two different types of possibly interesting EA
characteristics, namely “quantitative” and “functional” ones. Detailing on these concepts, he
delineates quantitative methods for assessing “performance”, “reliability” and “costs”, where
for the latter case process algebras for assesing the dynamic behavior of an architecture are
introduced. In the more recent edition of the book [La09, pages 231–155], he extends the
analyses’ subject to “architecture alignment”, which may be regarded an intrinsic property
of the EA. More precisely, as alignment may be regarded a key goal of EA management the
presented “guidelines regarding architecture alignment” as well as the complementing analysis
techniques provide part of a governance structure for EA management, itself. In two recent
Open Group whitepapers [Jo10, QEJ10] more detailed prescriptions on how to perform EA
management are provided. The first whitepaper targets the linkage between EA management
and the enterprise-wide requirements management processes, describing how change demands
and information on the current state of the EA can be used to derive “architecture require-
ments” [QEJ10, page 8–9]. These are subsequently incorporated in a target state of the EA,
from which in turn “realization requirements” are derived and finally converted to realization
plans. This yields the linkage to the activities described in the second whitepaper [Jo10],
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which delineates a how projects and as well as their results are reflected in the EA manage-
ment function. Relating the notion of the project from an EA management-perspective with
the understanding of projects promoted by PRINCE2 [Of09], the presented techniques are
useful as means of integrating EA management and project management. Summarizing the
above, ArchiMate presents itself as approach with a strong model focus, whose method-related
prescriptions are limited as indicated in Table 3.25.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.25: Method classification for Archimate

In [Jo04b] Jonkers et al. call ArchiMate an “umbrella language” that is used to integrate
different architecture-related design models from different languages. Central to this under-
standing is the flexibility of ArchiMate in respect to its level of specificity, while a remark
puts that the ArchiMate language resides on a higher level of abstraction than the design lan-
guages. According to Jonkers et al. this ascribes to the fact that “a single language covering
all domains [...] would probably result in an unworkable behemoth”. Jonkers et al. discuss
in [Jo03] key requirements for the ArchiMate language, of which flexibility in respect to the
viewpoints as well as to the meta-model are deemed of highest interest. With respect to the
former requirement, Jonkers et al. discuss a mechanisms to decouple visualizations for un-
derlying EA models, making it possible to specify stakeholder-specific viewpoints. The latter
requirement is addressed with a core meta-model consisting only of six concepts as shown in
Figure 3.24.
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Fig. 7. The core concepts in three dimensions

products on the left, five business functions on the right, and ten application
components in the middle. The landscape map on the right canvas visualizes an
easy to understand 2D ‘map’. The two models refer to the same architecture.
Moreover, in this particular case the landscape map has been automatically
generated from the underlying model.

Fig. 8. Model with associated landscape map view

A more detailed exposition of the ArchiMate language and its uses can be
found in Lankhorst and others (2005). It has been developed and tested in
cooperation with several companies. The language is a coarse grained lan-
guage, which facilitates the integration of symbolic models. However, the use

14

Figure 3.24: The core concepts of the ArchiMate meta-model according to Arbab et al. [Ar07]

As stated by Arbab et al. in [Ar07] these concepts reflect three central dichotomies of an
EA, namely a) “internal-external” which resembles a white-box/black-box differentiation,
b) “individual-collective”, and c) “behavior-structure”. In [La05, pages 90–105] and later
in [La09, pages 91–106] Lankhorst gives a more detailed exposition of the meta-model, therein
describing that the six concepts are subtyped on the three architectural layers of business,
application and technology. Complementing what would otherwise turn out to be a language
for describing layered architectures, Lankhorst further introduces a set of so-called “structural
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relations” that may be used to link structural elements on arbitrary layers. In addition, “be-
havioral relations” are introduced as means to link behavior on different architectural levels.
These two set of relations may be considered a core source of ArchiMate’s flexibility, as they
allow to interrelate the layers even if no strict layering can be achieved. More precisely, an
interaction element from the business layer can be directly linked to the technical collabora-
tion that it stems from. On the opposite, this flexibility calls for responsible modeling. With
respect to analytical methods applied on the model, Lankhorst describes in [La09, pages 206–
208] a technique for annotating models with the necessary quantitative information, mirrored
by corresponding attributes that augment the core meta-model. Based on these augmenta-
tions, he devises general rules and mathematical models that may be used to compute or derive
quantitative information on one architectural layer from corresponding information on another
layer. In particular, two sets of rules are described, namely one for “top-down workload calcu-
lation” and one for “bottom-up performance calculation”. When it comes to the customization
of the modeling language, both editions of Lankhorst’s book [La05, La09] provide “guidelines
for modeling”, describing a preliminary phase “before to start” and a phase for deciding “what
to capture” in the model. Complementing these content-related discussions, also guidelines
on the visual appearance of the language are given by Lankhorst in [La09, pages 144–150].
There, topics of layout, utilization of color, and establishing a unique ‘symbolic terminology’
are accounted for. In the recent whitepaper [QEJ10, pages 14–15] Quartel et al. introduce
additional language concepts that can be used to model goals and principles affecting the
EA. For the former concept, a decomposition into “assessment”, e.g. concretizing metrics,
is incorporated into the language. The principles contrariwise remain on an abstract level
and canot be concretized using standards or constraints. Another recent whitepaper [Jo10,
page 9] specifically targets transformation aspects of EA management as reflected in the con-
cepts of the “project” and the “project result”, respectively. Using these means, the language
can express planned states for the EA, although specific aspects of time are not incorporated.
In particular, the language prescriptions remain limited with respect to the lifecycle of EA
elements. Summarizingly, it can be said that the ArchiMate language presents itself as a
comprehensive EA modeling language that is useful for describing current (and future) states
of an EA. This leads to a classification of the ArchiMate language as shown in Table 3.26.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.26: Language classification for Archimate
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3.14 The EA management approach of KTH Stockholm

EA management approach

Name of approach: (Approach of KTH Stockholm)
Issuing organization: KTH Stockholm
Focus area: Modeling
Tool support: EA Tool [Ek09]
Period of activity: since 2004
Publications: [Ek04], [Jo04a], [GLS06], [JNL06], [JE07], [Jo07], [La07], [La08],

[LJ08], [Nä08], [Bu09f], [Ek09], [KUJ09], [RNE09]
Inner organization: monolith

The EA management approach developed at KTH Stockholm aims at providing decision sup-
port for IT management in enterprises, among others for the CIO, as key responsible for
strategic IT-related decisions. Ekstedt et al. outline in [Ek04] this focus for the topic of EA,
further relating it to the disciplines of software engineering and IS engineering, on whose meth-
ods EA management is required to build. With the focus on support for decision making, it is
not surprising that the approach’s contributions center around techniques and models for an-
alyzing EAs with respect to specific qualities. Thereby, the approach of KTH Stockholm seeks
to complement existing approaches for modeling EAs, such as the pattern-based approach to
TU München (cf. [Bu09f]) or the ArchiMate modeling language [Nä08]. Complementing the
work on evaluating architecture qualities, Ekstedt et al. outline in [Ek09] an analysis tool.

In [Ek04] Ekstedt et al. discuss the basic method for performing analyses on an EA-relevant
level. A user of the method, e.g. the CIO, is required to prioritize the EA-related questions
that should be answered, thereby assigning an expected utility to each question. From this,
the set of required information is derived and complemented with estimates on the costs for
gathering the information. Evaluating the cost/utility ratio for each question, an appropriate
organization-specific information model is derived, corresponding information is gathered and
the analyses are finally performed. Aforementioned steps may further be embedded into
the environment of the method outlined by Johnson et al. in [Jo04a]. In the first step of
the method, architects create “scenarios”, i.e. modified versions of the current state of the
architecture. Quality criteria for these scenarios are established in the second step and the
scenarios are analyzed in the third step (both steps using aforementioned method). In a final
step, one scenario is selected for implementation. This well aligns with the understanding
of “IT management” as outlined by Gammelgård et al. in [GLS06, page 30], where three
steps “understand”, “decide” and “monitor” are outlined. In [JE07, pages 272–273] Johnson
and Ekstedt further discuss methods for EA management, proposing a process as shown
in Figure 3.25, in which step is assigned individual responsibilities and participants. The
process os further linked with typical processes of IS management, as reflected in the CobIT
guidelines [IT09]. In particular, CobIT-specific artifacts are denoted as input and output
artifacts of the different process steps.

A consolidated view on the method-related prescriptions provided by the approach of KTH
Stockholm is taken by Källgren et al. in [KUJ09], where guidelines for constructing a company-
specific “EA model framework” are delineated. The guidelines reflect the basic idea of Ekst-
edt [Ek04] and are constituted of three major steps “make EA categorization”, “identify desired
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EA management process
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Figure 3.25: The “normative” EA management process of Johnson and Ekstedt [JE07]

information” and “finalize EA model framework”. In the first step the relevant business and IS
goals for EA management are selected, which are in the second step linked to the relevant EA
stakeholders. In the third step the appropriate viewpoints for the EA management function
are selected, i.e. using the list of viewpoints provided by Johnson and Ekstedt in [JE07].
These viewpoints are further linked to the underlying information models, which are in turn
related to existing information sources in the organization to develop a collection procedure
for the integrated information model. The decision and control centric focus of the approach
of KTH Stockholm is reflected in the classification as shown in Table 3.27.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.27: Method classification for approach of KTH Stockholm

The KTH approach specifically accounts for the cost/utility ratio of EA-related information
and does hence not aim to provide a comprehensive information model. Ekstedt et al. pro-
vide in [Ek04] a core information model, linking business-level concepts as “business processes”
and “organizational units” to IS-related concepts, e.g. “software components”. The model is
nevertheless complemented with guidelines for utility-based adaptation, specifically highlight-
ing that every using organization has to select the concepts with highest utility compared to
the costs. In [JNL06, Jo07] Johnson et al. introduce a key concept of their approach, the
so-called “extended influence diagram”. Building on these diagrams, Johnson et al. devise a
technique that can be used to describe quality characteristics mirroring goals and relate these
abstract characteristics to measurable, i.e. operationalized, characteristics of the architecture.
In particular, the influence diagrams can be used to designate which architectural character-
istics may be influenced by management activities, i.e. are “controllable”. Exemplifying, how
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the technique may be used to operationalize the architectural characteristic of “maintainabil-
ity”, Lagerström provides in [La07] an exemplary extended influence diagram and derives a
corresponding information model for maintainability analysis. This model is strongly system-
centric, i.e. describes application systems in the context of the maintenance processes, the
operating platform and the available documentation. In [LJ08] Lagerström and Johnson fur-
ther detail this model, in particular the maintenance processes into “change activities” on
system and component level. In more recent publications, the notion of the influence diagram
is replaced with the more formalistic understanding of the “probabilistic relational model” (cf.
Getoor et al. [Ge07]). This modeling technique based on conventional relational models allows
go beyond the influence diagrams by making explicit uncertainty with respect to the contained
information. The publications of Raderius et al. [RNE09] and of Sommestad et al. [SEJ08]
show the applicability of a technique on the architectural characteristics of “availability” and
“security”, respectively. Both publications provide specific information models reflecting the
characteristics constituting the relationship modeling. Närman et al. take in [Nä08] a more
general perspective on different architectural qualities using Bayesian networks to complement
the relationship models, which are themselves based on the ArchiMate architecture modeling
language (cf. Section 3.13). In [JE07] Johnson and Ekstedt supply a set of information models
corresponding to different architectural viewpoints, e.g. an “organization viewpoint”, a “busi-
ness process viewpoint” and “application usage viewpoint”, of which the latter introduces a
service perspective on applications. A further information model is concerned with goals, more
precisely with their interdependencies. Understanding for the need to integrate information
models originating from different sources, Lagerströ et al. describe in [La08] how Bayesian be-
lief networks can be used to discover correspondences between such models. In particular, the
networks can be used to find out, which classes originating from different information models
may be identified with each others. The network-based technique can be employed in step
three of the guidelines provided by Källgren et al. in [KUJ09], where the information models
underlying the stakeholder-specific viewpoints are integrated into a comprehensive informa-
tion model. In the light of above properties, the approach of KTH Stockholm is classified as
shown in Table 3.28.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.28: Language classification for approach of KTH Stockholm
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3.15 Building blocks for Enterprise Architecture Management
Solutions (BEAMS)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Building blocks for Enterprise Architecture Management Solutions
(BEAMS)

Issuing organization: TU Munich
Focus area: -
Tool support: System cartography tool [Bu07a]
Period of activity: since 2004
Publications: [MW04], [FMW05], [LMW05b], [LMW05a], [se05], [Bu07b],

[Bu07a], [Wi07], [Bu08a], [Bu08b], [LS08], [Bu09a], [Bu09c],
[Bu09b], [BMS09b], [Bu09d], [BMS09a], [Ch09], [BMS10c],
[BMS10b], [Bu10a], [Er10]

Inner organization: explicit organization

The EA management research at TU Munich is rooted in the research project “software
cartography” dating back to [MW04], in which Matthes and Wittenburg motivate the need for
a description technique targeting the entirety of the applications, the “application landscape”
in an enterprise. This technique, software cartography, was further developed by Lankes et al.
in [LMW05b] and an understanding of the multiple viewpoints on the application landscape
was developed alongside the IEEE Std. 1471 by Lankes et al. in [LMW05a]. The year
2005 obviously marks a turning point in EA-related research at TU Munich, especially as
the first “Enterprise Architecture Management Tool Survey” [se05] departs from the strictly
visualization centric research undertaken since then. In particular, method and modeling
related topics entered the center of attention.

Fischer et al. describe in [FMW05] the relationship between the EA management process and
related enterprise-level management processes such as project portfolio management. They
emphasize on the different artifacts that are exchanged between the processes in order to sup-
port comprehensive management of EA as a whole. Furthering the basic idea of the process
linkages, Wittenburg et al. describe in [Wi07] the exchanged artifacts in more detail, identify-
ing them with architecture visualizations conforming to a distinct viewpoint and grounded in
a specific information model. Having identified manifold visualizations that are used in prac-
tice, Buckl et al. describe in [Bu07b] how patterns, so called “EAM patterns” may be used
to document proven practice solutions in EA management. Following this paradigm, Buckl
et al. collected the EA management pattern catalog [Bu08a] containing among other more
than 40 so called “methodology patterns”15. Each of these patterns, as further exemplified
in [Bu08b], denotes a typical EA management problem in a distinct context and describes a
practice-proven solution. The initial version of the pattern catalog [Bu08a] originating from
observations at more than 20 project partners of TU Munich was over the next year refined
and augmented with additional patterns with methods for mergers [Bu09a], for defining an
EA vision [Bu09c], and with EA management anti-patterns [Bu09d]. Latter patterns describe
solutions that have proven not to work in practice. With the methodology patterns being
observed solutions from a practical setting, the EA management pattern catalog does not

15As these pattern actually present management methods, they should be alluded to as “method patterns”.
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provide an overarching framework for composing these solutions or integrating them into a
comprehensive EA management process. In [Bu09b] Buckl et al. show that such integration
is nevertheless possible, linking the catalog’s patterns to the phases of the TOGAF ADM (see
Section 3.8). Exploring the relationships between patterns of the same type, i.e. between dif-
ferent methodology pattern, the pattern catalog is refined to a pattern language that in turn
is presented as hyperlinked wiki [Ch09]. In [Er10] Ernst shows the applicability of the pattern
approach for developing organization-specific EA management functions along different prac-
tice cases and discusses on techniques for integrating different patterns into a comprehensive
function.

Building on the groundwork of the EA management pattern language, Buckl et al. explore a
knowledge management perspective in [BMS09a] and a viable system perspective in [BMS09b]
on the EA management function in order to devise an overarching method framework. In par-
ticular, they elicit a PDCA-like structure (cf. [De82a, Sh86]) that an EA management function
typically commits to, defining four phases as follows: a) describe, b) implement, c) analyze,
and d) adapt. These phases in turn lay the basis for a conceptualization that allows to un-
derstand redundancies in the pattern language, calling for a refined mechanism to structure
practice-proven knowledge on EA management methods. Such mechanism is outlined by Buckl
et al. in [BMS10c], introducing the term of the “EA management design theory” to struc-
ture context-specific, redundancy-free prescriptions for designing an EA management function.
Furthering the idea, Buckl et al. delineate in [BMS10b] how the theories may be interlinked
into a theory nexus that allows selecting the most appropriate design prescription for a given
problem in a given context. In [Bu10a] Buckl et al. exemplify how design theories, so called
“building blocks” there, for EA management functions can be derived from the methodology
patterns of the pattern language and explain on how these building blocks may be integrated
into a comprehensive EA management function. Refining the method framework mentioned
above, Buckl et al. further introduce their structuring framework for the building block-based
design of EA management functions as shown in Figure 3.26.

Overview of the enterprise architecture 

management function

© sebis2.2 Building blocks for enterprise architecture management 1

EA principles &

target state of the EA

Planned state of the EA

Current

state of the EA

Figure 3.26: The EA management method framework of BEAMS, cf. Buckl et al. [Bu10a]
.
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Summarizing the method related prescriptions provided by BEAMS, we classify the approach
as shown in Table 3.29.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.29: Method classification for BEAMS

The creation of visualization-specific information models is a recurring topic in the EA manage-
ment approach of TU Munich, especially in the early days. Buckl et al. describe in [Bu07a] a
technique for generating visualizations from underlying data. A prerequisite for this technique
is the existence of a suitable information model that covers the information, which should be
conveyed in the corresponding visualization. As Lankes and Schweda show in [LS08] informa-
tion models may also be used as basis for quantitative analyses. In particular, they augment
an information model describing the communication between business applications with ad-
ditional attributes to reflect failure propagation and to derive failure probabilities in a given
architectural setting. Mirroring the dichotomy of visualization-defining viewpoints and under-
lying information models the pattern catalog [Bu08a] describes practice-proven visualizations
and the corresponding information demands. In particular, for each described viewpoint and
each corresponding information model, the addressed problem, the intended context and the
observed solution are described. Relationships between the corresponding patterns are further
used to describe which viewpoints can build on the same information model, thereby outlin-
ing possible directions for evolving an existing EA description language by enriching it with
additional perspectives. Another recurring topic of the approach is the modeling of the evo-
lution of the EA. In [Bu08c] Buckl et al. discuss on the importance of linking projects to the
architectural changes that they drive. Responding to this requirement, they derive in [Bu09e]
an information model capable of expressing the change of the application landscape over time.
Reflecting the way how project-dependency is introduced into the EA information model,
Buckl et al. diagnose in [BMS10e] that “classic” object-oriented meta-modeling languages
are not appropriately suited to cover the “true ontologic nature” of modeling project-induced
change. In response, they advocate for the utilization of additional meta-modeling concepts,
among other the “mixin” concept. A mixin allows adding certain attributes and relation-
ships to a given concept without changing the very nature of this concept. Exemplified with
the relationship between a project and the corresponding architecture element, Buckl et al.
(cf. [BMS10a]) devise an information model fragment as shown in Figure 3.27.

Figure 3.27: The information model fragment for projects [BMS10a]
.
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Complementing the ontologically concise modeling of projects, Buckl et al. further discuss
in [BMS10f] and [BMS10a] how metrics and standardization-related concepts may be added
to arbitrary information models. Thereby, they call on the design theory mechanism described
above to refine composeable building blocks from the information model pattern of the EA
management pattern catalog [Bu08a]. Building on the relationships between the original
pattern, Buckl et al. further devise in [BMS10d] the concept of the “concern relationship”
that allows relating different information models that cover a similar area-of-interest in the
organization while varying in respect to the level of detail. These relationships are used by a
method to evolve an organization’s information model. In this light, BEAMS can be classified
according to the framework from Section 2.2 as shown in Table 3.30.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.30: Language classification for BEAMS
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3.16 Finnish Enterprise Architecture Research (FEAR)

EA management approach

Name of approach: Finnish Enterprise Architecture Research (FEAR)
Issuing organization: University of Jyväskylä
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2004
Publications: [HP04], [PH05], [Pu06], [VS08], [IL08], [LHS08], [PNL07], [SHL09],

[VSL09]
Inner organization: monolith

The Finnish Enterprise Architecture Research (FEAR) at the university of Jyväskylä is con-
ducted to support EA management in the Finnish public administration. It may be ascribed
to this focus that central parts of results and documentations of the FEAR are published
in Finnish, most notably the guidelines for “adaptation and adoption of Finnish government
EA method” [VS08]. The research has notwithstanding contributed a lot of insights on the
role as well as the challenges of EA management in the public sector, explored especially in
a several empiric surveys, e.g. of Isomäki and Liimatainen [IL08] as well as of Seppänen et
al. [SHL09]. Both surveys show nevertheless show that typical issues of implementing EA
management in a company are also likely to be found in the public administration, most
notably “insufficient support for the EA development” by the higher-level management, or
“insufficient resources”. Beyond these prevalent impediments to successful EA management
Isomäki et Liimatainen [IL08] identify key goals of EA management in the public adminis-
tration, e.g. “advancement of interoperability” between agencies, “shared understandings” for
the relevant architectural concepts, and the establishment of a “shared IT infrastructure”. For
addressing these challenges in the public administration environment, FEAR devised an EA
management method, which is according to Seppänen et al. [SHL09] based on a TOGAF vari-
ant 3.8. Central to the approach is the EA grid [HP04] that introduces four EA components
as well as three levels of decision making, see Figure 3.28.

Business archi-
tecture

Information ar-
chitecture

IS architecture Technology ar-
chitecture

Enterprise level
Domain level
Systems level

Figure 3.28: The EA grid of perspectives and levels of decision making

A high-level overview on the EA management process is given by Pulkkinnen an Hirvonen
in [PH05], suggesting three phases as follows. In the “initiation” phase the target architecture is
described and the expected benefits are delineated, which are complementingly mapped to the
decision areas in the EA grid. The “working” phase details the requirements to actually needed
changes and derives necessary courses of action. In the “ending” phase, relevant plans, designs
and architecture evaluations are communicated in the organization, e.g. for being picked up
by implementation projects. Furthering this idea, Liimatainen et al. devise in [LHS08] a
framework for evaluating compliance of development programs with the EA. The framework
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consists of five steps, ranging from a general “elibility analysis” determining whether the
program touches a relevant part of the EA to a detailed analysis of the program’s “operating
model” with respect to its alignment with the EA management presecriptions. The overall
make-up of the EA management process is described by Valtonen and Seppänen in [VS08] as
summarized in Figure 3.29.

(Higher-level) 
Architecture 
management

Create target and current

Develop target 
state for EA

Describe current 
state for EA

Detail target state

Develop 
business 

architecture

Develop 
information 
architecture

Develop IS 
architecture

Develop 
technology 
architecture

Figure 3.29: EA management process described in [VS08, page 42]

Building on the prescriptions of higher-level architecture management, the design phase devel-
ops both a target state of the EA and a description of the current state thereof. Complementing
the strictly sequential creation method described in the figure, Valtonen and Seppänen de-
scribe in [VS08, page 40] that both states may be developed iteratively, further accounting
for the fact that only parts of the current state should be documented which are relevant in
respect to the target state. The method also reflects a hierarchical understanding of the EA,
in which decisions on a higher level make prescriptions for lower level architecting. This aligns
with public administration focus of the overall framework, such that national EA decision
influence agency-wide EA decision that in turn influence project-wide decisions (cf. Valtonen
et al. in [VSL09]). In the sense of the discussion of Liimatainen [LHS08], the method of
Valtonen and Seppänen [VS08] elaborates on the importance to communicate and enact the
target state of the EA as well as a corresponding transformation roadmap, although concrete
prescriptions on how to do so, are scarce in the approach. For the specific aspect of informa-
tion security, Pulkkinen et al. describe in [PNL07] steps to be taken in more detail along the
example of an applying organizational. In particular, some indications on how to develop the
transformation roadmap form a target security state are given. Complementing, Pulkkinen
reflects in [Pu06] on the feedback nature of EA management, delineating that decisions taken
on a lower level may have to be mirrored and fed back to higher levels in order to ensure a
consistent management. This leads to an overall classification of the approach as shown in
Table 3.31.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.31: Method classification for the approach of FEAR

With FEAR having a focus on methods and processes for EA management, almost no
language-related prescriptions are made. The EA grid as detailed by Pulkkinen in [Pu06]
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provides some indications towards the relevant aspect of an EA to be covered, exemplarily
naming “products”, “applications” or “infrastructure platform”. More detailed prescriptions
are thereby not provided. This is further mirrored in [VS08, page 48], where Valtonen and
Seppänen describe how prevalent IS-related description languages, like the UML, as well as
the ArchiMate (cf. Section 3.13) modeling language may be used to create descriptions, e.g.
“system maps”, as part of the EA management method. Agsinst this background, we choose
not to classify the language-related contribution of the FEAR approach.
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3.17 Methodology for (re)design and (re)engineering
organizations (DEMO)

EA management approach

Name of approach: DEMO
Issuing organization: TU Delft
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2005
Publications: [Di05], [Di06], [LD08], [ED09]
Inner organization: monolith

Against the background of over 15 years of practice, Dietz [Di06] has developed a “methodology
for (re)designing and (re)engineering organizations” called DEMO. With its sound theoreti-
cal foundation in a theory called Ψ-theory the method takes a different perspective on the
enterprise focusing on the so-called “enterprise ontology”. Dietz uses this term to denote
a “coherent, comprehensive, consistent and concise model of the essence of the enterprise”.
Critical to his definition is thereby the notion of “essence” that in the sense of Dietz targets
the deep behavioral nature of the enterprise, but not realization and implementation specific
details. In this sense, the model of Dietz abstracts from technical or infrastructural aspects
of an enterprise, but stays to the “acts” that drive the enterprise’s performance in its envi-
ronment. Central to these considerations are the four axioms of Ψ-theory which themselves
are grounded in the “initiator-executor”-dichotomy, distinguishing between the requestor of a
service (execution) and the provider for the corresponding service:

∙ The operation axiom defines a distinction between two types of acts – production acts
(P-acts) and coordination acts (C-acts).

∙ The transaction axiom defines transactions consisting of acts in different phases, namely
an “order phase” of C-acts, an “execution phase” of P-acts, and a “result phase” of C-acts.

∙ The composition axiom defines multiple transactions may be hierarchical connected in
the production of non atomic P-facts (production results).

∙ The distinction axiom defines three-facets of an action namely the “ontological”, i.e.
commitment, facet, the “infological”, i.e. expressing and interpreting, and the “datalog-
ical”, i.e. communicating, facet.

Ettema and Dietz describe in [ED09] how the abstract and axiomatically grounded perspective
of DEMO may complement more ‘classic’ EA management approaches as the one of Archimate
(cf. Section 3.13). This especially applies during the execution of organizational change
projects, where the DEMO may be used as reference point describing the stable essence of the
enterprise.

In [Di06, pages 139–158] Dietz describes the six core activities constituting a successful ap-
plication of the DEMO methodology. The activities are thereby subdivided into two distinct
sets, namely “analysis” and “synthesis” activities. Dietz discusses in [Di06, page 143] that the
activities not necessarily have to be executed in the order given below, but that an experi-
enced user of the method may freely iterate through the described steps. For each activity, the
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method description gives examples of the steps to be undertaken an illustrates the artifacts
that may be used as input or are to be created as output of the activities, respectively. As
primary input to all different activities, Dietz calls on “all available documentation about the
enterprise”, which may in line with prior arguments be also elicited as part of a preparatory
phase. In the performa-informa-forma analysis knowledge about the enterprise is in line with
the distinction axiom divided in three sets, of which only the ontological item are fed forward
to the next activity. The coordination-actor-production analysis applies the operation axiom
to structure the ontological items into C-acts as well as C-facts, P-acts as well as P-facts, and
actor roles. The thereby elicited elementals of the ontological essence of the enterprise are
in the subsequent activity transaction pattern synthesis organized into singular transactions
conforming to the transaction axiom. With the transactions as coarse grained elementals,
the activity of result structure analysis decomposes non atomic P-facts into their components
(P-facts) and hence establishes a hierarchy between the transactions. According to this hier-
archy, the transactions are integrated in the activity construction synthesis, whereas further
the role of the involved actors is accounted for and initiator-executor-relationships are formu-
lated. In a final activity (organization synthesis) preparing an organization (re)engineering
the previously devised model is partitioned into a part to be studied (object system – OS)
and its environment (using system – US). Figure 3.30 depicts how the distinction between OS
and US is critically reflected in the basic design process.

restriction of design freedom. This idea of consciously applying 
normative restriction of design freedom is the really new thing 
regarding the designing of systems of any kind.

Figure 4. The Generic System Development Process

To make this notion of architecture practically useful, the intended 
restriction must be expressed into a consistent and coherent set of 
design principles. Applying a design principle satisfies one or 
more general requirements regarding the global design (referred to 
as “design” in Figure 4) as well as the detailed design (referred to 
as “engineering” in Figure 4) of a system. Thus, some architecture 
may hold for many systems, typically for a class of similar 
systems. In line with the distinction between requirements and 
specifications we distinguish between functional principles or 
function architecture, and constructional principles or 
construction architecture (Figure 4). An example of a product that 
exhibits ‘good’ function architecture is the Apple MacOS; an 
example of a product that exhibits ‘bad’ function architecture is 
the (first) video recorder. An example of a product that exhibits 
‘good’ construction architecture is the modern PC, whereas ‘bad’ 
construction architecture is exhibited by unstructured (‘spaghetti’) 
computer programs.

3. Enterprise Ontology

3.1 Definition
In its modern use, ontology has preserved its original meaning of 
dealing with the essence of something, but it has also a definite 
practical goal. It serves to provide a basis for the common 
understanding of some area of interest among a community of 
people who may not know each other at all, and who may have 
very different cultural backgrounds. There are various definitions 
of the modern notion of ontology getting around. The notion as 
applied in [18], but also in [17] and [19], is what we prefer to call 
a world ontology. Common examples of such an ontology are the 
world of traveling or the world of cooking and dining. The focus 
is on defining the core entities in such a world and their 
interrelationships in a most clear and extensive way. The notion of 
ontology as applied in this paper is the notion of system ontology.
Our main source is the systemic ontology of [5], [6].  Our goal is 
to understand the essence of the construction and operation of 

complex systems, more specifically, of enterprises. The notion of 
system ontology includes the notion of world ontology.

A major motivation for developing and applying the notion of 
ontology in general is that the world is in great need for 
transparency about the operation of all the systems we daily work 
with, ranging from the domestic appliances to the large societal 
institutions. The goal of enterprise ontology, in particular, is to 
offer a new understanding of enterprises, such that one is able to 
look through the distracting and confusing actual appearance of an 
enterprise right into its deep essence, like an X-ray machine can 
let you look through the skin and the tissues of the body right into 
the skeleton.

The approach to enterprise ontology presented hereafter is the 
DEMO approach1, which on its turn is based on the !-theory 
[10]. Following the distinction by this theory between the function 
and the construction of a system, we call the collective services 
that an enterprise provides to its environment the business of the 
enterprise; it represents the function perspective. Likewise, we 
will call the collective activities of an enterprise in which these 
services are brought about and delivered, including the human 
actors that perform these activities, the organization of the 
enterprise; it represents the construction perspective.  As was 
recognized already, organizations are designed artifacts, like cars, 
space shuttles, and information systems. The distinctive property 
of organizations is that the active elements are human beings, 
more specifically human beings in their role of social individual 
or subject. In the !-theory these subjects perform two kinds of 
acts: production acts (P-acts for short) and coordination acts (C-
acts for short). By performing P-acts the subjects contribute to 
bringing about the goods or services that are delivered to the 
environment. A P-act is either material (like manufacturing and 
transporting goods) or immaterial (like granting insurance claims 
and selling goods). By performing C-acts subjects enter into and 
comply with commitments towards each other regarding the 
performance of P-acts. Examples of C-acts are “request”, 
“promise” and “decline”. The effect of performing a C-act is that 
both the performer and the addressee of the act get involved in  
commitments regarding the bringing about of the corresponding 
P-act.

C-acts and P-acts appear to occur as steps in a generic 
coordination pattern, called transaction.

Figure 5 exhibits the basic transaction pattern (upper right corner), 
as the elaboration and formalization of the workflow loop as 
proposed in [8], which is drawn in the upper left corner. A 
transaction evolves in three phases: the order phase (O-phase for 
short), the execution phase (E-phase for short), and the result 
phase (R-phase for short). In the order phase, the initiator and the 
executor negotiate for achieving consensus about the P-fact that 
the executor is going to bring about. The main C-acts in the O-
phase are the request and the promise. In the execution phase, the 
P-fact is brought about by the executor. In the result phase, the 
initiator and the executor negotiate for achieving consensus about 
the P-fact that is actually produced (which may differ from the 
requested one). The main C-acts in the R-phase are the state and 
the corresponding accept. The terms “initiator” and “executor” 
replace the more colloquial terms “customer” and “producer”. 
Moreover, they refer to actor roles instead of subjects. An actor 

1 Design and Engineering Methodology of Organizations, see 
www.demo.nl

575

Figure 3.30: Basic design process according to Dietz [Di06]

With the successful application of the DEMO methodology the enterprise ontology and hence
the ontologies of OS as well as US are derived. In a subsequent step these ontologies are taken
as input for an actual design process that derives a new ontology for the OS from requirements
regarding the function of the OS. Op’t Land and Dietz exemplarily concretize an enterprise
ontology-based design process for organizational restructuring in [LD08] prescribing actual
steps to be taken on the ontological descriptions of the enterprise. The example highlights the
role in which DEMO understands itself, namely as method for supporting change processes
in an enterprise context via a theoretically and well-founded mechanism for abstracting the
essence of the enterprise system. Against the background of DEMO’s focus, we classify the
method as shown in Table 3.32.
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Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.32: Method classification for DEMO

The method of DEMO provides an approach to develop enterprise ontologies in a systematic
way [Di06, page 139]. Thereby, the ontology covers the essence of the organization under
consideration, i.e. reflects commitment-related information, while it abstains from giving
detail on implementation-related aspects. In line with the four basic axioms of Ψ-theory
the ontological model of the enterprise is constituted of four distinct submodels as shown in
Figure 3.31.

Construction
model

Process model         State model

Action model

Figure 3.31: Basic design process according to Dietz [Di06]

The construction model specifies the construction of the organization embodied in the
identified transaction types as well as actor roles. Detailing the coordination aspect of the
transactions, the process model describes causal and conditional relationships between differ-
ent transactions. Complementing this perspective the state model outlines the state space of
P-facts, i.e. of production results, while P-acts are not part of the state model, as they may
be derived from the corresponding process model. The action model describes the enterprise
ontology on the most detailed model, such that – as Dietz states in [Di06, page 185] – the
other models may be derived from the action model, and are hence only provided for ease
of use. The different abstracted models (construction, process and state model) are comple-
mented each with a specific description language, of which especially the language behind the
state model deserves special attention. The so called “world ontology specification language”
(WOSL) (cf. Dietz [Di05]) provides the basic language elements for describing rigid and
non-rigid structures, i.e. states that exist universally over time and states that may change.
Applying WOSL to the context of the enterprise ontology, Dietz refines rigid structures to
C- and P-states, respectively, whereas C-facts (and P-facts, optionally) are derived from the
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general notion of the non-rigid structure. Thereby, WOSL provides a highly configurable and
organization-specific way to establish a basic ontological description of the state space. The
construction and process model languages present themselves as two sides of the same coin
taking a blackbox and a whitebox perspective on the organizational transactions further mir-
rored in the prescriptive understanding of an EA complementing the enterprise ontology with
“functional” and “constructional principles” (cf. Figure 3.30 and [Di06]). The specific focus of
the DEMO method and its complementary description languages leads to a classification in
respect to the language framework from Section 2.2.2 as shown in Table 3.33.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.33: Language classification for DEMO
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3.18 The EA3 CubeTM

EA management approach

Name of approach: EA3 CubeTM

Issuing organization: Scott A. Bernard, Syracuse University
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2005
Publications: [Be05], [Do08]16, [BG09], [Do09a], [Do09c], [Do09b]
Inner organization: monolith

In [Be05], Bernard presents his experience gained through his work in practice and academia
in the area of EA management. Identifying the need for a textbook for students, Bernard
wrote An Introduction to Enterprise Architecture Management in which he presented the EA3

CubeTM approach. According to Bernard EA management a framework for EA management
follows the dichotomy of language (what) and method (how) [Be05, page 75] and consists of
six basic aspects:

1. an EA governance process, which links the the EA management function to other
enterprise-level management functions,

2. a repeatable methodology describing the management function,

3. a framework representing the core elements and layers, i.e. the scope, of the initiative,

4. an integrated set of artifacts, i.e. architectural descriptions,

5. documentation tools with a repository to support architectural descriptions, and

6. associated best practices, which guide the implementation of the management func-
tion [BG09, page 220].

These constituents are further detailed in subsequently along the EA3 CubeTM.

In [Be05, pages 38–40] introduces a framework for EA descriptions – the EA cube, which
consists of three dimensions (see Figure 3.32). The first dimension is concerned with the
different architectural levels ranging from high-level strategic goals and initiatives to technical
network and infrastructure aspects on the bottom. The segments dimension divides the overall
EA in different parts covering one ore more lines of business, i.e. distinct areas of activity in
the organization, from a holistic perspective, i.e. all architectural levels. Complementingly, the
third dimension artifacts revers to the components that make up the organization. Thereby,
vertical components that serve one line of business but may affect more than one architectural
levels and horizontal, i.e. crosscutting components, which serve several lines of business, are
distinguished.

The above introduced concept of cross-cutting components can not be put on a level with the
idea of cross-cutting aspects as introduced in Section 2.2. As the cross-cutting components as
introduced by Bernad in [Be05, page 40] relate to instances, while the cross-cutting aspects
introduced in Section 2.2 related to the class level. Goals of an EA management endeavor,
which represent a cross-cutting aspect in terms of the analysis framework, are referred to by
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Figure 3.32: The EA3 cube description framework [Be05, page 40]

Bernard in [Be05, pages 64–69] and their relation to supporting components of the EA is
detailed [Be05, page 181]. Similarly, strategies, goals, and measures are discussed to quantify
the EA management endeavor [Be05, pages 72–74] but only discussed from a methodological
perspective.

The need to understand the organizational contexts, i.e. the ”amalgamation of values, beliefs,
habits, and preferences of all of the people throughout the enterprise” [Be05, page 56] to design
a suitable EA management function is emphasized by Bernard. Besides a list of prospective key
success factors for avoiding cultural misinterpretations, Bernard presents concrete examples
for the impact of the organizational context on the design of an EA management function,
e.g. he proposes a segmented approach, which is limited in scope for large or decentralized
organizations [Be05, page 55] or he indicates that the schedule for updating architectural
descriptions has to be defined [Be05, page 83]. While providing hints and suggestions, which
method is suitable in which organizational context, he abstains from directly linking them or
providing mechanisms for configuration.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.34: Method classification for EA3 Cube Framework

In [Be05, pages 83–94], a 20-step process to implement an EA management function is intro-
duced. The process can be grouped in four phases: Establishment of the EA management
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function, framework and tool selection, documentation of the EA, and use and maintain the
EA. In the first phase, aspects as integration with other enterprise-level management pro-
cesses, e.g. the project management and investment planning (cf. [Be05, pages 198–211]), as
well as the configuration aspects in respect to the organizational context and the intended
scope and reach (cf [Be05, page 87]) are discussed. Thereby, no explicit mechanisms how to
perform this configuration are presented but their importance is accentuated and questions
which guide the configuration are provided (cf. [Be05, page 83]). In the second phase espe-
cially the aspect of tool support and best practices for EA management is alluded to. Phase
three is concerned with the development and description of current and future states of the
architecture. Thus, Bernard distinguishes between two different types of future views, the
long-term strategic future views (with a time horizon of 4-10 years) and the medium-term,
planned, tactic views (1-3 years) [Be05, page 41]. The latter ones are derived from changes as
described in the planned initiatives [Be05, page 160]. Thereby, also the importance of vari-
ant development and historization is alluded to (cf. [Be05, pages 160–164]). The Concept of
Operations (CONOPS) (cf. Neilson in [Ne00]) is described as exemplary method to develop
the future states. Complementing the time snapshots on the EA, an EA management plan
representing a roadmap illustrating the transformation from the current to the future state is
developed. This plan further includes the definition of roles, responsibilities [Be05, page 170]
and boards and their competencies providing the link to other enterprise-level management
processes [Be05, page 204]. While Bernard abstains from detailing methods in terms of tasks
and actors to develop descriptions of the current and future state as well as roadmaps, he
provides exemplary viewpoints how an EA description could look alike.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.35: Language classification for EA3 Cube Framework
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3.19 Dynamic Architecture for modelling and development
(DYA)

EA management approach

Name of approach: DYA
Issuing organization: Sogeti Netherlands
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 200117

Publications: [Wa05], [St05], [BS06], [SBB07a], [SBB08], [SBB07b], [SB08],
[Lu09], [SB09], [Br10] [St10a]

Inner organization: monolith

Starting with their research in 2001, a group of researchers at Sogeti Netherlands the approach
of DYnamic Architecture for modelling and development (DYA), which should help architects
answering the question “When should I design which part of the architecture, with whom
should I consult in doing this, and what will happen with the results?” [Wa05, page 3].
According to Wagter et al in [Wa05, pages 14–23], today’s organizations face the challenges on
the one hand to foster coherence, i.e. the interaction of various processes and the presentation
of the organization as a uniform entity, and on the other hand to address the increasing
demand for agility of the market. The objective of the DYA model is to support organizations
in finding the right balance between agility and coherence. To achieve this aim, DYA offers
means and methods to create agility without returning to ad hoc solutions and enables bridging
the gap between strategy and realization. Thus, DYA proposes a continuous, cyclical, just-
enough, just-in-time process that allows permissible deviations from architecture if necessary
(cf. Wagter et al. in [Wa05, pages 204–206]). Put in other words, according to the DYA
method no architectural descriptions are compiled in advance, instead only those domain
architectures that are needed at a time are developed by a function, which is fully embedded
in the organization’s change process.

The approach presented by Wagter et al. centers around the notion of dynamic architec-
ture (cf. [Wa05, pages 37–49]). Central to the understanding of dynamic architecture, is the
chronological aspect of architecture. DYA distinguishes between three definitions, namely the
description of the current situation, a blueprint for a desired future situation, and a set of
guidelines for carrying out changes. While abstaining from presenting a dedicated information
model for EA management, DYA in line with its focus on the methodological aspect of EA
management18 classifies the matter of subject into three types of architecture. The business
architecture sketches the elements and structures that enable an organization to effectively
pursue its business objectives, i.e. the products and services offered, the producing processes,
and the organizational structure supporting these processes. The information architecture
representing the contour of information provided in an organization, i.e. the data required
and the distributing applications. Complementingly, the technical architecture is concerned
with the make-up of the technical infrastructure necessary to support the organization, i.e.

18See Wagter et al. in [Wa05, page 43].
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the hardware platforms, the network components, and the software/middleware required for
information sharing. The third and final aspect when talking about architecture in DYA is
the level of abstraction. The different levels of abstractions representing different views on an
architecture can be exemplified by the means of principles and standards. General principles
are defined on a general, i.e. abstract level, but can also be mapped to more concrete pol-
icy guidelines and rules. Models connecting these guidelines and rules to concrete elements
of the EA represent the most detailed level of abstraction. Figure 3.33 illustrates the DYA
architectural framework.
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form
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General 

principles

Policy lines

Models

Business architecture
Information 

architecture
Technical archtiecture

Business objectives

Figure 3.33: The DYA architectural framework [BS05, page 4]

Complementing principles as cross-cutting aspects of an EA, the aspect of goal-orientation and
traceability is discussed in [SB08] via the so-called architecture effectiveness model (AEM).
Whereas DYA emphasizes the role of business objectives as the source of all architectural
decisions, the question how to express or reflect these business objectives in the information
model are not addressed [BS06, pages 22-23]. The AEM provides a general structure to express
how EA management contributes to the business goals of an organization, namely architectural
results, organizational performance, and business goals [SB08, pages 609–610].

In order to cope with the increasing complexity of organizations, Bruls et al. further propose
the utilization of domain architectures (cf. Bruls et al. in [Br10]). The idea of domain
architectures is also referred to by van den Berg und van Steenbergen in [BS06], who distinguish
three levels of architectures enterprise architecture, domain architecture, and project start
architecture. The latter representing the architecture for a specific project on the operational
level, which serves as means to communicate target architectures to the project team [BS06,
page 40].

Table 3.36 shows how the DYA approach can be classified in respect to the language framework
devised in Section 2.2.2. It nevertheless has to be added that the language prescriptions
abstain on a very abstract level due to the focus on the method aspects. Hence, no detailed
descriptions of the information models can be found in the DYA approach.
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Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.36: Language classification for the DYA approach

DYA consists of three distinct processes that support an organization in its evolution with the
full benefits of using architecture. The processes of the DYA model affect the dynamic archi-
tecture and are supported by a respective governance structure as illustrated in Figure 3.34.
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Figure 3.34: The DYA Model according to Wagter et al. [BS06, page 39]

∙ In the process of strategic dialog, the business objectives to be pursued are determined
and after due consideration and exchange between business and IT management are
further refined as project proposals. This process ensures that the right things are done
at the right time.

∙ The process architectural services is triggered if a change on the strategic level is desired
i.e. triggered by the strategic dialog. The process follows a cyclic nature and develops
principles, guidelines, and models that enable realization of the business case. The
architectural services ensure that things are done correctly.
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∙ The processes development with/without architecture the concrete project proposals with
desired time frame, level of quality and acceptable costs. Both processes represent
alternatives at which with architecture represents the standard.

– In the process development with architecture each project proposal is furnished with
a project-start architecture, i.e. a description of concrete standards, norms, and
guidelines to be followed by the project (anticipatory strategy).

– If specially circumstances apply, e.g. extremely urgent situations, the process devel-
opment without architecture can be chosen. Thereby certain aspects of architecture
are temporarily ignored in a controlled and orderly fashion in the sense that con-
sensus exists, how and when the temporary business solution is exchanged by a
permanent architecture-conform solution and how the expenses therefore are cov-
ered (defensive or offensive strategy).

Using an fictitious telecommunication company, Wagter et al. describe the above processes
in more detail and discuss the tasks to be performed, the roles that should be involved, and
the artifacts, e.g. strategic document, impact analysis document, etc., that should be created.
Furthermore, white papers detailing on single processes or process steps exists (cf. the Project
Start Architecture by Luijpers in [Lu09]). Figure 3.35 illustrates the processes, involved actors,
and resulting artifacts.
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Figure 3.35: DYA processes according to Wagter et al. [Wa05, page 205]

Taking into account the system nature of enterprises and the EA management function respec-
tively, Steenbergen (cf. [St05, St10a]) proposes a maturity matrix for DYA to guide enterprises
in their evolution. The maturity model describes 18 focus areas, e.g. involvement of business,
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development process, or operation, commitment and motivation, or architecture tools [St05,
page 2]. For each of these focus areas a number of maturity stages is distinguished (ranging
from two maturity stages, i.e. A and B, to four, i.e. A to D). The position of the letters
in the matrix from left to right indicates the order in which an organization should strive to
reach the distinct stages. For each stage of each focus area a set of questions to be answered
is provided. The question can be used on the one hand to determine the current maturity
stage of an organization, and on the other hand provide guidance for future evolution and
adaptation of the EA management function. Table 3.37 shows how the DYA approach can be
classified in respect to the method framework devised in Section 2.2.1.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.37: Method classification for the DYA approach
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3.20 The EA management approach of Niemann

EA management approach

Name of approach: Niemann
Issuing organization: act! consulting (consultant)
Focus area: Method
Tool support: -
Period of activity: since 2006
Publications: [Ni06]
Inner organization: monolith

Klaus D. Niemann is the managing director of act! consulting, which is specialized in the
development of EAs. Klaus D. Niemann has more than 20 years experience in the area of EA
management(cf. [Ni06]), which he has written down in a book ”From Enterprise Architecture
to IT Governance” [Ni06].

The book presents the so-called EA Cycle consisting of the phases document, analyze, plan,
act, and a central check activity (cf. Niemann in [Ni06, page 37]) as illustrated in Figure 3.36.
According to Niemann in [Ni06, pages 170–177], EA management as to be integrated in
existing management structures, i.e. the interaction with other processes and functions has
to be defined. Relevant functions are program and service management and requirements and
portfolio management, which may have a bidirectional connection in the sense that e.g. the
portfolio management on the one hand receives decisions from the requirements management
as input, whose decisions in turn provide input for the planning activity of EA management
on the other hand.

check!

Figure 3.36: The EA Cycle of Niemann [Ni06]

The documentation method is concerned with defining the scope and reach of the EA man-
agement function, implementing, and populating the model [Ni06, page 41]. Thereby, typical
pitfalls of EA management are sketched and solutions to avoid these shortcomings are pro-
posed. Niemann proposes to structure an EA model according to three main levels called
business architecture, application architecture, and systems architecture [Ni06, page 77]. For
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each of the layers a detailed description of the elements and relationships contained is given
and cross-layer relationships are introduced. Furthermore, functional and non-functional re-
quirements are introduced as cross-cutting aspects, which influence elements on all layers (cf.
Figure 3.37).
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Figure 3.37: The information model of Niemann [Ni06]

During the document phase, Niemann emphasizes on the description of the current state of the
EA, the development of planned future states is sketched as part of the plan activity. Thus,
projects from the project portfolio management are considered in development planning [Ni06,
page 161]. The coverage of projects is neither exemplified nor is the effect of projects on the
EA referred to. In order to derive and establish principles, i.e. reference models in the
terminology of Niemann [Ni06, page 97], guiding the future evolution of the EA, Niemann
proposes to evaluate existing development lines and set up standards. Niemann lists different
application scenarios for utilizing these reference architecture models but limits their reach
to the IT-related elements (cf. [Ni06, pages 102–105]). While Niemann specifies different
viewpoints applicable to populate architectural descriptions, no hints how this population
can be performed, e.g. via the intranet or e-mail, are given. Similarly, the importance of
providing “stakeholder-specific views” [Ni06, page 82] is explicitly referred to, while in contrast
no dedicated audience for the proposed visualizations is given.

In order to analyze different states of the EA, Niemann proposes several questions for e.g. eval-
uating dependency, coverage, heterogeneity, or complexity (cf. [Ni06, pages 126–152], which
are linked to all architectural layers. Thereby, qualitative as well as quantitative analysis
techniques are provided. According to Niemann, these questions can be used to analyze the
current state of the EA and identify potentials for improvement. For each of the proposed
questions an analysis method is provided. In contrast, methods for evaluating planned states
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or for performing delta analyses are not provided by Niemann, although he provides crite-
ria for such an analyses, like cost efficiency, ability to reduce risks, or impact on functional
requirements [Ni06, page 163].

To support the establishment of an EA management function, Niemann details on different line
organizations of an enterprise, which should be considered and require a different organization
of the EA management function (cf. [Ni06, pages 178–181]). In the same sense, the author
discusses the need of “steering” [Ni06, page 121] EA management by emphasizing on aspects
like scope and reach and the need for adapting an EA management function. Nevertheless,
concrete mechanisms to adapt the methods of the EA cycle or how to include an organization-
specific terminology are not given.

Table 3.38 summarizes the analysis results of the EA management approach of Niemann in
respect to methodological aspects.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.38: Method classification for the approach of Niemann

Table 3.39 summarizes the analysis results of the EA management approach of Niemann in
respect to linguistic aspects.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.39: Language classification for the approach of Niemann
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3.21 The EA management approach of the University of St.
Gallen

EA management approach

Name of approach: (Approach of the university of St. Gallen)
Issuing organization: University of St. Gallen
Focus area: Method
Tool support: ADOben [Ai09b, Ai09a]
Period of activity: since 2007 (2003)
Publications: [ÖW03], [WF06], [AS07], [Br07], [KW07], [SS07], [Ös07], [Ai08b],

[ARW08a], [Fi08], [HW08], [WS08], [Ai09b], [Ai09a], [AW09],
[Ku09], [KW09], [RA09], [AG10]

Inner organization: explicit organization

At the university of St. Gallen there is a long lasting engagement in the field of “business
engineering” building on the groundworks of Österle and Winter in [ÖW03]. Understanding
business engineering as holistic approach for designing organizations in the information-age,
hence closely related to EA management, one can claim that the university of St. Gallen
is into the topic of EA management since 2003. Nevertheless, at least since 2007 more and
more of the work becomes specifically devoted to EA management topics, with Winter and
Fischer [WF06] introducing the layered framework for the EA as shown in Figure 3.38.
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tion.  For example, the organizational goals of a
corporation  (or  government  agency)  that  are
defined on a very aggregate level  in a balanced
scorecard,  are  subsequently  decomposed  into
more and more specific performance  indicators,
resulting in a multilayer goal/indicator aggrega
tion hierarchy. Such aggregation hierarchies are
commonly used not only for goals/indicators, but
also  for  products/services,  business  processes,
organizational  units,  information  objects,  or
software artifacts.

Figure 1 provides a  schematic  illustration of an
EA comprising the above mentioned five hierar
chical layers. On each layer, aggregation hierar
chies are used to represent artifacts on different
levels of aggregation.

Alongside  the  formation  of  architecture  layers
and  aggregation  hierarchies,  views  are  often
used  in  order  to  master  complexity
(Sowa/Zachman  1992).    In  a  multilayer  archi
tecture,  views  can  be  layerspecific  or  cross
layer.  Examples  for  layerspecific  views  in  EA
are  the  structural  view  (organizational  units,
responsibilities) and  the process view (business

processes,  performance  indicators)  on  the  or
ganization/process  layer.  Examples  for  cross
layer  views  are  security  architecture  and  infor
mation architecture.
Based on the concepts of multilayer representa
tion, aggregation hierarchy and crosslayer view,
EA can  be defined as  the  view  that  represents
all  aggregate  artifacts  and  their  relationships
across all  layers (Fig. 1). This  is due to the fact
that only the most aggregate artifact representa
tions  can  be  ‘fundamental’,  and  that  all  more
decomposed artifact representations have  to be
covered by specialized architectures.

The  remainder  of  this  paper  is  organized  as
follows:  In  Section  2  we  analyze  several  EA
approaches with regard to the core artifacts they
propose.  Interfaces  to other corporate architec
tures and models are discussed in Section 3. In
Section  4,  we  compare  our  recommendations
against several EA case studies in large compa
nies  from  different  countries  and  industry  sec
tors.  In  Section  5,  conclusions  regarding  the
level of detail of EA core artifacts and their inter
faces  to other  architectures  are drawn,  and an
outlook to future research in this area is given.
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Figure. 1. Enterprise Architecture as a Crosslayer View of Aggregate ArtifactsFigure 3.38: Essential layers of an EA [WF06]

In the understanding of Winter and Fischer EA seeks to provide a “cross-layer view of aggregate
artifacts” in order to address challenges that are not confined to a single layer. In particular,
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three main aims of EA management are denoted: a) support business/IT alignment, b) support
business development, especially business re-engineering as well as IS re-engineering, and
c) support maintenance. Aier et al. put in [ARW08a] this topic under inverstigation again,
applying statistical techniques on the outcomes of a survey. In this survey practitioners were
asked to rate 15 properties of an EA according to the level of implementation experienced in
the specific organization. Clustering the survey’s results, Aier et al. discover what they call
three different “EA scenarios”, reflecting typical stages that an organization managing its EA
may be in.

In [RA09] Riege and Aier further the above idea towards a “contingency framework” for EA
management, i.e. an organized set of factors that may influence the actual make-up of an
EA management function in an organization. Relating the factors back to the aims that the
corresponding organization seeks to pursue with EA management, Riege and Aier are able to
predict which of the subsequent aims is – based on the contingency factors – most important
for an organization:

∙ support of business strategy developement,

∙ support of business operations, or

∙ support of IT management.

In [SS07] Schelp and Stutz approach the EA from a strategic perspective, showing how to
apply the balanced scorecard mechanism onto the topic. They devise the “EA scorecard
framework” relating the different perspectives of the scorecard to different EA layers. Further,
they delineate the method for applying scorecards consisting of four stereotypic steps (cf. [SS07,
page 9]) as 1) “develop strategy and metrics on business level”, 2) “define business goals”,
3) “monitor metrics with the framework”, and 4) “adjust strategy, goals and metrics”. While
not much detail on the steps is added, the four step PDCA-like (cf. [De82a, Sh86]) method is a
recurring principle throughout the EA management approach. A technique for analyzing EAs
is outlined by Aier and Schelp in [AS07]. Understanding the architecture as untyped graph,
they apply clustering algorithms for determining (candidates for) structuring principles, so
called “domains”. This idea is later furthered by Aier and Winter in [AW09] to create proposals
on how to organize the decoupling of business and IT. In [WS08, pages 549–550] Winter and
Schelp reflect on the different types of analyses that may be performed on an EA organized
in layers as shown in Figure 3.38. Basically distinguishing between intra-layer, inter-layer and
extra-layer analyses, they expatiate on seven different kinds of analyses ranging from simple
“dependency analyses” over “complexity analyses” to more economically motivated “cost” or
“benefit analyses”. These analyses may be understood as techniques embedded into the larger
whole of a consistent EA management method or procedure model. Hafner and Winter reflect
on the requirements and the general make-up of such process model in [HW08], demanding at
foremost that the model is both “scalable” with respect to the covered part of the organization
and “evolutionary” accomodating a changing level of process maturity. Further, they require
a process model to be “organizationally compatible” meaning that each organization has its
specific culture, stakeholder setting and involved actors, which the process model has to adapt
to. Deriving from three case studies at Credit Suisse, Die Mobiliar and HypoVereinsBank as
well as from theoretic underpinnings in literature, Hafner and Winter delineate the four core
activities of the process model with related sub-activities as show in Figure 3.39.
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Figure 11. Consolidated Process Model for Architecture Management 

6. Conclusion and Outlook 
 
The aim of this article is to identify a process model 

for application architecture management that can be used 
as a reference for establishing company-specific architec-
ture management. The basis for that development encom-
passes the understanding of enterprise and application 
architecture as documented in section 1 as well as the 
requirements summarized in section 2. From the large 
number of proposals for application architecture man-
agement, a selection has been discussed that meets man-
datory requirements R1, R2 and R4. The discussion 
shows that the degree to which the assessment require-
ments can be satisfied is far from complete (section 0). 
For this reason, three cases from large companies are 
analyzed and compared in section 4. A consolidated 
process model is derived from these in section 5. The 
proposed reference processes address application archi-
tecture management (R1), comprise important compo-
nents of a methodology (R2) and support an incremental 
architecture evolution (R4). R3 as well as R5 through R11 
are secured in particular by management cycles and the 
differentiated and scalable analysis of requirements (con-
nectivity - R5, analysis of influencing factors - R8), archi-
tecture artifacts (methodological results - R7, visions - 
R9), architecture representation (inconsistency manage-
ment - R10, connectivity - R5, service orientation - R11) 
and architecture management (performance indicators - 

R6). Thus, on the one hand the proposed consolidated 
process model fulfills the goals of the investigation. On 
the other hand, the quality of the process model recom-
mendation [22] cannot be definitely verified. According 
to constructivism, this can only be decided according to 
the adequacy perceived when the model is adopted in the 
context of individual circumstances. Schütte emphasizes 
that reference models are not allowed to be completely 
built based on a defined system of goals and requirements 
[21] because goals and in particular their interrelation-
ships highly vary depending on the adoption context of 
the reference model. This is why the recommendation of 
the present reference process model cannot be treated as 
universally valid only regarding the fulfillment of the set 
of goals and requirements of section 2. For this reason, 
only the universal validity of the requirements system can 
be decided – based on its direct derivation from architec-
ture management literature – as well as the compliance of 
the consolidated process model regarding the list of re-
quirements. 

As a result of the paper, it can be stated that evolutio-
nary, process-oriented application architecture manage-
ment is comprised of four phases (= interrelated sub-
processes):  architecture planning, architecture develop-
ment, architecture communication and architecture lobby-
ing. The cases exhibit compatibility not only regarding 
these four sub-processes, but also similarities regarding 
the activities which make up these phases (cf. section 5) 
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Figure 3.39: EA process model of Hafner and Winter [HW08]

The four core activities may be identified with typical activities in knowledge intense disci-
plines with the possible exception of the “architecture lobbying”, which is quite specific for
EA management. This may be ascribed to the EA management function often not being
empowered to actually make prescriptions for the organization. The core activities of Hafner
and Winter are further mirrored in the work [Fi08, pages 114–118] of Fischer, although the
latter identifies four slightly different core activities19 namely “strategic dialog”, “architecture
development”, “architecture implementation”, and “architecture maintenance”. Following a
well-defined method, Fischer details the activities over an intermediary M1-level to concrete
processes described in an activity-diagram like syntax [Ob10c] on M0-level. Iterating over the
the different processes, Fischer describes [Fi08, pages 145–184] the distinct tasks, their execu-
tion order as well as the assigned actors in detail. Furthering the multi-level understanding of
the process model, Fischer further discusses the organizational structures and roles (cf. [Fi08,
pages 185–205]) that are required to support the aforementioned M0-level processes. Beside
this organizational embedding of the processes, no references to other contingency factors of
EA management are provided.

Complementing the findings of Fischer, Aier et al. refrain in [Ai08b] their understanding of EA
management as a design discipline mirroring characteristics of classical engineering disciplines,
summarized in line with Shaw [Sh90] as “creating cost-effective solutions for relevant problems
using scientific knowledge in service to society”. From this, Aier et al. derive two relevant
consequences, namely the question of “depth vs. width” and a set of general mechanisms
used in EA management. While the former question is of relevance for the EA description
language (see below), the general mechanisms described may be used as part of the M0-level
processes of Fischer. In particular, Aier et al. describe model navigation mechanisms as well

19The process model consisting of these activities is called “M2” model.
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as viewpoints that may be used to comprise specific information to a stakeholder. These
mechanisms are revisited by Aier et al. in [Ai09b] and [Ai09a], where they show how the
mechanisms can be implemented in a meta-modeling platform (ADOxx20 of BOC), creating
the “business engineering navigator” ADOben. The question of organization-specificity of EA
management that reverberates throughout the entire approach of the University of St. Gallen
is central subject of the discussions undertaken by Kurpjuweit and Winter in [KW09]. This
article, furthering the considerations from [KW07], especially describes on how to configure
the EA perspective to the stakeholder’s architecture perception. In the recent work [AG10,
page 60] of Aier and Gleichauf the topic of “EA planning” is discussed and the understanding
of different states of the EA (current, planned and roadmap) is put on a sound methodical
basis. In particular, dedicated activities for transformation design, namely a) delta analysis,
b) identify projects, c) identify temporal interdependencies, and d) schedule projects, are
described and linked to the underlying conceptualizations of the EA. In the light of the results
and contributions described above the method related prescriptions of the EA management
approach of the University of St. Gallen can be classified as shown in Table 3.40.

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.40: Method classification for the University of St. Gallen

Backbone of the EA description language employed in the approach of the University of St.
Gallen is the “core business meta-model” described by Österle et al. in [Ös07]. This meta-
model, shown in Figure 3.40, introduces the basic concepts that reside on the different layers
of an EA.

The concepts contained in the core business meta-model are described on an abstract level,
focusing on relationships and abstaining from giving details on the attributes of the concepts.
Further, the Österle et al. call for an intuitive understanding of the concepts giving no
explicit glossary of terms. In [Br07] Braun complements the core business meta-model21 with
more explicit sub-models for “strategy modeling”, “organization modeling” and “IS modeling”.
The corresponding sub-models introduce the relevant model concepts together with a textual
definition of their semantics and additionally provide a notation, i.e. define the symbols
used to represent a specific concept. The different sub-models are further complemented with
techniques and viewpoints that are to be applied as part of performing EAmanagement. Braun
puts special emphasis on the relationships between the sub-models [Br07, pages 171–178] and
delineates how other modeling language, as the UML, may link to specific sub-models [Br07,
pages 178–181]. Notwithstanding, the different sub-models ought to be used as a whole in
order to achieve comprehensive business modeling. In a brief side-note, Braun discusses how

20For more information on the ADOxx meta-modeling platform, see e.g. http://www.openmodels.at/c/

document_library/get_file?p_l_id=65121&folderId=65129&name=DLFE-2505.pdf (last accessed 09-07-
2010).

21According to the terminology from Section 2 the meta-model can be identified with the information model.
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Figure 3.40: Core business meta-model of Österle et al. [Ös07]

service-oriented concepts may be incorporated into the meta-model, an idea taken up by Aier
and Winter in [AW09]. There, they advocate for introducing an additional architectural layer,
called “alignment architecture” to decouple “supply” and “demand” layers in an architecture.
Exemplifying this along a decoupling in the IS support for business processes, Aier and Winter
introduce the concept of the “enterprise service” on an intermediary level. These services are
identified using the domain clustering technique as described by Aier and Schelp in [AS07].

Aside from aforementioned discussions on the additional abstractions in architecture modeling,
Kurpjuweit and Winter discuss in [KW07, pages 6–10] the need for organization-specific meta-
models. This is explained with the high maintenance effort connected to describing parts of
the overall organization that are not needed for EA management. As the understanding of
what is needed for EA management may differ from organization to organization, Kurpjuweit
and Winter describe a “systematic approach to meta-model engineering” that enables a using
organization to develop a specific meta-model. The approach consists of five steps as follows:

1. identify relevant concerns, i.e. areas-of-interest,

2. elicit stakeholder requirements and derive situated metrics,

3. select viewpoints and create viewpoint relationship overview,

4. select or design meta-model fragments, and

5. integrate meta-model fragments.

Whereas the general approach may be regarded as adaptation of classic domain modeling tech-
niques, especially step 4 deserves special attention. The selection of meta-model fragments
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points towards a collection of such fragments that was at that time yet to be compiled. Two
years later, Kurpjuweit made available such collection in [Ku09]. In the thesis he describes
different partitions of the core business meta-model that may be regarded meta-model frag-
ments in their own rights. Each fragment is further complemented with at least one viewpoint
that may be applied to visualize the specific information contents conveyed in the fragment,
more precisely in instantiations thereof. For particular examples of viewpoints in application
cases Kurpjuweit [Ku09, pages 224–228] further details which additional information may be
attached to a viewpoint in order to embed it into the situated context of an EA management
method. Based on the common terminology of the core business meta-model, Kurpjuweit
describes on techniques for integrating different meta-model fragments and delineates further
details the system approach for meta-model engineering as introduced in [KW07]. Summariz-
ing the characteristics of the language prescriptions in the EA management approach of the
University of St. Gallen, we classify it as shown in Table 3.41.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.41: Language classification for the University of St. Gallen
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3.22 Strategic IT management of Hanschke

EA management approach

Name of approach: Strategic IT management
Issuing organization: iteratec GmbH (consultancy)
Focus area: -
Tool support: iteraplan
Period of activity: since 2010
Publications: [Ha10]
Inner organization: explicit organization

In [Ha10] Hanschke presents what she calls “strategic IT management”, a collection of best-
practices further labeled as a “practical toolkit”22 for EA management. In the preface of the
work Hanschke calls upon the need to have such workable toolkit, as literature on approaches
for strategic IT management is abundant, but “remote from real-life practice and do not permit
ad-hoc use” [Ha10, page 65]. This reflects the gap that the work of Hanschke seeks to close by
describing practice-proven prescriptions and guidelines for the context of EA management. It
may be ascribed to this self-image of the approach that the majority of statements contained
in [Ha10] are of pragmatic nature, not detailing the intricacies of doing research on a sound
and coherent terminological basis. Moreover, the presented approach is complemented with
an open source EA management tool, “iteraplan”, in which the prescriptions and guidelines,
especially concerning the language perspective, are implemented. Central to the approach is
a framework deconstructing the EA into a set of interrelated sub-architectures as shown in
Figure 3.41. For each of these architectures, the strategic IT management toolkit provides best-
practices and prescriptions, although the focus of [Ha10] lays on the application architecture
and the corresponding management activity of “IT landscape management”.

From a methodical perspective, Hanschke’s strategic IT management presents methods for
three management subjects in an EA, namely for the “business landscape”, the “IT landscape”
and the “technology landscape”. Strong emphasis is thereby laid on the IT landscape, whereas
for the “infrastructure landscape” (cf. Figure 3.41) no dedicated methodical prescriptions
are made. Regarding the management of the IT landscape, Hanschke describes four distinct
main-processes: “documenting”, “analyzing”, “planning”, and “governing”. For each of these
processes, the IT management toolkit further details activities to be performed, constraints to
be accounted for, and actors to be involved in. This may well be exemplified with IT landscape
documentation, for which Hanschke recommends to devise a “maintenance concept”. The
concept not only describes how is responsible for keeping which information up-to-date but
further supplies information on related enterprise-level management processes, e.g. project
portfolio management, that may serve as sources of according information. In respect to
analyzing IT landscapes the approach (cf. [Ha10, pages 140–142]) describes coarse-grained
categories for typical questions and gives a template that may be used to describe concrete, i.e.
organization-specific, “analysis patterns”. Exemplary applications of this template illustrate
how concrete steps for performing analyses may look alike, further detailing so called “gap
analyses” that are useful in comparing current and to-be (plan) states of the IT landscape.

22Publisher’s description of the book available at http://www.iteratec.com/download/

StrategicITManagement.pdf, last accessed 11-16-2010.
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Figure 3.41: EA framework “Best-practice enterprise architecture” of Hanschke [Ha10, page 66]

IT landscape planning is according to Hanschke a circular and ongoing process (cf. Fig-
ure 3.42), in whose steps design/documentation and analysis of dedicated landscape states
is performed iteratively. Detailing this process, the approach describes how intermediary
planned landscapes can be derived from the to-be landscape, which in turn is based on the
current landscape and on additional information on business requirements and strategic objec-
tives. Thereby, so called “planning patterns” are applied which reflect proven-practice method
fragments helpful in the context. Complementing the triple of documenting, analyzing, and
planning, the topic of communicating EA plans in a stakeholder- and organization-specific
manner reverberates through the work [Ha10] of Hanschke, further concretized in multiple
exemplary visualizations, while dedicated communication processes are provided especially
for the current landscape along with mechanisms to integrate IT landscape management with
other enterprise-level management processes (cf. [Ha10, pages 190–193]). The topic of commu-
nication is picked up with respect to standards as part of “technology landscape management”.
In detail the approach describes steps for developing, maintaining, communicating, and en-
acting technological standards reflecting EA principles. Complementing the aforementioned
activities the strategic IT management approach of Hanschke discusses the EA management
governance, i.e. the structures, roles and responsibilities necessary to successfully implement
the “toolkit” in a using organization. Different “maturity levels” of IT landscape manage-
ment (cf. [Ha10, pages 194–206]) describe a possible roadmap for adapting scope and reach
of the management function, but also discuss how new stakeholders may be involved into
the management processes, making them “beneficiaries” of the artifacts, documentations, and
visualizations.

Table 3.42 shows how the approach of Hanschke [Ha10] can be classified in respect to its
methodical coverage against the framework devised in Section 2.2. It nevertheless has to be
added that the methodical prescriptions are limited to methods for IT landscape management
and technology landscape management, hence not targeting an embracing EA management
approach.
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Figure 3.42: IT landscape planning process according to Hanschke [Ha10, page 158]

Integration unidirectional bidirectional

Develop & describe current planned target principle question
Communicate & enact current planned target principle question
Analyze & evaluate current planned target delta analysis

Configure to organizational context scope and reach
Adapt to organizational context scope and reach

Table 3.42: Method classification for Strategic IT management

With its emphasis on providing an executable toolkit, the strategic IT management approach
of Hanschke [Ha10] adds profound information on language related aspects. More precisely, all
four landscapes are to some degree detailed with information models that outline the relevant
concepts on the business, the application, and the infrastructure side as well as concepts for
standardizing applications and infrastructure elements. On the business level these concepts
target both an external perspective, describing the organization’s offerings to its customers
e.g. “products”, as well as an internal perspective of service delivery in business processes
and via business functions. On the application and the infrastructure layer structural aspects
are alluded to, describing the business applications and their interconnections as well as the
linkages to hardware and network devices, always with a technical perspective. Special lan-
guage mechanisms are applied on different concepts to account for a volatility in respect to the
taken level-of-detail. Exemplifying this, the approach brings along a language primitive “hi-
erarchization” that denotes that an instance of the corresponding concept may be repeatedly
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decomposed into sub-instances. The information model of the approach as shown in Fig-
ure 3.4323 indicates hiearchization by the “H”-sign in the top-right corner of the corresponding
concept.

Figure 3.43: EA information model

Projects are essential elements in the information model and may be linked to EA concepts
on business, application and technical level. In this sense, the language brings along mecha-
nisms for describing how projects influence the corresponding landscapes on an abstract level,
whereas the actual transformations performed by the projects can only be inferred on the ap-
plication level using application lifecycle information. With the “technology landscape” being
a central constituent of the approach’s understanding of the EA, different concepts belonging
to this landscape may be used to describe the technological standardization of the applica-
tions as well as their interfaces and interconnections. This allows to describe concretizations
of architectural principles which are in turn devised as part of “technical standardization”
(cf. [Ha10, pages 223–242]). In the context of standardization, again aspects of lifecycle mod-
eling are alluded to, making it possible to specify, whether a technology “should be used in
the future”, is “in a phase out”, or has already been “retired”. The analysis mechanisms of the
approach add further concepts for describing typical analysis questions in terms of so-called
“analysis pattern” [Ha10, pages 151–157] that may be applied on any architectural level. These
patterns do, as discussed in the method section, not only describe steps to be taken in an-
alyzing landscapes, but also anchor the corresponding analyses in the affected architectural
concepts. Therefore, textual descriptions of the analysis procedures are given and architec-
tural attributes are referenced textually. These prescriptions could in the majority of cases be
converted to algorithmic analysis techniques reified in EA-related questions, although the ap-
proach only sketches such procedure. Additionally, the approach describes how these analyses
relate to the concept of the “IT goal”, which is briefly alluded to by Hanschke [Ha10, pages 23–
26]. At this point nevertheless no conceptual linkage between goals and the affected elements
of the application landscape is established. In the context of IT landscape documentation
methods, the approach of Hanschke [Ha10, pages 206–215] supplies what is called “guidelines
for personalization” there. In these guidelines, the need to adapt the description language to
23See https://www.iteraplan.de/wiki/display/iteraplan/iteratec+Best-Practice+Enterprise+

Architecture
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the specific information demands of the stakeholders (called “beneficiaries” there) is alluded
to, and concrete prescriptions on how to analyze the concern-stakeholder-relationships are
provided. In this sense, mandatory and “nice-to-have” modeling concepts are distinguished
and an understanding of the needed data quality is discussed. Against the background of the
embracing information model provided by the approach, no dedicated mechanisms for evolving
an existing model are considered. Reflecting these characteristics of Hanschke’s strategic IT
management [Ha10] as further implemented in the open-source EA management tool iteraplan
against the background of the language analysis framework discussed in Section 2.2.2, we can
classify the approach as depicted in Table 3.43.

Black-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

White-box perspective business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Strategies & projects business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Visions & goals business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Principles & standards business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Questions & KPIs business &
organization

application &
information

infrastructure &
data

Configure & adapt initially evolutionary

Table 3.43: Language classification for Strategic IT management
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CHAPTER 4

Conclusion and outlook

Publication titles like “state-of-the-art in ...” may be regarded as indications towards an
ongoing consolidation process in a discipline. Such process can in turn be diagnosed for the field
of EA management as the analyses in Section 3 showed. Revisiting the prominent approaches
against the background of the general frameworks from Section 2.2, we could further show
that as of today a comprehensive approach addressing all aspects of EA management is still
missing.

In the following, we start with summarizing the method-related guidance:

Develop and describe is well covered by a majority of approaches, especially when it comes
to prescriptions on how to document the current state and how to create a vision for
a target state of the EA as well as a transformation roadmap. Prescriptions on how
to develop architecture principles and how to develop as well as describe architecture
questions are on the contrary scarce. The former gap aligns well with the apparent lack
of descriptive techniques for architecture principles as obvious in the language-related
evaluations.

Communicate and enact is also well addressed by many approaches, nevertheless with a sig-
nificant drop in the frequency of communication-related prescriptions, when it comes to
architecture roadmaps, architecture principles, and architecture-related questions. Lat-
ter fact may nevertheless not be considered a surprise, as different literature on EA
management [Ku09, La09, Ch09] reports on difficulties in communicating stakeholder
concerns. This would in turn be a prerequisite of communicating the relevant questions.

Analyze and evaluate has a fairly good coverage, but the lowest of the three core processes.
In particular, only a few approaches concern themselves with methods for analyzing
target states and development roadmaps. A practitioner’s interest especially in the
latter topic is nevertheless documented in the “synchronization management” scenarios
of [se05] and [Ma08], such that we diagnose a critical lack in this field.
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Integration is, despite EA management being a topic heavily relying on coordinating and
informing existing management functions, not addressed by about one third of the ap-
proaches. Regarding the other approaches both integration scenarios are nearly equally
alluded to. This points to the fact that many EA management approaches seek to install
EA management as a super- or sub-ordinate management function instead of establishing
a dense web of bidirectional linkages.

Configure and Adapt is not well covered by the approaches. In particular questions on how to
tailor and re-tailor the methods in a changing organization is not addressed in depth,
although some approaches discuss on “contingency factors” for an EA management func-
tion. In contrary, many approaches do nevertheless mention the need for organization-
specific tailoring of EA management functions.

In the light of above summary (see also Table 4.1), one may say that concerning methods for
EA management much is ‘already in place’, although mechanisms to find, select, and adapt the
prescriptions to the using organization are really needed. This in particular advocates for an
integrating and situational approach that allows bringing together the different prescriptions,
thus making them available to an organization that is willing to establish a specific EA man-
agement function. The linguistic convergence in the field of EA management, as diagnosed by
Schelp and Winter in [SW09], as well as the ongoing consolidation process can provide a good
basis for research targeting the integration and combination of EA management approaches.

Revisiting the language-related prescriptions provided by the approaches, we again find an
unequal coverage of the different language aspects. Along the dimensions of the classification
framework (see Section 2.2), we summarize the language-related guidance as follows:

White box perspective is employed by a majority of approaches, almost equally targeting busi-
ness, application, and infrastructure aspects. With the methods’ barycenter on docu-
mentation, this strong coverage of the ‘raw’ make-up of an EA is not surprising. The
equal coverage on the three layers can further be interpreted as objection against the
often raised argument of EA management being IT-centric. Even if not quite a few of
the analyzed approaches root in IS development, the structure of the supported business
is well accounted for.

Black box perspective on business and application aspects is well covered by many approaches,
which may be ascribed to the importance of service-orientation on both application and
process level. When it conversely comes to a black box perspective on the infrastructure,
the situation presents itself rather different, although the recent virtualization ‘rally’ may
call for a more strict distinction between infrastructure components and their services
in the near future.

Strategies and projects are covered by less than half of the approaches. On the one hand this
reflects an understanding of EA management having project character, as promoted by
some of the approaches. On the other hand the omission of projects reflects a critical
lack in some of the approaches, that only account for the visionary nature of target
architecture states but do not consider their implementation in detail.

Visions and goals are made explicit by slightly less than half of the approaches, at least when
it comes to business or application level goals. This is particularly surprising, as there
is a strong agreement on having to develop and to communicate target states for the
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architecture, whereas means for rationalizing the target state are scarce. This may
ascribe to the fact that documenting visions is regarded an ‘art’ employing natural
language ‘models’.

Principles and standards are only covered by a few approaches with special focus on standards
on both application and infrastructure layer. What may at first sight mirror the IS-
centricity of the EA management approaches, moreover their rooting in IS development,
can also be ascribed to the fact that as of today no concise understanding of the role
of principles in EA management has developed (cf. [St09]). Especially, the regulatory
nature of principles constraing the possible EA design space is only alluded to by quite
a few approaches.

Questions and metrics are addressed by half of the approaches, nearly equally concerning met-
rics on application and infrastructure level with business level metrics being not only
slightly behind. This reflects a situation as discussed by Frank et al. in [Fr08] stat-
ing that the architecture-related metrics are decoupled from business relevant ones, e.g.
originating from IT controlling.

Configure and adapt is only covered by about half of the approaches. This is especially sur-
prising as the need for an organization-specific information model has repeatedly been
discussed in literature, e.g. in [Bu07b, Ai08a, KW09]. Having an inappropriate infor-
mation model may be detrimental for an EA management approach in manifold ways.
In particular the need to collect not relevant information may stall an EA management
endeavor before it really starts.

Above summary (see also Table 4.2) sheds a light on the situation of EA description languages
showing that EA management is more than one step from having a ‘lingua franca’ that em-
bracingly covers the management subject. In particular, planning related concepts as projects,
principles or goals are not well accounted for by the majority of the current approaches. This
in turn calls for research heading towards an integration of different description languages
especially providing mechanisms to only incorporate those concepts that are really needed by
the using organization.
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